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Ill *STON Tl I .*i|»A v, July 27.
'*!
A.in)
stock :it market—( 'attle, 1247;
^tieep aial Lamb-, >o7u. swim*. s:7(>.‘»; Veals, 80;

11<>!>*••'. 144 niitiilier ol Western ( attle,1141 ; Nnrtlii« n < attle. Iih;.
I’l i-f .if lleef < attle
l(Hi tt, live weight— Kxtra
quality. s.'i 2.'i/i."» ."><»; llrst quality, .*4 s7‘,§a P2‘a;
ruiel .|ualit>. .>‘4 2.'»/j4 7*. tlinit quality, $3 ao
<i \ 12
poorest grailes of eoar.se Oxen, Hulls, Ac.,
■

...

Brighton IIitles. 7‘2t t? tt.; Brighton Tallow, 3c
c ll>; « ountrv Hitler, <>'9g7c B 3*.
(Jotmtry Tallow,
I ‘j a2<■ 1/ tli; ( all skins, Ogluc V ti
Lamb Skills,
t'lfllnie each; dairy skins 2'*g.joe; sheared skins, *25

eaeh.
The trade did not differ much from that of one
v. eek ago.
Light Western t attle, weighing from
1 Inn'i l.luo tt.
eaeh, were in better demand than
lu avy cattle, and cost higher at the West, but the
trade here would not admit of any advance. Brices
for butchers' < attle ranged from $5n5 37‘* 4F 100
tt. live weight.
I’he quality of tin- offerings was
mostly of a ..I grade of beef, many of the best
beeves being taken for the export treble.
^heep and Lambs—Those from the West were all
owned hy butchers and taken direct to the slaugh
ter houses for slaughter. Western Sheep have been
costing higher the past week, those brought in
if 11>, Lambs from 0>ag7^c &
costing from 4
tt. live weight. There were several hundred head
of Canada Lambs brought in from Canada to <».
W Hollis A Co., who will probably have large lots
sent to them, as is usual at this season of the year.
swine—Western Fat Hogs are coating landed at
the slaughter houses from 4?* g.V^c & Hi live weight.
In our number we Include all the Western Fat
Hogs brought in over the several railroads for the
past week, all being owned by butehers.
a

bn-

Captain Joseph Bury, who Is now living
at Hailey, Idaho, is to be remembered

quietly

for his remarkable war record. When the rebellion broke out he spent $3,000 of his own
money in organizing a regiment in Ohio. He
went to the front, fought all through the war
ami when mustered out had this indorsement
placed on his discharge by his commanding
officer: “This officer has not been absent from
his command a day during the entire war.”
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Livingstone,
road,
St.

a

town

Paul,

on

over

in Yellowstone Park.
the Northern Pacific, railone thousand miles west of

tin' town of

departure. At
the depot in Livingstone we exchanged forty
dollars formative days* ticket," which ticket
was to cover all
transportation and hotel ex*
was

ponses for

live

days

our

in the National Park,

re-

the end of that lime to Livinglay dire; tly up the beautiful
valley of the *i ellowstone River. A branch
railroad has been constructed by the Northern
Pacitic to rinabar. a distance of fifty miles

turning

us

stone.

Our route

at

from Livingstone. It was two o’clock on a
beautiful June afternoon, when vve bade farewell J<> the main line of railway and started
forth from Livingstone to rinabar. On our
left was the X* llowstone Ri\er. which is of it
self <piite a curiosity, from the fact that it is
larp* at this point as it is when it.
nearly
pours from the Yellowstone Lake many miles
above. W hether the water escapes from the
not

as

river*' bed by some unseen channel, or is worn
away by the dashinps upon the rock*, the deponent doth not say. The valley through which
live miles wide, rich
in its agricultural resources and beautiful in
it appearance: it has been nio>t appropriately

we

rode

w as some

four

or

named by some. -’Paradise valley.'* Thousands of horses and eatth sleek and fat. were
nibbling tiie sweet i-< eii aia»' as our train
passed by. < in mir left far up and beyond tlie
riser towered a ranp- of mountains, theirpeaks
rose red with a mauile of eternal iee, w!b!. tie

thr .unant cur*-.
It any one i' languid. depressed in spirits, inclined to headoli.', and “eiierailv •out ot sorts*" let him I'm
canyons between them contained hup-drifts of
i* 11 h'' t»ivak fa't daily for a m-mth w ith a dish
snow.
on our riaht was anotiier ratine of
<*f fr.'hly piekrd currants.
Hr will soon alhills, laid. rupued, and frownina, upon us, as if
most doubt his own identity, and may even
lieeiu 1.1 think that lie is heromiii:: a jroo.l man.
they considered our visit an invasion of their
11. will be inor. gallant t<* his wife, kinder to
sacred -.ei-lusion.
his
hildi'. ii. friendlier to his neighbors, and
< inabai- \va> soon reached, where \\
exmore op.'ll-hamled to ever;, ”<»od calls.'.
\\ ol'k
will soon seem plav. and play fun. In brief, changed the railway ar for ihe famous westilie truth <1 the amdent pun w ill he verified
ern coach.
It \v a our ..I fortune total! into
T he
that
the hand.- of
power !•> live a Lrood life depends
'barley.** a laru'e-si/.ed, fulllaruelv upon the Ur> r." Out upon the non- hearded man. who from an experience of thirty
sense «>f lakimr m* di. in* and nostrums duriiu
in
sfierini:
the «rreai W est, thorornrhly
years*
the currant season!
i.et it be taught at tlieo- understands all the mysteries of the business,
j
lo'jiea! seiuinarirs that tin currant i- a **nieaii' ! lb* handled the ribbons over bN six horses in a
of irra«v.'
It i* a correct ive. and that i* what ! manner “o skillful that i found
myself almost
1 sat on tin:* box beside
a\e-ram-humanity most ne*-*|s.
envy iiijr his ability.
The ninant, like the raspberry, i* willinir to
him, and was shown many of t he points of interkeep shady, hut only because it i* modest. It est. Re fort? tin- staue left rinabar. Charley rei> one ..f iht fruits that thrive better anion"
marked. “There i- the *!>e\il*s Slide.* v I lookHer' than in to.* dry
and 'iimi} exposure*. ed away up to the rip lit not far from where
Tlier*-fore, in i*«-oi nii/in_ space on the- lionn
•*l\!ectric |% ak" looked down upon is from its
ae-re-. it may I*, "Town annul;" smaller tree*, or.
aititude of ILOiK) feci, and lie-re 1 saw two
he ttei still. Oil tile- llorlJn-l ll of e ast, ill side of
wall.-* of stone extending down the side of a
a wall or In-d.^e-.
Hut shade- is not essential e\- mountain, running parallel with each other for
‘■•■pl as We "'** south: then tin- lV*lllisites of a distance of nearly a mile.
I'liese wails wt;re
moisture- and 'In-lt.-i- from tin* l»nrninir rays of
some twenty feet
thick, with smooth, perpentin sun shoiilel 1*«* e-omplie-il with as far a> pos- 1 dicular sides, and rose to a height
varyimr from
sji*le. In "ivinjr this ami kimlred fruit* partial
| seventy-five to two hundred foot. The space
shade they should lie.I l.e- compelled to contend ! between thes-- ni:t"i\c wd1' was some
Thirty
to all} exieiit with tin- roots of t lees. This will | rod' wide, and it w.a
down this steep, smooth
No fruit can i a .i line, ii i> supposed. ! infer from the name)
pro\e an mn-.pial contest.
thrive in eleiise shad-. or timl suste-nam-e-annum j that his Satanic
Mnosiy oiin- indulged ill the
tin- voraeious roots e*f a tree.
spurt of coasting.
>e!eet, 1 lien-tore', it possible, heavy, deep, I
l i'-in L vinytone we journeyed due smith.
moist. }e t well-elraineei soil, ami do not fear to After leaving < 'inab: r. we soon reaelu-d the
make ami keep it \e-ry ri*li.
If you are- relittle town of Oardim-r. named. I presume,
'tri<"te’l to sand} or irraNelly soils,eorre-et tln-ir i from the (.ardim-r Piv-r. wiiieli here joins the
ele feet* with eo|llpi»st. *|*‘**av***l leaves ail'l seals.
| Yellowstone. Near this town vvv eros-ed itmm k. manure from tin* eoNv-stahh*. :md *»tluT
iim t hern line an*i entered the nival \ * How-tone
fertilize i's Nvith sta}iii"’ ratln-r tban stimulaiinir j Park. Some fart- in relation 1" this now faepialitie-s. Hither by ploiinhiii" or f«u*kiuir. j mous locality may he of interest to my readers.
eie-'-pe n as well as e-nrieh the- -»»i!. It is then j The Yellow-tone Park is situated in ihe midst
rcad;. tor tin plants, whi'di may be set out ; of the mo>t elevated part of the Itoeky Mount« it In i-in the fall
or in early spring.
I pr«*fer
ains, whose nmantie peaks form a minhlv ramtie- autumn- any tiun- after the- leave* havepart around it. The streams of water ’which
fallen—l»ut spring answer* almost as well, llow through the Park are tie- headwaters of
while* I»lit Is are* elormant or partially so.
It
the Mi-souri. < 'olumhia. and Colorado Pivers.
should i>e remembered that tin currant >:arts din* territor) which it embraces was taken
from western Wyoming, southern Montana,
Ni-ry e arly, ai.d i* full of foliage he-fore some
i"-opl«- are- fairly aNvaki-m d 11* narden interests. and astern Idaho. Its extent i- tifty-tive miles
It we nil* I in this c.-isf be- better t«* wait until
in ieiixtii from nortii to south.
This was set
<>eioln-r. unless the* plant* can heohtained from apart bv Coupe--in is72 a- a National Park.
.1 m-iuhbor on a
elotniy -Tin ; then they should The low--t elevation within the Park is u.oon
he e-ut hack t W O-t 11 i I'e l ,*f lhe*ir length Indore
feet above the -ea level, while tlie highest peaks
heili" I'e-inoVei i. and t lie t I’a11* fe!* Iliad* a* quickWithin
rally from h.uuu to 12.IHMI feet hi”h.
ly a* possible. I'nde-r any *-ir«*umst:inees take the Park tiie nights are eool and seldom free
"ti half e.f the-Nvooel fnnn tin* plants bought.
from fro-t. iMiriim the -wmm*T the day-are
This nee*I n*>i i»e throw n away.
Kv*-ry euttinjr deliirhtful. and e-pocja|ly adapted to the pleasof yniiii: w oe. i sj\ inches hui" will make a new
ure-seeker. The government permits no name
a single
season.
All that i* needful ii«- I>.
plant
killed within the limit- of the Park. If
t" kee-j- the- W 0***1 IlloUt lllltil
to
it
thilaw continues to he faitiifull) < nforeed. it
1(11*1}
pllt
into the- "lomnl. or. h*-tt*-r still, a i-ool. damp
will be bill a few Veal's bet'or* huflalo. elk.
I'l.-u e iii tin "ar*le-n can he sel«*et*-*l at once.and <leer, and oilier name will till it- forests to ovvr11>• «uttiii"s sunk two-thirds of their length
tlovviun. A small corps of competent officialml** the ur< mid, and the s,,ii prosed firmly
are lookinn after the interests of the novernai' Uinl
Hn fall the} n\ ill have* a nood
then
inent appropriali-ms of money (which thus far
siipph e.f root-, and ! y i}i• following autumn have he* n far too small). vv 11i«* 11 have been mallehe- r* a iy t'.
out wherever } o|| w ish the‘111 t"
i') < onnre>- to construct roads an«l make other
I
fruit.
I’ Ion
m Harper's Magazine for
improvements within the Park. It would be
an act of wi-dom for ('oimrcss to
August.
immediately
pen*I half a million of dollars in these- nnn-hiiec<led improvement-. The park i- already
Planting of Fruit-Trees.
vi-itetI each vear bv tluni-ands of tourists; ami
!o iilu-trate how eo-m politan tln-e visit- are.
11 lii> :t<T< has I"Tii enriched and ploughed
*iii tin- hotel records at tin- Lower < ievser Pa-in
tu i. «* deeply :i> I have already suggested, little
where I I'-nistered my iiaim with less than
twentv fellow pilnrim-. I saw that they repremore i' necessary in planting than to excavate
sented tin- State- of Maim Massachusetts. < oi,a
hole larg< enough to receive the roots spread ll'-etieut.
Ni W def'C), New N (»I’k < >h i«». Pelinout in their natural positionshould no such -y 1 v a nia. < a I i fori da. <non. Idaho: also lb inthorough ami General preparation have l»een land. India. South America and (h-rmany.
Prom < ■ardiner < it y our coach rolled rapidlv
ina'le, or if lli. ground L hard. poor, ami stony.
through the eanvon of the (iardiner Piv-r.
lh« owner w II timl it to hi- a«l\ .-Ullage p. dig a
steep, lllnned Walls rose oil each side of the
-Mio.I-si/.e» 1 hole tine, or four feet across ami narrow way. Ma>-ivc el ill'- live hundred feet
abov e ii- vv c ov erha uni nil the road and til linn
t"o deep, filling in and around the tree with
our minds with fear a- vv contemplated the
line rich surface soil.
If lie ('an obtain some
re-ult that would follow if one of them should
down upon n-. < Mir driver pointed out
thoroughly dc< oinpost.d eonipost or manure, topple
to us all eanle'** nest far up oil a nreat elilf. The
for instance, a- the scrapings of a hum-yard, “old
Indian's l'aec,*’ caned upon the solid
or ri< h hlack
»iI from an old pasture, to mix
rock ami of ln roie si/e. was also shown 11-.
The
six
horses wa re trottin.n' sharply aimin' the
"
N'ith the earth
m ath ami around the roots,
narrow pike, when there was a sudden ru-tlc
the good effect will he seen speedily, hut ill no and noise
down the mountain-side, and a thick
instance should raw manure from the stable,
« loud of dust arose
from the pike close beside
our
which immediately reared and
leaders,
or anythin;: that must decay before
becoming pi imp'd in nreat frinht. "What i- that?** 1
plant food, he brought in contact with tin- asked in terror. "Only a chunk of
tin-scenery
roots.
Again I repeat my caution against plant- that has fallen from the rlifl*.*'
carelessly rein;; too deeply olie of tile eoUlllloUest Ulld
the driver, as the coach wheels smashed
plied
most fatal error>.
Let the tree he set about as
over a rock some two feet square that, was then
de- ply as it stood before removal.
It the tree
lyiiiir in the track. "Yonder.** said the driver,
he planted «-arly in spring, as it should he, there
pointing to hi- 1» ft, "is the place where you
will he moisture enough in the soil, hut when can
catch a ti-h from the (iardiner River, and
planting is delayed until tin ground has he- without niovinn from your tracks svvinn him
conie rather dry
and warm, a pail of water into a hot
the
-prinn and boil him. And,
poured about its root- when the whole has wav,’’ lie eoiitinii'-ii. "there i- a yod by to
story
been nearly tilled will he beiielieial. Now that be told
about that. Three \ears auo thi-.-unithe tree i> planted, any kind of course manure
hut, :» lady came here irmu New
<>rk city.
'pn ad to tin* depth of two or three inches on
She went down th.re to li'li. :i in I >:it upon that
the surface as a llltlh ll L Vi;n Useful. Stake rock. In :i lew
moments she caught a line
at once to protect against the winds.
I>onot trout. :• n<I without
rising from her >eal rooked
make the common mistake »f planting too
it in the boiling spring.
When 'lie returned to
Observe
the
area
shaded by fully
closely.
New York 'he told the story to her friends,
row ii trees, and you will learn the
of
Lily
and tlie following summer one of her lady
crowding. Moreover, dense shade about the friends came out here. When -he
reaehed the
house i- not desirable. There should he space
hotel above here she went immediately to see
for plenty of air and sunshine. The fruit from
.M r. \\ akelield, he proprietor of the stage line,
"He well-developed tree will often more than
and told him of her friend*'
and inMipplx a family, for ten or fifteen barrels of formed him that she had experienee
journey, d to the
apples is not an unusual \ icld. 'flu; standard YelloW'tone Hark for the express
of
purpose
apples should be thirty feet apart. lVafs, the repeating the aet of h*T l'rieml, and could he
dwarf*T -rowing cherries, plums, etc., can he
assist her*" Mr. Wakclield i> very much of a
-town in the intervening; spaces.
In ordering gentleman, and of course lie could aid her. lie
from the nurseries insist on straight, shapely,
would order a hack and convey her that very
and young trees. si> three years from the hull.
hour to the same rock and spring where her
Many trees that are sent out are small enough, friend had caught and cooked the fish. The
but they are old and stunted.
Also require
smiled her gratitude. and the gallant prothat there should he an abundance of fibrous lady
of the transportation line ordered his
and unnuitilate 1 roots. [K. 1\ Roe, in Harper's prietor
most nobby coach, and in company with the
Magazine for April.
New York lady and several friends whom he
invited to share the pleasure of the trip, they
rode tothe Gardiner Kiwr. ‘This is the place;/
Unthresheil Oats for Horses.
cried Mr. Wakclield. ‘Now you sit down upon
this rock, and throw your hook iu there. You
I nthreshed oats are a better feed for horses
will catch a tish iu a moment. Then throw
than 11»«* nrain alone, or the grain and straw him n this
spring, where the water is boiling
both fed, lmt separately. Thealbuminoid ratio hot.* The lady obeyed, her face being radiant
with
The other members of the
expectation.
of the grain of oats i- l.r.l; of the straw of
party looked on in lively interest, the proprieoats. 1.25Kb
1 he foo<I for horses at
tor
with
much enthusiasm upon the
ordinary
dwelling
work should have an albuminoid ratio of 1.70. wonderful hot sprinjr; and bending down over
with
the greatest caution, touched his
it,
he,
the
of
lienee,
oats should be mixed with
grain
linger to the water. l»ut a look of blank confood havin'' a lower albuminoid ratio. We sternation
immediately seized his features. The
might get a ration -havin'; the proper ratio— water was—icy cold. He undertook to explain.
Hut
the
New
York lady, with that degree of
by using eorn with oats. Hut it is well-known
charity for which many persons are distinthat for grain to he well digested it must be
guished, arose from her seat and remarked, ‘It
eaten with some sort of stover to form tin;
i> about as 1 expected.* The gentleman confessed afterward that he would gladly have
in ee-sary bulk in the stomach.
For stover we j
given live thousand dollars to have been out of
might use i lie timothy, which has an albuminoid the* dilemma. The
party rode hack iu silence
ratio ot l.xl. and would give the
necessary to the hotel. There Mr. \Vakefn Id made known
bulk.
Hut it is much better to have the grain his
when an old trapper and
strange
discovery,
and the stover eaten together.
We may cut
who was present remarked with a
the hay. mix it and the grain together, and explorer
*(>
are
a
sneer,
you
h-uih-rfont and went to the
moisten the mixture; but we
accomplish the wrong spring.* A wager was immediately
same thing more
uneconomically by feeding
made as to which was right, and they both rethreshed oats, lor then the grain, all tin; chaff
paired to the spring. ‘Thar she is,’said the
and a good part of the straw are masticated
trapper, and confident, that he was about to
together. Hy thus feeding oats we not onlv win a wager, he put his hand to the water. It
improve the albuminoid ratio of the ration and was cold. The old man arose with a look of
provide the necessary forage masticated with | disgust upon his features: his only remark
the grain, but we save the expense of threshwas: ‘It i< time for me to quit the
territory,’
ing. Outs to be fed in this way should be cut and he went.*’
before they are ipiite ripe, cured thoroughly,
While the driver was telling the above story,
and then moved away. They are just the feed we were climbing the steep hill, rolling under
for winter, when the horses reijuirc carbo- the shadow of Mt. Kvarts. Another steep
hydrates; and Idealise of their manner of feed- ascent, and the horses dashed across a small
ing are so well digested, and are so well suited level plain, and we halted at the veranda of
to the wants of the horse that lie will do a
the Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel, which has
great deal better upon them than he would the lines! accommodations for live hundred
almost
other
food.
upon
any
[American Agri- guests. This hotel, as its name indicates, is
culturist.
located at the Mammoth Hot Springs, at an
altitude of over 0.000 feet above the sea level.
The Springs are over one thousand feet above
Mowing the Roadsides.
the Gardiner Kiver, into which their waters
How. These springs arc directly in front of
It should he part of the road work
everythe hotel, and as they rise in terraces one bewhere* to keep the weeds cut down which
yond the other, a tine view can he obtained
spring ii|» along' tin* sides of the highways; and from the veranda.
At live o’clock in the evening we
this work should never he neglected. There is
sallied
forth to look at those marvelous springs. As
scarcely a neighborhood in which the highways we passed over the level
in
front
of
the
plain
do not mature enough weeds to seed half the hotel, wo saw
many deep, cavern-like pits,
adjoining fields. It would be to the interests which were formerly boiling springs. The
earth beneath our feet was composed of the
of the owners of those fields to have the
high- peculiar gray-colored formations made by the
ways mown; but they fail to do this because overflowing springs. The first terrace is nearthe roads are public property, and they feel ly half a mile in length, and
quite five hundred
that every item of their care should be part of feet high. It is quite destitute of
any vegethe public expense. Usually nearly nil of the table; growth. A great cloud of white steflm is
work could be done with a two-horse mower, constantly rising from its crest, while the boilthe scythe l*eing necessary only when; there ing waters flow swiftly forth, running down
are
projecting posts, sharp off-sets in the fence, over the white terrace, and staining it with
etc. 'I hus done, the work would cost
very many beautiful colors in its passage. There
little compared with the damage it would avoid. are four terraces, each crowned with its
If the road overseers do not feel disposed to springs of boiling water, ranging from one to
have this work done, fearing that it is outside three hundred feet in diameter. The water in
their duties, it should be brought ui> l»efore the a large majority of these is as clear as crystal,
annual town meeting and voted upon. If and as you stand by the edge of the spring you
properly presented before the vote is taken, can look down fifty feet or more within its
very few, if anv, will vote against it. It may boiling depths. Some are tinctured strongly
be well to suggest that not only those who with sulphur; others with lime and chalk.
have fields by the highways will he lamented, Anv metallic substance
placed under the water
but every man who passes along the road. of the latter will within the space of a few
[American Agriculturist.
days be thickly coated with a white lime for.■

s
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Days

mation solid as rock. Upon the upper terrace. two thousand feet above the hotel, is a
small lake, a hundred yards Ion# by thirty
wide, where one may enjoy a delicious bath.
The water in one end of the lake is boiling hot; in the other it is icy cold. Any degree of temperature can be found in the space
between. Upon these terraces amid the hissing steam, the boiling water which flows
downward in a thousand streams, the beautiful caves and magnificent formations of calcareous matter, one is almost lost in bewilderment
and wonder. It would under such circumstances be quite easy to imagine that one had
awakened in a new world, were it not for indications of tin; old familiar civilization which
meet you at every turn in the form of notices
printed on boards in great black letters:
not walk on the formations;” “('father no
specimens:** “Write no names."’ At the foot
of the springs not far from the hotel rises a
shaft fifty feet high and twenty in diameter at
it- base; it is the cone of an extinct geyser.
It
is composed of overlapping layers of sediment,
and was built up by the overflowing waters
from its top.
It is named “Liberty Cap."
A
hundred yards farther west is a similar cone,
smaller
in
which
is
known
as
the
size,
though
“U hint's Thumb.”
The deposits, which result from evaporation
at the margin of each basin, are exquisite in
form and color. The edges are fretted with a
light, delicate frostwork, and the outside of
each bowl is adorned with a honeycomb pattern, while 1 he spaces bet ween the curves are
often tilled with glistening stalactites. The
coating of the sides of the basins fakes on
every lint and shade; rich cream and salmon
colors are preferred, however. These deepen
into red. brown, green and yellow. Tin; crust
bejween the springs is rather treacherous, and
it is impossible to walk among them without
soaking the hoe- in hot water. Around the
hottest of tie- pools in many cases there are
strung along the rim, like beautiful beads on a
ne'-khice, a row of nodules as large as hazel
nuts and as hard as adamant,
in many places
you can hear the rush and gurgle of water beneath tlie crust, upon which you stand, i saw
one crevice a foot wide and over a hundred
yards in length, the whole extent of which
you can trace the stream of boiling water below.
Wonderful Mammoth springs—so far
beyond my most ardent expectations! And
1
'-hall
find before these tpl(. days pass, that
yei
thou art but the doorwa> through which we
pas* to the unrivaled wonders beyond.
[Rev.
T. < ci rish in /ion’s 1 b raid.
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that the whole House recognizes
the actual situation. The summer is passed,
the harvest is about ended, and whether anybody is saved or not cannot he determined by
discussions here or prophetic utterances.
Wo have been in session about eight months.
I .suppose!
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FARM. GARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD.

been that

and out of season, but the result has
have failed of accomplishment to

we

any very great extent,

lu

and if

we

should stay

any longer it seems to me that we should
probably have about the same result with more
expenditure of time.
I simply want to call the House to witness
that the majority have met with no factious opposition. no waste of time, no spinning out of
debates, no hampering. They have had the
rules tdimmed to suit themselves, they have had
most abundant opportunity for the transaction
of business.
.My friend and chairman of tin*
Committee <ui Appropriations (Mr. Kamlall)
ha> had iii< burdens lightened to such an extent
that lie might have s(-t us an example of speedy
action up on the appropriation hills that wa nleft to him.
(Laughter.) Tin; other committee
on appropriations have had ample time and opportunity to consider their business with fullness ami amplitude, of detail.
1 want simply
to point out the charming Arcadian simplicity
of the situation which the gentlemen on the
other side have had to deal with this session, a
perfectly uninterrupted tluw, perfect opportunity for the display of their varied talents, perfect opportunity to pass every measure which
they deemed consistent with tin* honor, the
dignity, the glory of tin* country: and it is to
the credit of the gentieineii who ha\e spoken
this morning. that after all the democratic
party have achieved this season, the) Mill find
other lie-ids of achievement open and po>Mble
re

shows that there are men in tin* democratic party who are in advance of the "Teat mass
of “reform" gentlemen who intend to make
this country blossom like the rose, hut w ho do
not seem thus far to have absolutely succeeded.
It

Laughter.)

•

l! does seem to me about time we should
make some attempt toward finding the end of
this session. It would seem that the country,
at h ast, if one can judge by tin* expression of
public opinion, is satisfied we have had full trial
of our opportunities and capabilities.
I f these
measures which are spoken of have not been
be
blamed? After eight
brought up. w ho is to
months of this session of < ongress has passed,
••an we do anything better than make an attempt toward adjournni-lit ? 'I'ln otln-r branch
of Congress. if ii should lind that tin- public
business requires a moditieation of the resolutions, will make such moditieation. and then the
resolution will come hack to us to be considered in tin- light of all circumstances of tin* ease.
(Cries of ••Vote!" “Vote!” )
Tin* warm weather often has a depressing and
debilitating elicet. Hood's Sarsaparilla overcomes
all languor and lassitude.
Prof. Huxley says it would require nearly I.ikmibarrels of herring to supply tin* cod on the Norwegian coast with one breakfast.

(•ii.i

Carter’s Little Liver Pills may well he termed
“Perfection." Their gentle action and good clicet
on the system,
really make them a perfect little
pill. They please those who use them.
A chain smoke is the latest name for the habit of
lighting a fresh cigar with the burning end of a
cigar or cigarette just smoked by the same person,
perhaps because the man thus acting is one u ho is
chained to tin* habit of smoking.
Miraculous Escape.
)V■ W. Iteed, druggist, of Winchester, Iml,,
riter '•One of my customers, Miss Louisa Like.
Itai tonia, Itaudolph ( o., Iml.. was a long sutl'erer
w ttli <
on-umption, and \va> given up to die I*y her
physicians. She heard of Dr. King’s New Discover for t onsuniption. and began buying it of me.
In -i.\ months'time she walked to tliis city, a distance of
\ miles, and is now m much improved she
ha-ipiit using it. She feels she owes her life to it.”
Free Trial Lotties at It. II. Moody's Drug Storew

>

The jury brought in a verdict of “not guilty.”
Iii- honor said admonishingly to the prisoner:
"After this you ought to keep away from bad company.'' "Yes, your honor, you will not see me here
again in a hurry.”

Never Wive I'p.
sufl'crinjr w ith low and depressed
appetite, general «1<*1 »i I It \', disorder

Decline of the

Coasting
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Trade.

CAPTAIN LAKAItKi: MOltALIZKS ON Till’,
TIM 1!S

PAST

AND

The coaster is

T1IK

5, 1886.

HOOD

HAIM) TIMES t’OMINCi.

familiar sight to every yacht sman and to every inhabitant of a seaport town.
The nautical dude, sailing in his trim vessel,
a

Col. Edwards’ Great Mistake.
Col. Edwards published his letter denying in into the statements of Journal correspondents that he had said abusive things about
the <i. A. K.'Wc asked our correspondents to
take oath to their atlirmations and to give
further particulars if they could. We have
now received returns from these correspondents and also additional testimony, all forming
a mass of evidence which would be abundantly
ample to settle any issue in a court of law.
This evidence shows, not that the Col. vilified

The Canadian government will send u steamifrom Quebec to the coast of Newfoundland
and Labrador to carry such donations as charit-

ably disposed persons may desire to send to the
starving people there. In Quebee alone over
$1,000 worth of provisions have been subscrib-

n«>t get out of the way of the bigsidewheelers;
and only the tugboat captain speaks her fair.
As that roving son of Neptune cruises about,
he keeps a watchful eye out for the 11 ag fluttering from her rigging, that signal being the

ed

far and it is believed Ontario will do as
or more.
The New Foundland government is not in a position to give the immediate
aid which the necessities of the case demand.
so

much

TERRI RLE SUFFERING.

nautical equivalent for ‘‘Towboat wanted : Apply on the premises.*’
The coaster has a species of poetic interest to the casual observer, as she floats lazily
on the glassy surface of the Sound, the sunshine resting on the patchwork sails of many
shades of dirtiness that hang from her spars,
and her slackened and venerable rigging drooping in gentle curves. There is a lazy, if not a
dreamy, tint to the picture, but no poet has yet
arisen to sing tin* delights of lotoseating on a
schooner with a deckload of brick, or to hymn
the subtle joy of working the pumps live hours
a day to keep the water from rising over the
deck' of a coal-laden three-master. Il is just
possible that the poetic faculty does not thrive
on a diet of hard tack and fried bacon, such
being the regular bill of fare on the coaster.
The life i> a peculiar one, compounded of hard
work and indolence, monotony and danger, the
iiiteiiscst activity and the most perfect repose.
Whim the Sarah .lane is howling along with a
fair wind, the crew doze away the time on convenient coils of rope, only disturbed by the
helmsman's drawling “II ard-a-lee,” as he comes
about on the other tack. That call only rouses
them to the necessity of “standing by” for a
few minutes at this critical turning point in a
vessel’* evolutions.
When the schooner is
alongside the dock, however, and the crew are
busy passing brick or hoisting out coal, there is
no let-up to the hard labor.
In the fairest of
the summer months, when “the wind is piping
free,” life is a sluggish succession of sunshine
and star light: but when the thunder-beads sail
up from the horizon, or the bitter winter wind
bowls through the ancient and ice-covered rigging, superhuman exertion is often necessary
to keep the old craft right side up and her
Micks in her. In the golden days of the coasting trade all these vicissitudes were forgotten in
t he contemplation of a goodly cash balance at
the end of a prosperous year. Hut now steam
i- ruining all the prolit as well as the poetry of
tin* business.
”1. began coasting about thirty years ago,”
said ( aptain J.arrabce, the other'day.
The
captain is a typical “l)owu-East” skipper who
has gone out of the business. He fondled the
wheel of the Shore Inspector’s steamer, (Jovernor Hill, as lie told of the old
days of coasting. “For twenty-four years I followed the
trade, and in all that time I wa> only home six
months, and most of that was one summer after I sold out my schooner and stayed on the
farm.
It’s a most out-of-tlic way sort of a
l:fc; you never see anybody or know anybody.
The average schooner carries two or three men
before the mast, a captain and a mate. The
discipline i>n t particularly stru t, though a
good deal depends on the size of the captain,
and how hand) he i> with a belayin’-pin. (icnrally, if a man does what he’s told he can sass
the captain all le- wants to while he’s doing it.
i n most cases it’s a real happy family on board.
I’lie mate tells ‘.Jim’ that he guesses he’d better
keep her oil'a little, or give that throat-halyard
an extra pull, and ‘dim’ guesses it ain’t worth
while, but does as he is told, just the same.
“When I began running along the coast they
hadn’t done the first blasting about Hell (iate.
The water used to roar and boil over Pot Rock
in the strongtli of the tide like a young Niagara.
.M) brother was killed then1. He was at the
tiller when the) were coinin'down to the (iate.
The Pot Rock eddy caught the rudder, and the
old tiller gave a kick that slammed him over
against the rail ami he was never conscious afterward,. In those days we could make some
money. Coal freights were >2.bo a ton, and a
vessel that could carry two ur three hundred
tons would earn a handsome little sum on a
\oyage. The last cargo l carried 1 only got 1M)
cents for. and now
they’re glad to get it at SO
cents.
When you take out towin', wharfage
and hoistin' charges from that, there isn't much
left. Then you have to come* back light, and
wages, provisions and repairs cat up what little you’ve made oil the voyage.
Wages and repairs aren’t such a big item though, for the
crews nowadays are mostly made up of
boys,
who get from >10 a month up. They don’t
able-bodied
seamen
more
than
>20.’As
for
pa\
repairs, everything on board is spliced and
patched just as long as it will hold. Then there
is the risk of losing your vessel,
i had a sloop
of mine lost once. She was in charge of a man
who had sailed two or three years with me,
and seemed a smart feller, but he was drifting
up through the (iate one day with the flood
tide when she struck the Nigger Head, and
down she went without a cent of insurance on
her.
Sometimes, though, a little accident is
just tin; best thing that can happen to a man.
There was an old feller used to run a crazy
hulk of a ballast lighter about the harbor. She
wasn’t worth her weight in kindlin' wood, but
she was all he had. One day he was lyin'
alongside of a brig oil’the Hook, just below the
(fraud Street 1'; rry in tin; Hast River, a takin’
out her ballast.
The steamer Continental, of
the New Haven line, came a boomin’ down the
river, and the eddy that runs strong oil'the
Hook swung her bows round and gave her a
sheer toward tin; lighter. 'The steamer's people rang to stop, back and hook her up so as to
back at full speed, but she had an awful headway on and cut dean through tin; lighter, stopping just as her bows touched the brig’s side.
That teller got >(»(MI out of the steamboat company for his old hulk. It was the luckiest
strike he ever made.
“It's steam that has killed the coasting trade.
All these big companies that own barges and
tugs and the ocean colliers that run out of
Philadelphia have cut rates down to nothing.
The crowd of bargemen and coasting captains
that used to hang out in front of Trinity
Churchyard a lyin’ in wait for shippers is thinning out fast. All the big shippers own barges
and tugs of their own now, and the little ones
give their contracts t<» the companies. It’s the
same
with all sailin' vessels.
The tishing
smacks used to eke things out by going South
and bringing up a little fruit in the season, but
now the fast steamers built especially for the
trade, have knocked them out.”
Here the captain closed his tale of coasters'
woes with a warning toot to a reckless ferryboat pilot, of probable Republican principles,
who seemed bent on running down theHovernor Hill and all those whose
fortunes she
carried. [New York Tribune.

The suffering of these starving, ill-dad tishermen has been known for over a month, but
the above is the first step taken to relieve their
distress. Deputation after deputation has applied for aid in vain, and the Indian guide and
government interpreter, who has just returned
from Cape Chidley, the extreme northwestern
print of Labrador reached by sledge, gives a
heartrending account of the terrible destitution
and sintering which the Esquimaux and Indian
farmers are enduring along the Labrador coast.
On

Cape Chidley two hundred and fifty souls

distributed over an area of several miles.
The entire food supply gave out early in March.
The seal catch was very small. As the season
wore on the seal failed to come near enough to
shore to be caught.
The cold was intense, and many of the older
people died of exposure and lack of nourishment. On June 12, when the guide left, the
mercury stood at eighteen below zero and had
been lower.
are

EIGHTY PERSONS DEAD.

The ice for several hundred miles was solid
for a depth of from ten to one hundred feet,
and snow was piled mountains high. At least
eighty persons have perished since March 1,
between Cape Chidley and Cape Mugford, and
only four survivors were found in the rude
shanties along the coast. These accompanied
the guide to Cape Mugford. The bodies of
eighteen victims were found frozen still. The
clothing had been taken from them, evidently
to help keep life in the bodies of the miserable
survivors who in turn had died while out fishing or after seal. Seventeen bodies were found
along shore. Twenty-four persons, including
six women and three small children, are known
to have perished at Cape Mugford. where on
June 2!) there were only twenty barrels of meat
and forty barrels of corn-tlour. The potatoes
had been gone since early in May. There wen?
less than one hundred quintals Of fish and no
clothing in store at all. The residents, numbering about tliret? hundred persons, were worn
and pinched Tom famine and cold. In the outlying districts at least one-half of the population had succumbed to the grim destroyer.
A

(iLOOMY PROSPECT.

There was .10 sign of tin* ice breaking: up,
ami tin: natives lnul nothing to exchange for
food or clothing Seventy-tive Esquimaux from
Astoria, six mil es from the <*aj><\ made an attack on tin* stores at Mugford. The men were
rendered desperate by their suffering and that
of their wives.
Further particulars say that the Esquimaux
who demanded food from the stores at Mugford, which could not be given them, owing to
the needs of the inhabitants and the small
supply, made a rush for the harbor storehouse,
where the Hour and lisli were stored. The
men of the small settlement gathered to defend
their only hope of existence and a desperate
tight ensued, in which four of the marauding
Ksquimaux were nearly killed and two of the
storehouse defenders were seriously injured.
Tin* Esquimaux, finding that they could not
obtain food by force, retreated and sent in
several of their number to ask for a small
quantity of food, which they said was absolutely necessary to the continued existence of their
wives and children. Two hundred pounds of
Hour and lifty pounds of frozen <od were
given them.
MORTALITY IN ASTORIA.

TIN-:

reported that in Astoria alone, out of
thirtv-tivc or forty families, or a total of two
It

was

hundred persons, over one hundred had died
mostly all women and children. In Main the
catch of lish had not been sufficient to afford
food to the inhabitants. The season, which
opened on May 1. was very backward, and had
it not been for the seal industry, which was
tolerably, good, not a soul would oe living.
Along Hamilton Inlet and Sandwich Hay there
is not so much suHering. although many have
died. In NVebuck and Indian harbors fish is
the only food beside a small quantity of corn
meal.
They have had no vegetables since
March 1, and the people are almost without

—

clothing.

At

Ilopedale

not

over

twenty-five

families remain out of the entire former population.
I>11-:I>

or

STARVATION.

Many have gone east along the coast in the
hope of getting into better supplied settlements,
while Ml persons, of whom forty were squaws
and thirty-live children, died from starvation in
June alone. Then* were some deaths in April
and May, but those were principally from ex-

The Okkah Indians are
were not as many
deaths among them as was at first reported*,
only twelve persons having died this spring
out of the 1*25 who made up the tribe. The
whole settlement is, however, on the verge of
starvation. The places spoken of do not include the whole district where there is to be
found destitution and death. In the country
lying back from Okkah, ilopedale, Xain and
( ape Mugfonl there are a large number of families. most of them Indians or Esquimau x, among
whom the suffering is really great*-r than it. is in
the more thickly populated settlements. Tin:
deaths here from starvation cannot be estimated,
but it is thought, judging from the* reports
now and then brought in, that the number is
very large.
posure

to

the cold.

suHering greatly, but then:

EXTENT

or Till

FAMINE.

In Newfoundland along the north coast there
is great destitution.
From Cape liauld to
Heart’s Content hundreds are in a dying condition. in White Hay alone forty-two persons
died last month, ami no one knows how many
since. Not less than fifteen hundred persons
must have perished in Newfoundland and Labrador, but the exact figures can never be known,
owing to the isolated region in which the suHering exists.
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SOLDIER OR FRIEND OF SOLDIERS SHol’LD
FAIL TO READ THE FOLLOWING U TTERS.

NO

MR.

RODWELL

TO

llO\.

S.

L. MILLIKEN.

lion. S. L. Mi/lileu, M. ('., Wasltuu/ton,
I). (
Dear Sir: (). \V. Sims of this place has
presented a petition for arrears of pension
which he thinks are due him. He has set
forth the facts in his letter to you.
1 do not pretend to be personally cognizant
of the facts set forth but I have no doubt that

new

he has submitted all proper proofs. But I
wish to say this: while there may be some
cases in which pensions have been given
upon
insufficient evidence and in return for inadequate service, yet I would myself much prefer
that a few of that character should be paid
rather than that one honest and suffering soldier should be deprived of a pension bv the
Government in whose service lie risked his
life and lost his health.
Yours truly,
J. K. Bodwkll.
Hallowed, Maine, .July 23d, ixsi;.
MR. MILLIKEN TO MR. RODWELL.

in

false”:
llKTiir.i., July 20, 1X80.
This is to certify that I have heard Col. (S.
Edwards of Bethel call the (i. A. K. “a d- d
political machine run by the republican party,"
and a “set of d—d bummers.”
Enoch W. Wooiuu uv.
Oxford SS., July ‘20, 1880.
Subscribed and sworn to by Enoch W. Woodbury, before me, this day.
Simkox W. Saxhorn,
Justice of the Peace.

Portland journalist, it is reported, lina written <i
Literature.
Nook that i> highly spoken of l>y those who
I'okms iiv David IUkkki;. With liio^raphi have seen the nianiiseript ami it will prohal>ly
ical Sketch by Ib>n. John E. Godfrey. These
soon he published.
are
household wonls in Maine ami many
poems
In the August instalment of Mr. Howell’s
iiavc treasured the lirst edition, Ion# out of
new novel. “The .Minister’s
Charge,** now apprint, and now supplanted by the present
handsome volume. Some of the poems are pearing in the Century, occurs the following
“Si well"
[the minister] “mused
crude in construction and homely in phrase passage:
but the wit and (plaint conceits of the writer, awhile. Then lie said with a smile,‘Tt’s very
mueh simpler to tit people for the other world
with their local color and significance, will
than for this, don’t you think?’ ‘Yes, it K
cause them to live lone: in the land of their pro[re-plied the editor]. 'It was a eold day for the
while
duction,
many have had a larger audiclergy when it w as imagined that they ought to
ence and given their author high literary rank.
do both.’
The little poem “My Child's Origin," familiar
The Art Amateur for August contains
to all, is a real gem. Others which added to
Mr. Marker's reputation are, “The Old Ship of another of the charming female heads, by FlState,” “The Under Dog in the
“The Ien Welby, for plaque decoration; a striking

Fight,*’

Covered Bridge” and “The Empty Sleeve.*’
Several of the poems relate to Belfast. Oov.
Crosby in his Annals, tells us that in isf>:{ the
4th of July was celebrated in Belfast on a larg-

design
a

cup

of

and

birds and llowors for a hand screen;
saucer decoration of violets; a cin-

ever before.
Bain curtailed the
somewhat and “the literary exerheld in a large canvas tent erected

que-cento carved panel, and several pages of
outline figure sketches, monograms and embroidery designs. Among the notable illustrations are a figure study by Jules Breton,
another by A. M. Lahaye, and a double-page

Common. lion. Ralph C. Johnson,
Mayor of the city, otliciated as President of the
day, Bov. Cazneau I’alfrey as Chaplain, lion.

charcoal '•ketch, by Henry Bacon, of “Major
Molly," the Revolutionary heroine. The three
series of valuable practical articles on “Sketch-

Judge Woodbury has sent us the following
supplementary statement, wherein he gives
the time, place ami other interesting incidents
of his conversations with Col. Edwards, in respect to which details his memory is fortified
by memoranda in his diary, which may be seen
by any person who wishes.
Betiikl, July 24, 1SSG.
To the Editors of the Lewiston Jov mol:—
Thu unfortunate misunderstanding hutween
Col. ('. S. Edwards jpnl myself about language
alleged to have been uttered by him about the

Xehemiah Abbott as Reader of the Declaration, and Gov. Crosby as Orator. At the conclusion o| the exorcises there was a public dinner in
Bierce's Hall at which Mr. Win. < i.
Boor otliciated as Toast-master: the toasts were

ing from Nature,” “Water Color Painting”
and “Flower Painting in oils” are all continued, and. lx sides the piquant Note-Book and
Dramatic. Fcuilleton. there is an unusually full
array of articles on ceramics, needlework. Interior decoration and minor art topics. Price

(i.

Which ended by

A.

1L, and which he denies

over

his

own

signature in the Eastern Argus, is not of my
own choosing and gives me a claim to a hearing
due alike to myself and the public. I would
not detract one word of praise his warmest
admirers may say of him as a kind and obliging neighbor; n< it her would I pluck from his

brow one laurel won in the army as a couWhen Jefferson Davis was
rageous lighter.
with our army in Mexico, he was a brave and
courageous soldier, and deserved well of his
country; but when he unsheathed his sword to
lead the rebellion, Ik; was a traitor. So when
Col. C. S. Edwards left Bethel the 19th day of
January, IS,so, to act upon the stall’ of Joseph
L. Smith, who was not elected (Jovernor of
Maine, and counselled lighting to eject the lawfully elected legislature from tin; State House,
and unsheathed the very sword that he carried
through the rebellion for that purpose, wherein did the two men diller? The Argus calls
upon the Lewiston Journal to give the time
and place concerning the (i. A. 1J.
Now, to
answer the question of the Argils, Col. ('. S.
Edwards left Bethel the 19th of January 1SS0
for Augusta saying that lie was appointed a
member of (iov. Smith’s statV. Soon after his
return to Bethel 1 met him on the sireer, and
inquired how he found things at Augusta.
(You will excuse me for not repeating the profanity with which his conversation abounded).
He said excitedly, “(ion. Chamberlain is a
traitor. The (L A. It. are a political machine
run by the republicans, they are a d—d set of
bummers and if the party had been of my
mind, they would have pulled the State lions,;
down over their heads if it had killed very
one of them."
In September 1SS0 Col. <S. Edwards was a
candidate for representative to the legislature;
nominated by the greenback party, and accepted by tlie democrats (although it is but just to
say that some of the leading democrats would
So sure was he of an elecnot vote for him).
tion, that his friends on the morning of election
offered to bet SoO that lie would carry Bethel by
a majority of T'» to SO over S. B. Twitched, the
republican candidate, claiming that he would
get the whole (i. A. It. vote. I became so disgusted with the personal solicitations of Col.
Edwards, to secure votes for himself during
the day, that when 1 had obtained the result of
the vote (before tin* declaration by the selectmen) on my way to the telegraph office I met
him and announced the resuit : ‘S. B. Twitched
2ss votes. C. S. Edwards 2”).') votes."
lie replied excitedly “Just as I expected. Tiled. A. It.
are a political machine run by the republicans.
Thev are a set of bummers.’
KNOCK \\ '\ OOlHUTtY.
Here is the sworn statement of a man who
to the Union cause in the late war,
who has as good a war record as Col.
Kdwards or any other man in Bethel:

gave
a

a

leg

man

scale than

er

programme

cises

were

the

on

drank in

Adam's \le." This is tic theme of
Mr. Barker's poem, “The Fourth of July at
Belfast," in which he writes:
Next

came

the Governor's oration.

was

elected by the Legislature.

stocking in the saloon

of

the steamer Penobscot, on her pa-sage from
Boll'a.-t to Bangor. 1 observed, to m\ astonishment, two young women, gorgeously dres-ed,
pointing and laughing at the old woman with
her knitting work. One of the maidens referred to had a large hole in the heel of her -locking.” This inspired the muse of the indignant

l*°‘d

:

onlet “moderns” higgle if they will
Knit on, nor squander thine allotted time :
Knit on, old matron, and m\ poet's quid
Shall tell thy virtues in the-e measured

Knit

rhymes.

I >e-pite of idiot laneh and pointless joke
love to see thee at thy knitting-work.
In the closing verse the poet -ay-:

1

I hate to see the meanest reptile die,
I hate a fop— 1 hate a mincing prude:
i hate the fret of -aw-dust in m\ c\e:
1 hate a thief I hate ingratitude.

But from mine inmost soul far worse than all
hate a sneering o'er the sweat of toil.
And worse than -in i hate the wretch that leads
’I he van to taunt a widow in her weed-:
1 loathe the wretch
if for no reason other
1 have my-elf, a stricken, widowed mother.
I

David Barker, son of Nathaniel, was horn in
He was ihe -ixtli
Kxeter, Me.. Sept.
lslt;.
of ten children.
In l**2.‘L when David was in
Ids seventh year, hi- father was accidentally
killed in Bangor, by his team, lii- •■-Late was

Besides these gentlemen, several of the
Colonel's neighbors and one of his near relatives have told a Journal correspondent that
they have heard the Colonel make this talk.
Col. Kdwards has made a serious mistake.
He should have acknowledged saying these indiscreet things and apologized for it. instead of
impeaching the veracity of men of honor and
standing. We would think, too. that the Colonel would have hesitated about going to California with men to whom he had applied these
epithets. [Lewiston Journal.

A
Moonmuiit Bov. B\ K. W. llowa
ago the editor of an evening daily in
Kansas town wrote a novel. The work was
V

few
a

veais

done after the days labor in a newspaper oilier
was over- by the midnight lamp.
The book
was published in the West I*111 h:nl only a i<>.•:i 1
circulation until copies foil into tlio hands of
Howells ami Mark Twain, wIiom prompt ;
I
recognition of its merits ami unstinted praise I
led to a new edition from tin* house of .1. II. I
W. D.

ami ga\e the author a national
a < ountry Town” harev it1 wet l in these eolmnns, with tie succeeding novel, “Tin; Mystery of the Looks.”
Both are original works in even sense. Uf

()sgood
fame.

A

adopts the latter method, which it deems
adroit historic manner of lying, that may
deceive the present generation. IJy its language that paper means that it' readers shall
nmlerstand that the 1 >emocratie party and the
IVmoeratic legislature of 1 s.”>| favored prohibition. The reality i- far otherwise. It is
true the Democrats had a majority of the legislature of 1-Sol. It is true that the first prohibitory law was pas-.'.I by the legislature of
\<>l.
It is equally true that a majority of tin*
Demoeratie members of the legislature of lsol
were opposed to that law.
The measure was
adopted by the votes of a minority of the
of
!> moerat-. three-fourths
the whigs, and
tin? small number of free sobers in the legislaIt was signed by Governor
ture of Ilia! year.
.John Hubbard, a Democrat, who was wellknown

not t

>

be

personally

in

favor of the

law; hut who did not feel himself justified in
vetoing the bill whieli the friends of temperDid the Democratic
ance generally favored.
party silently aequiesee in what a minority of
ii- member- in the legislature endorsed?
Not
a
bit of it. War wa- at once proclaimed
against (toveruor Hubbard. Another Dcinoeratie. candidate was placed in the lield. A
large- proportion of the whigs and f ive-soiler.canie to the support of Hubbard at the polls in
the following September, and
t he was beatWhat folen and driven from polir al life.
lowed? Nearly all those Democrats who had
favored prohibition wen- o-iraei/.ed from their
party bv the predominating influences whieli
nominated IMUsbury t«> ike the place of Hubhard, whom t!»e\ had broken on the wheel of
party wrath. The per-eeuted Democrats no
longer at home in their own party because of
it' pro-slavery and free-rum policy, were driven into the Republican party, which the wanton repeal of the .>Ii--<>uri ( ompromise, in
|s:.t, precipitated and made a national necessity
At the lirsi Stale Convention of the Republicans in February. I>, when the organization
of the party wa< fully completed, it took
square ground for prohibition in the-e term-.
Resolved !i: it the e\i-tenee and eserntion of the
Maine 1 eniperanee law i- a iial clement in the .n

gani/ation and life of tin* Republican partv in lhi~
State, and i- one --t ihe .-hief -alegnard- of the
lives, reputation, propei t' and Inune-< f our peo
pic.
Roth in platform '"ininittc and in the Convention itself this resolution had unanimous
assent.
At tin- state election of IsYi the Republicans were lu ateu. though their eaudidatc
for governor received a huger vote than had
ever been thrown for auv preceding gubernatorial candidate. Tin I>eiiioerat' and the proslavery and /•"</; rt/niji of the Whig part} having secured a majorit} of the Legislature in the
winter of isnii at nine
p, ahd the Rrohilutoi }
law and in a high handed manner drove from
th- Mlpreiue
It It ol!t of the- jlldg*
presumed to he the most earnest supporter of prohibition, for previous t.i his appointment In- had
I ecu on the 1 Mat form Committee >f the Republican Convention of ls.Yi.
I7. 'i-sl th is r>/>m/
or' tin* jirst )>t'/ifiihit'>i':/ /</>•- and the violent
ejectment of Judge |»avi> from the Supreme
R-'iieh. ev ec} Republican member t,f the Legislature v oted, and ever} i »• nioe *at w h raised
a dissenting voice was at one.* proscribed and
driven from the part}. Subsequent 1} win 11
the lb publicans came into pow r the prohibitory law was enacted, then submitted to tin
people for ratification. and amended from
time to time as tin- friends
temperance dcmaiided. The historx of vv li.it has transpire.!
in recent years, including the adoption of the
prohibition amcndim-nt of the Constitution in
1V>L is too wei! known to require repetition.
That tile Republicans of tin Mate have not
retrograded an inch, on gone ba- k on their
cord, i' strongly evinced in the fact that at the
convention in Lewiston which nominated Jo*
R. Rwdvvell for (iovernor, they gav e prohibition the same emphatic endorsement which
their lirst state Convention did more than
thirty years before, supplemented by the
declaration that the pra* ii- a! workings of tinlaw have been conducive to the public welAs in IsYi, neither in tin
fare.
Committee
on
Resolutions nor in the large < onveiition its,If was
there anv dissent from
the empliatic endorsement of prohibition a
political tidelitv and eonsi*tcn<-y rarelv equalled, and of which cv cry friend of temperance
iindt-v-n Maim- republican shoiihl be proud.
Truly, if history i< the judicial tribune which
judge* the conduct of parties and nn n. the republicans of the State are amply vindicate,I
against the mendacious assaults of the Argils,
and the democratic part} of Maim- has added
to its record of infamy l»\ opposing prohibition
as it opposed 1-Teedt 111 in lTo-Havery days, a
ee*vigorous prosecution ot the war against
>i,,n and rebellion, and resisted to its utmost
the emancipation of the slaves in the trying
years of Reconstruction.
[Kennebec dournai.
*.

Co.

“The

Story of

the former hook a tritie sail I: “Then- runs
through the ston a vein of pathos that is
absolutely pitiful ami makes one think of tIn
It is a strong, stern,
Mill on the Floss.*’
....

matter-of-faet hook. Some of its pages staml
out from their sajl background of reality like
one of Salvator liosa’s pictures.Manx
of the situations are as ilramatieal as any of
Brcte Hart's.** And “The Mystery ol' the
Locks” is aptly described as‘‘a story of strange
pathos and power.** Mr. Howe has been engaged for two years in writing the present
work. "A Moonlight Boy,** and it is worthy
the high promise of his first novel. No
need be sail 1 to those who have read Mr.
Howe’s earlier works, of which Messrs. Tieknor
A: Co. have issued new editions. 'The present
volume has a portrait of the author. 1"2 mo.

of

more

^LoO. Tieknor A: Company, Boston, publishers.
History ok Norway. We'
received from the publishers. Brown.
'Thurston A. Co., Portland, advance sheets of
Dr. Win. B. Lapham's new work, the “Centennial history of Norway. Oxford County,
Maine, in isTb-lKSb—including an account of
the early grants and purchases, sketches of the
(

two

use

gus

introduction to the poem “Steamboat
Knitting,” Mr. Barker says: “On the Jhh
day of August, A. 1). 1S.T5. an aged widow,
fully clad in mourning, -at quietly and busily
a

Vindicated.

an

an

engaged in knitting

History

men there have grown
methods of uttering a falsehood.
One is to lie squarely, directly, without eireumloeution or arts of eoneealment. "Pin; other
is so to state a faet or seeming truth, as to
make it deeiare what is really false. The Ar-

that year against (Joy. Crosby. Whig, Morrill, Republican, and Holmes. Free Soil. There
was no election by the people, and (Joseruor
was

2d

Among untruthful

into

The reference here is t<> Albert 1‘ilsbury, of
Machias, formerly a resident, of Belfast, ami
the regular Democratic candidate for<iov rnor

In

Marks, Publisher,

A I lemurnitir legislature enacted the first orlgi
mil foundation law of prohibition, and a I>c*mo
rratic governor (tiovernor Hubbard' unproved It.
Kastern Argus.

And sad condition.
a sly flirtation
With Abolition.

For round and round passed leer and wink.
(Bad theme for poet's “crambo clink")
But Bilsbury sat and looked like link
'Twixt wolf and lamb.
And doubtles> thought as Dutchmen think.
Ile thought **( nt Tnnt.''

Crosby

Montague

The Truth of

There sat Machias, calmly gazing.
Though Federal guns were licively blazing.
And Federal balls his claws were crazing.
He took it cool.
Until he found his foe was raising
The price of wool.

greatly surprised.

K. B. Goi>i»aki».
of Maine, Oxford ss, July 2C>. lssii.
Personally appeared tin* above named K. B.
Goddard and made oath to the truth of the forcgoing atlidavit by him signed before me.
A. K. 11 i'.kkk k J ’stick, or nn; Pkack.
We reproduce the following statement of G.
B. Haskell, esq., of Lewiston, who is now in
California, one of the best known soldiers in
the ranks of the Maine G. A. R.
Lewiston. July 1.
This is to certifv that in conversation* with
Col. Kdwards on tin rura two or three years
ago, I asked him if he belonged to the G. A. R.
He replied that lie did not and said the G. A. R.
men were ‘‘a set of bummers.”
Gkokck B. Haskkl i..

cents.

Union Square, New York.

—

lengthy, learned dissertation
Upon tin; duties of the nation.

—

State

do

A

I, J(;roini! < >. San horn, of Bethel. Me, on oat li
that 1 was a soldier in the late war, and
have talked with Col. C. S. Kdwards in regard
to the Grand Army organization. 1 have heard
insolvent and the farm on which the family
him say that it wa* “a lot of hummersthat
it did not amount to anythin";; that if it was ! lived wa- encumbered; but the widow and
not played out it would soon he played out.
children determined to redeem it and did so,
•I. O. S VN I5< *KN.
the mother d\ ing there at the age of !)•_». I > i\ id
Inm;.
Oxford S.
£Jd,
duly
was ambitious and an apt scholar.
ID hi- inThen personally appeared the above named
derome O. Sanhorn, and made oath that the dustry he obtained siillicient means p enable
atlidavit
i>
he
fore*
true,
me,
foregoing
him to attend the Academy in Fo.vroft. w hero
d. P. IlKIMiK Iv.
That there is no malice in the statements ! he was subsequently employed a- all a i-ont.
about Pol. Kdwards' abuse of the G. A. h\ or- ; Later he was in demand a- :i -ehoo teacher,
but hi- ambitious took another direition and
ganization, is shown by the following declaration of a member of Col. Kdwards' own regi- lie began the -!ud> of law with Samuel < «»uy
in Kxeter, ami when later lie was admitted to
ment. a much respected citizen of Bethel:
I, Simeon W. Sanborn, a justice of the peace, the bar in Brngor he returned to Kxeter and j
declare that 1 have heard Colonel Kdwards opened a law oilier, continuing in -m-• -.-ful
speak disrespectfully of the G. A. li. and their practice-there until within two or three year- 1
reunions, say they did not amount to anything
of his death
when failing health compelled
and call them a political machine.
1 have no
ill feeling against Col. Kdwards, in whose regi- him to relinquish hi- cho-cii profes-ion. He 1
ment I served and who was a brave soldier,
died in Bangor at the residence of hi- bro lu r,
and with whom I am on friendly terms; but
Mark Barker. Ksq.. Sept. 11. 1*71, at the a_re of
the above is the fact.
Simkon W. Sanuokx.
litty -l ight years. Mr. Barker left a w do\\
Witness, Sampki. S. Stam.kv.
the daughter of the late Timothy < base. Ksq.,
Next we give the ailidavit of l>r. Goddare, of Belfast, and a son and a daughter. T
-on
an old ami highly respected townsman of Col.
died a few years ago. Mr. Barker served one
Kdwards, a man of the first cut:
term in the Legislature as representative from
Within a year l was talking with Col. Kxeter, but bad no desire for tliis kind o pubon
ihe
near
in
street
house
BethKdwards,
my
el. Referring to the Grand Army of the Re- lic life. He was modest regardin', the producpublic, I expressed surprise that he did not tion- of his pen, and hi- biographer -av-:
associate with them. He replied. ”1 don’t want ‘•That his poetical fame should bring him the
anything to do with them. They're a set of degree of A. M. from Bowdoin ( o'.lr-v. w a- nbummers.”
Then; the conversation ended.
Knowing they were an honorable set of men, gralifying as it wa- unexpected.”
say

Hol SK OF ReERKSKNTATIVKS. l\ S. I
Washington, D.
July 25, l.xsn. (
Be Up and Doing.
lion. ,/. li. llo (he ell, Hollo well, Maine:
We publish thecal! fora republican county conDear Sir—I have read the statements acvention to-dav. which is one of the reminders that
companying your letter relative to the claim of tin- campaign is not far away. It will be short, but
Mjr. O. W. Sims, and if lie shall be able to sus- let it he a sharp one and to the point. Kvory true
tain them by sufficient evidence, I think lie has republican should be up and doing something for
the cause. The old republican part} has not yet
a good ease.
I have taken steps to place his
outlived its usefulness. There are important dupapers before the committee on pensions, and
will forward information as soon as I shall re- ties yet for it to do, and every republican should
ceive it. 1 desire to say further that I cordial- act on the theory that a part of the responsibility
of its success rests on his activity in the campaign.
ly endorse your proposition that you would [Maehias Republican.
prefer to nay a few w ho are not entitled to
Our respected contemporary and straightpensions than allow one honest soldier to be forward republican brother never uttered a
deprived of a just pension from a government clearer truth than is found in the above copied
which he had risked his life to defend. The from the editorial columns of his
We
paper.
truth is that we are fast drifting away from see it
reported in some of our exchanges that
the period of our late civil war. As one who the
campaign on tin; republican side is to open
goes out upon the ocean sees his home grow
at some day in August, conveying the idea that
dim as it seems to recede from him, so the hehave nothing to do and will do noroic. sacrifices, the heroic deeds and tremen- republicans
thing until the mentioned day arrives.
dous events of our civil war and their eonse- !
Now all this is wrong. The campaign has
({lienees seem to be fading from the hearts of opened already. At the headquarters there is
too many of our people. In the quiet and
as great activity now as there will be at any time
peaceful days of l.xnfi it appears to be impos- during the campaign. Outside, however, of
sible for these people to remember the struggle what the State Committee and
County and
of 1801-1M65. A man who should then have Town Committee can do. is a
great work in
had the temerity to express a doubt that the which all who are
and have the
republicans
soldier who fought to save his country’s life cause at heart
may engage, and which should
would be liberally rewarded and held in sin- he
going on earnestly and thoroughly in every
cere respect, would have been looked
upon as city, town and school district. Republican’s
Record.
the enemy of his country. But they who were should not wait for a
2w31
take it.” And so do we. It never disappoints its
signal gun at some future
then the enemies of our country, to-dav are a
patrons. Druggists sell it.
day to call them to action, they should he at
Abstract from Report of Insurance ('ommlssloner
majority in our national councils. Whatever work now. “Now Is the accepted time.” Disof Maine Co-operative Life Insurance.
President Seelye, of Amherst College, in a be their professions, it is too clear to admit of
tinguished speakers are to address the people
paper in the July number of the Forum asks dispute that they are not friendly to the fur- at meetings to be called in the future, lmt
The Maine Benefit Association of Auburn, and
why we should teach the life of Julius C’lesar ther pensioning of soldiers. If they occasion- their labor will be all the more effective if
in our schools and not that of Jesus Christ.
the Provident Aid Society of Portland, chartered
ally drop a pitiable crumb to them, to bolster the soil is well prepared for the seeds of truth
up their pretenses of friendship for the sol- which they will spread broadcast over the State.
by the Legislature in 1885, have been at work under
dier, it is but a pitiable crumb, and is made an
This preparation is for all to engage in.
For weak lungs, spitting of blood, shortness of
their acts of incorporation.
The Maine Benefit
excuse for denying such just legislation as the
breath, consumption, night-sweats and all lingerSpreading documents and papers of the right
Association of Auburn lias increased its memberCounsel of the Grand Army of the
Dr. Pierce's “Holden Medical Discovsort
is ail important part.
ing
roughs,
Personal work
Republic
ship even beyond the expectation of its most san- ery” is a sovereign
has asked at the hands of Congress, and such
to cod liver
among neighbors and friends stimulating them
guine corporators, and appears to be on the high oil. By druggists. remedy Superior
as should be unhesitatingly accorded those who
to activity, interesting them in the success of
road to success. It has received the patronage of j
1
themselves, or whose fathers, husbands, or the cause, is of great necessity and will produce
many leading citizens in all sections of the State.
The result of the annual examination appears In j
Ripe and palatable bananas have been grown sons, accepted the gage of battle for their the best results.
in a Sacramento garden this season without any country’s life.
the published statement. The books, accounts,
j sort of artificial
Among the most necessary works is the serecords and papers are kept in excellent order, the
We have the money to pay the honest obli- lection of stroll" candidates
protection and fully exposed to
j
at the County Conaffairs of the association arc managed with great the air.
of the country to its brave defenders. ventions.
gations
avoiding unseemly and unhealthy ricare and the business conducted with ability and
To refuse to meet promptly and fully that oband
all
elements
in an enthusivalry
blending
The
favorable
of
the
lirst
energy.
showing
year’s j
fit ranger than
Fiction
ligation is to stain the nation’s honor, to mock astic support of the whole ticket. It must he
work indicates that the people of the state have
the promises we have made and cause patriot- remembered this
are the records of some of the cures of consumpconildenco in the management. ******* The
year especially, that there is
advance assessment and 10 per cent, reserve funds tion effected by that most wonderful remedy—Dr. ism to be a by-word among the people.
need of looking sharply to our senatorial and
Pierce’s “Holden Medical Discovery.” Thousands
arc proving very popular features of the charters
Very respectfully.
representative tickets, so that they will
of grateful men and women, who have been snatchof these companies, giving to them the linancial
S. L. Mili.ikkn.
strengthen and not weaken the ticket upon
ed almost from the very jaws of death, can testify
standing that gains the confidence of the public.
which they are placed. Discountenance faction.
that consumption, in its early stages, is no longer
You that are going a yachting can now get Promote harmony. Direct your blows against
Senator Hoar’s motion for an investigation incurable. The Discovery has no equal as a pectoral and alterative, and the most obstinate affections
the enemy and not against friends. Trv to
of the Payne bribery charges was defeated 44 of tie* throat and
your barks in order. The dogdavs have begun. unite and not divide. In whatever
to its power. All
lunge
yield
garb an
to 17.
[Lowell Citizen.
druggists.
enemy appears lie must he met boldly and resLet
our
friends
in
town
olutely.
every
spare
The sugar crop of Cuba is estimated at 090,Never look gift corn in the ear. [New Or- no pains to keep
People who live in glass houses should have
up their vote to the largest
709 tons against 031,907 tons last year.
curtains. [Burlington Free Press.
leans Picayune.
figure possible. [Kennebec Journal.

[
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the (i. A. 11. once or twice, but that he has
done it habitually.
Following is the original statement of Judge
Woodbury of Bethel. one of the most reliable
men in Maine, to which he has taken oath, and
which Col. Edwards pronounced “absolutely

I

Pensions for Soldiers.

Tlie Schooner Sachem.

schooner Sachem, built from design
11 \ on arc
spirit <, loss o r
of Mr. Fdward Burgess, by Law ley A: Sons, of
il hlooil, weak constitution, licailachc. or anv disSouth Boston, was started last winter and
ease of a bilious nature, by all means procure a
bottle of Kleetric Hitters. Von will be surprised to
launched a short time ago. She is the first
see the rapitl improvement that
will follow; you
schooner yacht designed by Mr. Burgess, and
will be inspired with new life;
and activistrength
ty will return; pain ami misery will cease, ami in shape and model is not much unlike the
henceforth von will rejoice in tin* praise of Klee trie
Hitters, sol'd at lifty cents a bottle b> K. 11. Moody.
Mayflower. In fact, she is nearer the Mayflower than the latter is to the Puritan. Her
Four eretnatories are p>ing up in Here I.a Chaise
cemetery, Haris, wlient the cost of cremating a after body is exactly the same as the Mayflowbe
will
and
it
is
believed
the
£:{,
method
will
body
er’s, as the same moulds were used in pelting
become popular.
out her frames. She is nearly the same in the
Don't Do It.
fore body, except that she is a little fuller, and
has less “hollow” in the bow than either the
.''aid mv physician, who for si\ months had dor
tored me for dyspepsia without success, w hen I
Puritan or Mayflower. She is six feet longer
told him 1 w as £oing to try Sulphur Hitters, they
on the water line than the Puritan and one foot
w ill only make you w orse. I did
try them, and now
longer than the Mayflower. She is longer over
I am a well man and can eat anythin"'. Sulphur
all also, and instead of having a plumb stem
Hitlers arc a jjreat foe to doctors.— (,'rort/c Uastctt,
like the two sloops, she has a raking stem,
X. )'. ('.and //. It. llailroad.
*2\v:i(l
which does not add to her beauty. She is
In all the vicissitudes of life, no matter how
strong and substantial, and was designed to be
sorely you are oppressed by adversity, there is
a fast vessel.
McManus made the sails, and
something that will stick to you throii"h thick and thus far they have given satisfaction.
thin, if only you lean upon it trustfully. We refer
The inside finish of the Sachem is much superior to either the Mayflower or Puritan, and
Advice to Mothers.
her cabin is very nieely fitted. The wire rigging used on her was made in Worcester. She
Mus. Winslow’s Sootiiinc Syhi i* for children
is painted white, with quite a showy figuretccthingis the prescription of oncof the best female
head, and there is considerable scroll work
nurses ami physicians in tin* l nitcd States, and has
about her bows. She has the regular schooner
been used for forty years w ith never-tailing success
by millions of mothers for their children. During rig, with a single stick bowsprit like the Harthe process of teething its value is incalculable. It
binger and America.
relieves the child from pain, cures dysentery and
During the past week the Sachem has been
diarrlnea, griping in the bowels, ami wind-colic,.
sailing in the outer bay, and has shown up
By giving health to the child it rests the mother. well.
After the finishing touches have been
Price 25c. a bottle.
Iy48
put on her, she will be hauled up on the railSmith—I saw you carrying home a couple of nice
way for cleansing and smoothing down. Her
looking watermelons last night, Brown. How much owners, Messrs. Charles D. Owen and Jesse
did they cost you?
Metcalf, of Providence, IL I.. are quite anxBrown—I don’t know yet. The doctor is up at
ious to start with her in the New York Yacht
the house now. [Life.
club cruise. A good record is anticipated for
the Sachem. Her private signal is a white flag
Hay Fever Sufferers.
The number of people annually alllicted with
with blue tomahawk. [Boston Herald.
this most annoying malady seems to be greatly on
the increase. * * * The editor of this journal is
an annual victim and, with a view to discover a
“What we learn with pleasure we never forget.”
.spedlb1 cure, has tried numerous remedies. Of —Alfred Merrier. The following is a case in point.
these Kly’s ( ream Balm is by all odds the quickest
“I paid out hundreds of dollars without receiving
and most satisfactory, two applications greatly alany benefit,” says Mrs. Kmily Rhoads, of McBrides,
laying the usual symptoms in the nose and eyes. Mich. “I had female complaints, especially ‘dragWe would recommend its use by all subject to bay
ging down,’ for over six years. I)r. It. V. Pierce’s
fever, and we gladly bear unsolicited testimony to ‘Favorite Prescription’ did me more good than any
its clUcacy in our own case. * * * —Media, Pa.,
medicine 1 ever took. I advise everv sick lady to

Frozen and Famished/'
EIGHTY PERSONS IX LAlIKADOIl PERISH OF
COLD AND HUNGER. ICY CORPSES OF MK.V,
WU.MKX AND CHILDREN STREWN A LON G
THE COAST.

er

passes her with easy contempt. The steamboat
captain curses her with all the emphasis of sincerity. because her red-headed, coatless skipper clings tenaciously to his rights, and will

Tin:

NUMBER

Tin ten mai.

have

grantees, early settlers ami prominent residents, etc., with genealogical registers and an
appendix'.” 'The historian is a native* of Oxford
County and tin* title page bears the following
verse from the poems of Whittier:
'The hills are dearest which our childish feet
Have climbed the earliest; and the streams

most sweet

Are ever those at which our young lips drank
Stooped to their waters o’er the grassy bank.
'Thetown of Norway voted to have a history
prepared and published, and the committee to

Extent

of the Present Commercial De-

pression.
Tin- whole world has lum suffering for two
years limit r an intense commercial crisis.
Hardly any eountr\ lias escaped the stringency.
For special reasons, Franco lias suffered the
most.
I5i.it Kngiaml, llelgium. Italy,(icrmany.
ami even flit* Fnited States and the South American republics, have not been free from its efforts. All kim.ls of commercial activity hear
witness to a universal languor. The railroad"
show diminished receipts over all the Furopean
Continent and in the British Islands.
The
foreign commerce of Fram e has been declining
for live years, during which time the valuation
of imports has tliminislietl by sixteen per cent,
ami that of exports by ten ami a half per cent.
A part of this decrease is, doubtless, .In,- to the
general depreciation of prices, so ilia! the falling oil' in the quantit) of goods handled is not
actually so great as the figure* would, make it
appear: but this depreciation in prices is another cause of serious concern to economists.
Fngland, also. is struggling against difficulties
of a similar character.
Italy, where the financial management in later years has been most
has
had
to
pay trihute. though in
^excellent,
smaller proportionate amounts, to the general
depression, (icrmany has met a cheek in the
speedy race to wealth which it proudly thought
it was making.
In the lTiit««I State’s the exports have fallen >"JOO.t 100,000 duec lsso. The
Argentine Kepuhlie, also, is obliged to struggle
against grave financial and commercial embarrassment.
[From *•< auscs of the Present < 0111mereial Crisis/' l*y Paul Leroy-Heaulieii, in
Popular Science Monthly for August.
Nutritious

Nuking

Ponders.

I tv I’rof. Poivnms, of Bellevue Medical
N Y.|
It

is

(

••liege,

serious

problem for the pitysiological
chemist to discover the best method of supplying
the human system, especially an exhausted one,
with the requisite amount of phosphatie food for
the organism to remain in health. Ttie phosphatie
salts are never wanting in the most nourishing varieties of food whether vegetable or animal. '1’hey
are closely allied to all tin* \ ital functions, are constantly being eliminated from the body, and must
be replaced hv a fresh supply. The testimony of
thousands goes to show that under the prevalent
conditions and habits of American life, there are
few who are not greatly benefited when they par
a

whom the matter was entrusted secured the
services of Dr. Lapham. whose qualifications
take of these same
for the work are well known. It will be a
phosphates as restorative
agents. The sales of
preparations for
volume of boo pages, profusely illustrated, and ! medicinal use, or as aphosphatie
mild tonic, have assumed
the publishers say: “In regard to the median- enormous proportions.
| <>n April _K2, lSat*. Prof. K. N. Hors ford secured
ieal work, we propose to make it the best and his letters patent for the manufacture and use of
handsomest town history published, in Maine. an acid phosphate of lime to be incorporated with
The edition is limited and subscribers will be
supplied at from $3 to JijO.oO per copy, according
to

binding.
NOTKS.

It is said that Mr. K. L. Burlingame, son of
tin- Into Anson Burlingame, is to ho the editor
of tins new magazine to he issued hy tlie
Scribners.
A novel written by a Portland lady, has appeared from the press of Houghton, Mitllin &
(\j.
Tt is ealled “Not in the Prospectus,** and

the pseudonym of the writer is Parke Danfort h. Another lady, the wife of a former

starch and bicarbonate of soda, and thus serve as
a baking powder.
This is tin* first instance in
w hich, besides acting as an
aerating agent, a bak
was
to
add
nutritive elements to the.
ing powder
breach
Phosphatie powders are to-day the sole
cxemplication of this important principle*. The*
natural phosphates removed from tlie grain in the
process of bolting tin* Hour, are hy Horsford’s
While
method restored through the baking
the residues which all baking
leave, e\
cept those which consist of salts which volatilize
completely under the heat of the baking oven, are
of a nature which makes it a matter of doubt
whether they should he introduced into the system.
In ease of the phosphatie powders the residue is
of positive value and is not foreign to the flour,
but composed of the same salts, practically, which
form the ash of the cereal grains.
[.Scientific
American.
The Old Reliable “Horsford’s lbead Prepara
tion” is made by Prof. Horsford’s process.

powder.
powders

Maine Matters.
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aimlen. Me.. tin- crew of live men were ordered
toclcan up ship. Thistlu v refused to «lo, sayinu
work was done when the aut hor
that the
was It t u<> ai ~ix o'clock in the eveninu.
The*
men then went into the forecastle, where the
key was turned on them, ami since that time
until arrested they were fed oil bread and water. ’Phe mate, second mate, cook and captain
worked the schooner from Camden. Me., to
Philadelphia. I nited states Commissioner
Ldnmmls gave the prisoners a preliminary
hearing and committed them to Moyamcnsinu
Prison in default of hail lor further examinalion before a united States I>istriet Court
d udire.

<
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Verona
a \
v
Ii seems
"Hector Spotl'ord has :»|*j»*»in1 *.■«! as I >epnt)
< "licet.>r a
riii/. ii
Pm-ksport who i> not
popular with tin* faithful. They say he has
m-w-r 1 »«*«•!« known as a 1 b-mocrat, that he has
t-oiimiiiiril 1 h‘‘ unpardonable -in oI illuminati•>.— hi- house uh the occasion ol a Republican
\ ietory. that !tiappointnieiit i- a triumph for
tin Republicans and declare that the\ will not
\<>ji
till* J >i niocratie ticket airaiu as ioinr as he
b *'taiim 1 in oflice. These \ ie\v- are embodied
in a formal <locum -nt surned
by about om
hundred ami sixty «*itix* ?»- ami a printed mp\
i- to he forwarded Jo the President.
The
'loennieiit closes as follows: “The above li-t
show- a maj »rit\ of tin* Democratic voters of
lln towns of Pm-ksport ami Verona. About
forlx oilier Democratic voters declare they will
to the polls or east their ballots, but
rather not sign tin* pledge. The balance of our
nm r> an away from home, but most of them
v> ill r*
:i-lily -iirn tin- pledge or absent themselves
from the polls in conformity with the above
■

'ivil- of Ruck-port anil
excited t ram ■" mind.
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GOVERNOR,

BODWELL,

The eomhiiied New Lnulaml and Pastern
Maine Pairs which are to he held in P.amror,
OF IIALLOWELIi.
Aim. dlst and Sept. Pt. 2ml and .'51, ]>romise to
1 e one of the greatest nruieultural exhibitions
For Representative to Congress,
ever held in the Pastern States.
Larue entries
from all the
w Lnulaml States have alrcadv
SETH L. MILLIKEN, of Belfast.
been made.
The premiums and purses are
open to e\hihitor> from the -Maritime Province', ami a field of twelve Jo fifteen provinRepublican County Convention.
cial thorouuhhred horses will compete in the
un ai niiminu races.
Larue entries of trottinu
Tin- Republicans of Waldo County will meet in
and exhibition horses haw also been made by convention at the ('ourt House, in
fielfast, on Sat
<»ur provincial neighbors,
in addition to the in ihiji, the 14th day of Amjust next, at ten o'clock
majorit y.**
in tlo forenoon, lor the purpose of nominating can1 la .Maim- -mators in Washington have in- usual trottinu am! niiminu races, arranuements
have been made for various sports, ineludinu didates for the following o lliees, viz two Senators,
it• •«1 <'oiifires-man Jliscoek of New York.
The fair Sheri if, Clerk of Courts, Register of Deeds, CounISurrows
Michigan. McKinley of Ohio. M<- ; balloon ascension, base ball. Am.
uronmls have been enlarged, and all wlio desire ty Atlorncx, two County Commissioners andCoun1 o:uasof Man land ami (ioft of W est Virginia
to camp oat will find excellent accommodations
Jo take pan in the coming fall eontest in this
I'he basis of representation will be ns follows:
>Ja!e.
It i- likely that all will accept. Five inside the urounds. Lxeiirsinn tickets on all
Kadi town will be entitled to one delegate and an
railroads
week
of
and
steamboats
durinu
the
additional
better speakers eoiil-l not be selected.
delegate for each fifty votes, or fraction
(Rdf is
of twenty-live votes or over, cast for Gov. Robio at
eliairinan of tin National Republican < on- the fair.
the
election
in lss-1.
n
n i! ( ..nmiittee.
Hiseoek ami McKinley
vl> i.AK M N<>! TO lit. lilt 11 Hi! 51 >.
This basis entitles the several towns to delegates
divide the leadership of the lion-. with Re< *1.
as follows, viz.
Aft(
r all the bother in ami«»111 of the h ui*hiM' t omasis secretary of the republican caucus
ltd fast. l.*» Morrill .2
tiire winter Itefore las*, about briduiieu Moo<e**i the House, ami *■ iijo\
tlm (iisiim tion of he- I head
North port..
lake, it appears that the eonipany has de- Belmont.2
iu. th'- on!\ republican tm-mber from MarvBrooks..
.'5 Palermo..5
Later
cided
to ::>> around the foot ot the lake.
Burnham.
.‘1 Prospect.2
1-11111. Ill's reputation wa- ni:i«!■ dwrim: tin
'iir\e\' ha\e probably eati-ed the chanm
in
Frankfort.
2 Searsmont.
4
present Conirress in the debate on the Presi- the
2 JSearsport.i»
plan-*. It will be better on til! accounts for Freedom.
dent'- \ 4-toes.
Mesboro.
the
as
that
3 Stockton. 4
road to take the southern route,
"Mr, Plain.* w ill take oil' hi- coal ami ao to !
2 Swanville. 3
will brinuit nearer to the Maine ( eiitral system,
work with tlie rest of them," said chairman
3 Thorndike. 3
and w iii also -et\ th obs»ruction l<* na\ ijuation Kno\.
3 Trov .3
Mauley of the Republican Mate Committee, and distiuurcmcnt b natural sc-nen w hiLiberty.
h the
of
Lincolnville.
3 I id tv.4
th'
-a
hiiiir campaign. “He
speak-inap|
f> Waldo. 2
will »lo mop -piakitm than he has done in a hridue would cause.
Winterport.
Maim* canvass for m-vcis! year-. There will
u:ki:sti:i» mi; :un:i.i:i:.
The County Committee will be in session at the
be only iirhteen speakintr da\ s in the
caiupaimi
ourt I louse for one hour previous to the meeting
Deputy Sheri’V II. S. William-, of Hartland,
-we! M:. Plaim- w il
speak soim when -almost Monday evenicy arrested in I >cxter, Mrs. < A.
the convention for the purpose of receiving
eon
da). V.’e have already made twelve <
redontials of delegates.
for’ .• rly Mrs. ( A. \ arm*y, rharyed
Per order Waldo County Republican Coin.
assignments for him. Four of them an- in tlm w opeland
it 11 In- murdi-r <>f her hu-b.and. dame- < >*pcsecond congressional di-t ri<-t. lie wii! probablv
Belfast, duly IP, ISMi.
land. at Pitt-l «*1 !. four w*eks ayo. by adminisW. II. F<m:lkh, Chairman.
-peak a- mail) times in a« ii of the other dis- tering lauda!-.im. 'I'll*F. L. Pti.MKit, Secretary.
lay morniny she was
tricts."
taken to Hart bun! for a preliminary heariuy.
Hon.
F. IIoyt. railway postal clerk on
ilie Maim* < eiitral running t<» Lewiston, has
IN (iKNI ItAL
Mr. Milliken and the Workingmen.
been removed and a L< wF'on man appoint* d
Maine < niral stock i~ now quoted at 12<>.
in hi- pbiee.
Mr Hoyt ha> the ,, putation < i heHavi-i <*. < ook. on> of the most prominent
In :i recent speech on the tariff Hon. S. L.
hig "la of the best clerks in New F.nghiud. and
i: i/eu- of A ’aio-iook, i- dea 1.
Milliken made an earnest and able argument
u\ the Iasi semi-annual
\amiuatioi. he ranked
’i lie ride f travel i- bcyinnir.y h> -et stronyut'.ii in a j.ossjUi 1()0.
lie has occupied liis pofor the upholding of the dignity of labor and
!y t >\\ an! Moo-ehead Lake.
^! t«* 11 o'er t w«-nty-li\i*
v.t been
year* and
I lie Sandy K:\ * r valley i- tie iv-ort of many
tie protection of the American wage-car nor
accurate ami obliging in the highest degree.
summer visitor* t!ii- year.
unrestricted competition with the poor"Mill the “heads nuj't eonie oiP to
satisfy the
Farminyton i- improved by the erection of against
hungry and thirsty 1 >emoer:;Js.
! I\ paid and oppressed laborers of the Old
-i
ral line residences tlii- season.
Idle eontideuee game which the Ibinocrati>Farmers in the Dead Liver section report a
World. He took the broad ground that Re.managers played upon the Knights of Labor in
liylit hay crop, owiny to the n ent drouth.
institutions cannot be maintained exthe firs? Maine histriet F in.- >mpr. -hciisibl.
publican
The liar Harbor tra el ov*. r the Kno\ A LinThey heid out that they would nominate their eoiu -1 e*w- an improvement over that of last cept they rest upon the shoulders of a well
man and th- n gu\e Id
about ten per rent. <•!'
y< a r.
paid, intelligent, comfortable class of workingtin vote of the ecuivi
*.
Tlie Knights are
The Maine ( eiaral will build two new stamen, -upon the farm, in the channels of comfull of genuine wrath.
tion-. uii" at Newport and one at Orotio, at a
d he Portland Argus ha- su-.-ceded in bringnieree, at the mechanics bench, behind the
cost <>i sy.'iiMl each.
ing out th. fact that Col. F.iw .rd endorsed lii.The Furopeau apple en»p i- reported to he a i merchant's counter, in
the quarry where
ountoui. and that he was t«•
am. tuber of
fa Pure.
If that proves line. Maine Baldwins forms of beauty and grand structures are
Fo\. Smith's start’, had the phU succeeded.
If will ft teh better
next
.Linuarv
than
pricetie Argijs keep- on it may sije.. d in bringing
chiseled from the solid stone, and wheresoever
tie y did last.
tn l.giit sum.- limre beds .pialiy discreditable.
men toil with hands and brain/*
!I \. L. S. Tripp of IHut iiill. ehiss of ls2P.
I»r. < rarer Ion
not lik«- the plan by which
iid Dr. \\
II. X^'ood. cla-- of !M>ii, are the oldMr. Milliken very ably and clearly demonhe F asked l" retire in fa\<»r of a Labor candie-t Iiviuy yraduah
of Waterville eoileye, now
dal. tor Congress, jp js afraid hi- retirement
>trated tin* utter fallacy of “a tariff* for revenue
(
t 'niversity.
i■!iy
might In- attributed to an unwillingness p, fa.-.lhe manufacture oi tiles is a m-w industry
only” of whic h the Democratic party are expohi' r» eor.l a> governor during the ••count out"
in lii idefonl. say- the Time-, hut one which inents and advocate's, showing with a master’s
in isTU-su.
proviny Mien—- ful and heyinniny to assume hand that if tls«*
Hon. John lb I led man »>f FiFw orth has been
Democratic policy should be
larye
proportion.-.
appoint* i < olio-tor of Interna! Ib-venm- for tieA I'nited States steamer
voyayiny aloiiy carried out, its certain result would be to relelist riel of Maine, in place of I'aimlalor < base,
lie
Maine e..a>t i»r«.\ itL1 w'lli photoyraphic gate ->ur lumbe
ring intoivsts to Canada, our
lion. W in. 11 < litlord is said to ha\e been iuuppuriilti* lor inakiny picture- of tin* liylit- fisheries to tin maritime
-anmientai in [•ringing about this appointment. liouse- f.>r tin* u-e and informal
provinces of a foreign
ion of the liylit
At the heinocratic First ( jngr. ssiuiia! dishouse hoard.
powe r. to destroy the avocation of our wooltrict convention duly >. W il. ( liflbrd l.-.a-ivAbout A11yu-! 21’!; and 2'»lli
lir-!-e!a-< horse growers, stop our cotton and woolen manufac*-i 1”" vote-; John W
Peering «*f Portland. trot i- t«» h«
xpe'-ted at the Mato Fair yround- tories, annihilate our
{■>: James JL Minikins of Hi.hlelord. :.P; scat- in Lewiston. '! 1 n■ r<• will he a
-hip-building industry
ruuuiny race and
tering, ^1. ( litlord was nominated.
and defeat all le gislation intended to prevent
a
lree-for-all.
l he Kcnm-ber .Journal says: "in answer to
Uiehard ('handler, who i- to yo around llie our foreign eamying trade from utter ruin and
p- country. world m a
many inquiries from tin* press
dory, arrivi d in hi- craft at Prov- destruction. Mr. Milliken further demonstratWe state that Mr. lilaim? has no appointment io
ine, town. Mas-.. Tiiursday
from Bath,
He
ed that the Republican party on the contrary,
'peak in Portland on tb* l*»lh instant. It i>. will not start on hi-trip until next -priny.
how. ver, underst •"! tiiat Mr. i'daine will take
Whi'-cv avatiny recent!;, for the const met ion by it* wise* policy, protective- tariff and judiepart in the lb-pub!;, an -air.a- lias been his ot a huildiuy in tin- vicinity
Biddeford. near imi*
legislation, lias ever stood between the inqniform habit for .lie past thirty years.
tin- ,-ite of tin* old yarri-oii. Fdwurd II. Dove
dustries of the country ami ruin, how it lias
KNI.ims OK I Uilii: IIINVI VlloN.
buy up a larye sized cannon hall, probably a
e\ r beni tin* friend of the* toiling masses, aidThe Kniglits of Labor held a three day' con- relic oi Indian iime-.
Mr-. Huidali » rnht ree of 1 Pm cork Point, ha*
vention in Path last week, at w uadi every local i
ing ami encouraging them in every way postive dauyhtcr.-. twelve yrandchildren. twciityin
tlie
Mate
w;.s
d.
assembly
represent.
Tldrty- two .r< ai yrandchiitlreii and one yivat yreat sible;.
t wo delegate' were elms, n to attend the Kmeral
|
She i- ninety years of aye and can
A' to wages Mr. Millikcn said:
”1 have
Assembly at Uichmond. \ a., in October. am! ; yrandcliild.
sew and read witlnuit
yla--e-.
T. d. Lyons of Vinalhaveii ai 1 A. >. Mudgett
Hover seen waives too high; there i* health to
<
Prof. Frank >.
ha- re-iyned a- Proof Pi.-lfast are among the number.
A r.-soluj fe--or of Physics in < apeii
oliiy t'niver-ity at Water- the count r\ iii tlx thrift of those who produce
lion eudor'ing Fraud Ma>t*T W orkman T. \
ville. Me., yi' iny a- 1 i- reason an otter from something of \a!ue.” The speech graphically
1
was
Powderly
adopted. The following w:i* the \\ e-t and the fact ihat death- in
hi- family
discussed and passed by
describes the ruin and despair of the people
unanimous vote.
made it ucce»ary f*»r him to be in tin* vicinity
That we require of each candidate that hduring the free trade ]»erio«l of the confederaof
New
York
Mate.
subscribe to our declaration of principles, and
• Me of tin*
yreat features of the cominy Nh-w tion. and show- that it was the universal dehat if a candidate loth- Legislature, that hpledge hiniscif to work :;nd vote f..r tin follow- Kuyland Fair in Banyor will he a balloon as- sire of the people for a government strong
ceii-ioii. T!ie oiliei■ r- ot the -oeiety are now
ing :
enough to protect the industries and labor of
First. To secure the passage of a ten-hour i.eyotiatiny witli people who own an immense
the eountr\ from foreign competition that
baboon. with a capacity of Jn.onn f,.(*t of ya-.
law.
( alviu
'■eM.ery, M. D.. of Banyor, the produced the Constitution and the Inion, and
Seeoml. To m *‘111";■ weekly payment- 1.>r !
labor performed. :m« 1 no employer -h--uhl hold 1 oide-i phy-ieian !?i Penobscot county. and that h<- who starts in with the free trade Deone of tip* hest known medii’al men of.Maine.
Ilull uni week’- pay.
wa
found dead in bed Any. l-t. Tit.* cause mocracy, is an enemy to the people and thereThird. To repeal tin- trim:' prnn*s>.
!!:Fourth. That a law he enaetni pr«»l«il-itinu of hi- death wa- ln-art disease.
aye fore an enemy to the republic; that the southwa77.
I!•• Iea\e- a widow.
lli employment of HiiMreii umler fifteen year- I
ern bourbon* who
to-day control the Demo’i :e_:< in <h->p- ami faetorie-.
cratic party and shape it* ’policy hate the prosFifth. That children under lifteen year- of j
Generalities.
am he oh! bred to atteml -ehool the full length
perity of the north and seek to overthrow it
of the -ehool term.
A Kentucky 1 »:il*\ has been named aftei ITesi- through the instrumentality of free trade, and
Sixth. That the mode of a—osiu- taxl»e j
«I**ut ( h-wlaud's \\ it,
bring our northern workingmen to the condielian-vl. <'ompellina all per-on- to make
>worn -tatement of ai! taxable
Another American s<*jio *ner has !.«•«• 11 seized tion of their despised and abused ex-slaves."
property am!
poll- also imlebteilne-- if any. ami that a law in New. Brunswick <>n :i tnr.u|>• ■« 1 up chariie.
The practices of our representative has been
!"•
passed a--e--inu hotli mori_am r am! moilin line with hi* profession as above outlined.
A 111:111 li:»s !*<*<* 11 imprisoned in Il.mluirv.
-a^ce in the proportion that each own in the
< <11111..
ll*‘ ha> stood by ev.-rv proposition before Omlor t\vriitv-t\vo months for ;i debt of
property.
>1 lo.
'I’le comention pa>-ed a n-olution iv< omeress j|, tin- interest of the working people,
m- mliii"- legislation on the
following: TmMei
1 ie
iv>!rielions imp *>ed hv ( 'amnia upon and has secured slbO.Obb appropriations for
r- t ballot. We. kl\
i I’* >"e.--, free text hook-.
A tin riran li-iiiuu \. —« !- have 'i»e« 11
adopted by lie district, no per cent, of which will go to the
i-a\ lie nts, employe-' liability, l- n hours anil
Nr
wfoumkand.
«'hii< 1 11"- lal.or: that animal Stale el.eiion- be
laboring men. The appropriations are as folm -e-ta d.-hei!; the r<*peal of the
iln ■!
in la;oia«ior ami N*-\vioundiaiid
eon-pira. v am!
lowl. or post otlice at Augusta, sluipoon:
law
:
the
of
fall
the
tax
law
to
:
tramp
from cold ami luinaer are now estimated at
repeal
ditto ai: Belfast, slo.bbb; light hou*e in Frencheharter labor organization-: arbitration law
fifteen hundred.
ami m
-trium nt law
a_iair.-f railroad eoninan's Bay, $25.000—total *100,000. This is
Winian, Scott. a «.!.»r,•.J man. died in Balti--oli-lat iOi:. w llieh i- now evaded hv lea-itm
more than has been secured for the four counompetin„ line-. At tie <h.-im_- -c—ion th- moro. I a *>t Woo:,, a oortilioaio of lii- death I
ties representing the present district
following resolution w a- pa—cd : Unsolved. placed hi' ;i:o at Id:; \ cals.
y all
Flint I >i-trie( A—cinbiy. X «. s,;. Kni-lit- of
who have represented them in the past twenty
I'iioro an- b.d.cdi I’ 'tuivloi^ in tlm i'nited
! ahor. of Maine, in semi-ann.ia! >es>ion a--« inStates. i Hiring the ti-.al year which emli d .June year*.
It i* certainly for the interest of the
-!. In rehy exti-ml- it- eor-iia! ami heartfelt •'>0
themmilmrof uj pointim nts madg wa- l’-j.TIT.
workingmen of the district to return to ton-empathy t<*> I’arr.ell, (,la<l>tone ami ail « ham- And yet the hungry
1
>eim>.-, at
m t happ\.
i-ion- ot «lown-tr«-l a n Irelaml. ami imluL. in
rc * the man who has been so active in their
th- hope that th-ir determined. devoted ami
A < oimooii«-iit deacon. i,i- win and h>ii are
behalf and .-<> *ueeessful in bis efforts. As the
j
nt
per-i.-t* effort- for their di-enthrallment max iiiidcr am't. ehar o d w i;h p, din- a <•], rnymau 1
be erowile.l witll -uee<—.
A r- .-ollltioli ree..liiwith 'talc <*LrLr'. Tlm deacon ,i\' that ho u> Fllsworth American well says; “To replace
tiiemlin- the abolition of permitting a»imijustified in making the assault In the conduct Mr. Milliken with Mr. Ladd would be about as
im nt- -if
wane* was ; >>ed.
Adjourn* ! to of the cloiy\man.
wise a* to remove tlw? brave, experienced,
meet at Aimn-ta. January lib. !s-7.
W illiam 1'. 1'iu-on,
skillful mariner from the command of one of
ami
cashier
bookkeeper
hl.Alll of Jin
\1 il l.v.N 1 Mil MMKH.
"I
Jim \mcii> an Baptist ]'uhii«ai,iou .*mH‘i*'t\ at our ocean steamship* and fill bis place with a
I'111ii• I siiuj>-«m. tin \eterati drummer Philadelphia. \v;i- thrown from a curriaire last
l*,''tuii. died in that <• ity .f111\ *js. Major Maroh. and durum hi- cnl'oroo.i al*-enco from cow-boy from the plains of the west."
**i111}•>'»n wav born in Winslow. Maine. Sept. ’21. i hi- oilicc it i- allowed Unit a defalcation of sdo.Hi> lather lived to he ;»7 and hi- in<»tli**r i O'Mi wa- dis. o' < red.
The valuation of real and personal estate of
1,1 \eat s
»iii.
His grandfatln r. Benjamin Sinij>New York city for this year is
A. dispatch from Port Worth
-'*n.
was
a
lifer in Hein-ral
very little less,
-ay-: Texas
Washington's j
'1 minis.
'•rop- an- better fhi-. war than last, -own
I Daniel’s first appearance before tinaccording to the New York Herald, than $1,drouthhav<
ailed'
in
Western T- xa-. T21.bou.00iL
pro
public w a>< at a muster in Winslow m jsoo. In
nearly $32,000,000 more than the
nio-t.lv in the cattle ro-ion. and in sonic inls|M lie went to Boston and Went info business,
-aining a competence. At tin* commencement stances settlers have abandoned their home-, remaining national debt of the Fnited States.
I in -c <‘a-«:- are rare. \ er\ Of this immense sum only
of the war with Kngkmd ‘-Han** wjis drafted .-•dim oa-Lvv a: d.
$217,000,000 are
ami did <Inty .to da\s on Dorchester IIt*iir1its. few cattle have died.
assessed upon personal property. The Boston
Boston omnion ami at the navy yard. hi 1M2
After thi'. Week w->, I- will oniv he allowed
'Transcript says that hist year the personal
he was with the New I:n_lan.l Hoards when
to 011 through tIn- draw- of tlm hridjv- on the
they starteil for .Marblehead to defend the < liai iov Itiver and tie I'itohhiire. I.ow.-M and
property of Boston was valued for purposes of
••oast, and was tie- only drummer at the Dim I
Boston ami Alain* l.ailway < orporatious in- taxation at $lsti,005,('*7‘.\ and eommemls the
-tree! riots,
lie was with th guard' on ‘heir
tw. on the hours of
1 A. M.
An
more liberal policy pursued i
New York as
lirsi and hmi
-aradc.
He did -ervire with his elidrt will ->0011 he midniydit and
niad< to haw this order exdrum in tin; war of
and In's rout sleeve tended to tin' Warren
regards the taxation of personal estate. The
Bridge.
has 1<; Mripev. marking so \ears ol s.-rviee. !
Transcript further says; “The effect of laying
More than on years ago he kept the famous
An inmmn-e timher raft, eoutainimr two mil- the chief assessment
upon real estate is to en‘•recti Dragon Tavern in Boston. Daniel Welt- i
don feet am! measuring I'.xi feet Ion- l»y.*»Owide
'ter styloid this tavern the lu;adi|uarter> of tin
business of all kinds, and as business
and :»<> deep, started \\ cdiiesday from St. dolm, courage
Devolution. In this year lie formed the fatuous N- I*
on it- way to New
York. The raft increase* real estate grows more and more valBpston isrigade Hand, and educated the noted
weighs -everal tlmn-and ton-, and to launch it
uable. That is the most direct course to pros•w’lidalj hjMtJi1 I’-. James and Ned. the clarionet m we than a mile of
timher was necessarv for
md bugle players, drain s, it well lie renum*o far as taxes govern public, thrift, for
-kid-. Two steamers tow the Imlkv affair to perity.
hered, aecumpanierl M?ss delude L ml in In r New York.
any city to pursue.” It is of course extremely
our ot th>- I lilted States.
Mr. Simpson was a
drummer for the Ancient and Honorable ArtilI’eter A. Buttijrau. editor and proprietor of ditlieult. if not impossible, to equitably adjust
the burdens of taxation. At best this result
ery more than T«‘ years. ami till |s7s In never the i’et-falia. Bonn.. Herald ami postmaster
< ol. (iibbom
niissed a parade
appointed him was horsewhipped in that town Tuesday hv a can only he approximated. As for Belfast the
dcum major ubuut .‘ft year* ago. Mr. Simpson number of w, linen who wore mem hers of the
personal property under Taxa
married in
to Mi" Harriet Simpson.
Women's Christian Temperance I nion. Uat- driving away
Hi- children have married into some of the li.-an had been relleetiiur
severely upon the payer rule has left real estate to carry most of
j-adrngfamilies of Boston.
temperance1 and prohibition element of the the load.
country in his paper, especially upon ladies.
I>i:ATH OK a FOKMK15 MAI.VK M \N.
1
1

W m. d. < opehunl. one of the most
prominent !
The Ablngton Itank Matter.
New Hampshire lawyers, dropped dead at tindinner table at his home in-feat Falls. Sunday.
1 lu* friends of Mr. It..I. I.am1 have not succeed■I heart disease.
He was a son of Rev. Win. Jl.
ed in efleet ing u settlement with the hank in A1 *<
op. land, a Baptist minister, now of Lebanon.
Me.
He was horn at Albion. Me., in danuarv. in-ton. Mass., or in interesting fresh capital in
1*11. was educated at South Berwick Academy the leather boa <1 enterprise at Saeearappa, .Me. It
and West Lebanon; also it Linn-rick, Me., is -aid the hank has funds on
hand, independent of
Aeademy. The money to defray his expenses i any aid which may route from .Mr. Lane or his
was earned by working on a farm and
teaching
j
to
meet about •'»<> per cent of the liabilities.
s'
liocj. At an early age In- studied law with ! friends,
lion. I. >. Kimball, of Sanford Me., and was If plenty of time were allowed, the bank’s assets
would
admitted to the bar in ls<>2. locating at Presque
probably pay all the liabilities in full, but
Isle. Me. He removed loHreat Falls in lstjs. the resources cannot be
suddenly converted into
remaining there until lie opened an oliice at .i-h. I lie I list. Atty. lias authorized no one to
Manchester in lss2. lie had a very large prac- oiler a mil
pros o! the rrimmial ease, and as a retice throughout the State and was counsel re- -ult of the investigation of the Hank K\amincr il
spondent in the Bu/.zell murder case, when he i- saiil there will lie other charges, in addition to
secured an acquittal on the tin t trial. May 2o. those in the complaint now pending. brought before
though Buz/c!I was subsequently tried andeon-^ the t.rand Jury in September. Hogarding Mr.
victed of the stututorv crime- of filring and pit* Tone’s operations in drawing from the bank’s lUvtd»i reserve funds
it is alleged in the eoui
curing murder. Managing this ease, especially plaint now pending,wiiieh,
he converted to his own use,, it
at the first trial, < opehunl
displayed his remark- is stated that cheeks have been traced, showing
able pow rs to the best advantage. For three that thi- practice has been resorted to to the extent
years past he was extensively engaged in orange id $4.5,nun in a single month, since his arrest Mr.
Lane spends the greater part of hi< time at hi* res
grov. planting in Florida, and had the honor of
having a lake named after him. He married idenee oil fnion street, Hoekland. It i> now made
that be lias resigned his position as dcaeou.
puhlie
-Hen M. Wade, grand-daughter of < ol. Benjaand Superintendent of the
.Sunda> School and
min Foster, of Marinas, M«\, in ls(>2. Three
1 reasurer of the parish of the <
ongregalLnnal
< hurrh.
daughters survive him.
He still retains his position on"the Water
sifooTi.\<;

ok Tin-;

hkay

i«»v.

•Lily 12. Mill's S. a young son
Hray, at Now Portland,* was shot.

rharleMiles and
another hoy nine years old named Linwood
Kersncv wen; to the barn wlien Miles was
-het through the heart. The
Kershney bov
-aid that Mile found a gun near the door anil
that he went to take it from him. when he
threw it down ami the gun went oil with
the above effect. The older bov was
going
to the granery for beans. JJe now tells the
following story of the shooting: “1 got half
way up the ladder after the beans. 1 looked
down and saw the Hray boy bad taken up
the gun. I told him to lay it down or he would
get hurt. He did not do so. I went down and
lie dropped the gun.
I caught it before it
struck the floor.
Miles stepped out and stood
<»n an ox yoke, that
lay just outside the door.
He turned around facing me. 1 cocked the
gun with lily hand and raising it ii|> to tin aide
with it pointing out of the door, l pulled the
trigger. I did not think it was loaded. I did
not mean to shoot him.
I said something to
Miles before I fired, but don’t remember what.
I was
when
I saw him fall. I threw
frightened
the gun down and went oil'. I am very sorry.”
A

of

MI’TINOl.’N CUBW.

While cruising in Philadelphia harbor Thursthe officers on the police boat Stokley were
day
hailed from a big schooner coming up the Delaware.
The police boat ran up to tile vessel,
which proved to be the John K. Souther, <’a|>tain James W. Bolauo, from Bangor. Me., with
the crew, consisting of five men, locked in the
forecastle for mutiny. The men were at once
transferred to the police boat and taken ashore
and conveyed to the United States Marshal’s
office. From the captain’s statement it appears
that on July 13, when anchored in theharbor of

Hoard and

as

Director

of

the

Hanover Uranch

Railroad. '1'lie payment on one of the notes
given
by Lane as Treasurer of the church has l**en demanded, and the other note became due las* week.
Neither has been paid, and unless .Mr. Lane meets

them the church will have to bear the deLt.
Fish and

ap. Scott of the Lansdown
are to keep American lDhiug

Uiis instructions
of Charles Hay.

The Fish and (iaine < ominis.'4oners ha\

e

little

or

condition.

The fly fishing for salmon at the M ater Works
dam is practically Unished until another year.
About seventy live salmon were taken there'and
two hundred or more hooked and lost.
.Mr. F. W.
Ayer closes the season with a great record, having
caught twenty-throe tish averaging about twenty
pounds in weight. [flungor Whig!
The whole mackerel fleet is owned in Massachu
setts and Maine amt consists of nearly lunsails, employs about 5000 men and is now engaged in seining
mackerel from Mareli to November. During
and May of last year the catch was so great that it
glutted the avenues of distribution and many
thousand barrels were thrown away. There is
some conflict of testimony as to the amount of this
waste, hut it was inobably sixty or seventy thousand barrels.

April

arc the wild waves
we do know that

a general law of the State proItfbiting payment* of: any dividends by corpo; rations whoso
capital might.be impaired. The
j|
| question whether the general law was in this
: case
superseded by the special law was recent!
i ly argued before the Supreme Court in New
Haven. The judges met in Hartford last week
and decided that the dividends may be paid.

j

East year the Belfast city council elected a
i lax collector without giving any person a chance
to bid, and fixed his compensation at 1.3-4 per
| cent. The amount then to be collected was
over $70,000, upon which there was a four
per
cent, discount, which materially aided in the
prompt collection. This year there are only
$38,000 to be collected, without discount, and
by competitive bids we have a good collector at
1.1-4 per cent. There is quite a difference be-

■

as

the two governments in this matter,
all other matters.

as

A Journal contributor writes from Massachusetts: “1 suppose your dear little city is
full of summer visitors, and 1 wish I could be
there to watch the sparkling waters of the bay
and

A year ago last April altoiit
twenty.live thousand
landlocked salmon were taken from the Orlanil
hatching works and put into Kagle lake, Mount
Desert. They were theuverv small, hut some
caught
this summer measure six inches in length.

“What

jI tated because of

s

nothing to do at thin season oJi tin1 year except to
inspect the fishways. <onmussioneV Stilwell says
that nothing will he done on the lishwavs of the
eastern section this year* as thev are alf in
good

know, hut

premo Court. of ( onneeticut has decided that it
may pay dividends upon its preferred stock of
'Flic special act of the Connecticut
Legislature in 1884, authorizing the issue of
this stock, allowed this,.hut. the directors hesi-

well
sir
out

case

tween

Fishing.

(

revolving the paivmanti o# dividends
on preferred' slock, was
recently l>efore the
court of.
New England Stale.. The road is
the Nc v. York-and New England and the SuA

saying?”

the ladies
“Swedish Stove Polish is the best.”

don’t
saving

We
are

see

the

sink to rest behind my native

sun

hills; but my spirit is there, although my more
material body is obliged to stay in Springfield.”
Henry Watterson’s gallantry will suffer an
eclipse in England when a recent letter to the
Courier-Journal is read on the other side of
the Atlantic. Watte rson says: “Now and
then you sec a beautiful woman in England;
but the rule is otherwise.”
A New York judge has decided that base
ball is not an aerobatic jierformance and can
be played without a license. Now let some
one learned in the law decide that base ball is
not a circus or
may be happy.

a

minstrel show and the boys

A Washington despatch reports: “Secretary Bayard not uneasy.” That is where he
has the advantage over our fishermen.

theoretical and no one theory concerning either
of them is universally accepted. Evaporation
from the ocean rises toward cloudlaml and
there the particles condense until they form
clouds and condensing into still larger drops
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party of about 200 people left Bel
fast Sunday morning at 9 o'clock on steamer Book
land for Isle an Ilaut. The departure was delayed one hour by the non-arrival of the boat, which
was fog-bound at Hurricane Island the
night before.

The wind

was

southerly

with indications of

fog, but the sun shone brightly and Peno'.seot Bay
wore Us loveliest aspect. A cull was made at Northport, where the rustieators came down to the wharf
to say “good morning,'’but none came on board.
The boat then headed for Turtle lb ad which was
soon reached and the usual salutes
exchanged.
The sail down the eastern bay was new to
many
board. The islands are numerous and
presented an ever changing series of lovely view
from the deck of the steamer. The light
keeper
on Kagle island was saluted and
responded with a

on

by

Jerry Sweeney on first base. The visitors by good
hitting made three runs in the first inning, hut were
blanked in every inning after until tin* .-e\enth.
when they fortunately made six runs.
iSelfu.-t
seored in the

second, third, sixth and ninth innings.
pitchers were struck quite freely, Barrett get
ting rather the worst of it. Manchester*) made s
fielding errors; Belfast «. One of the features of
the game was a brilliant throw from left Held
by
Larrabee of the hone team, who assisted in putBoth

ting

out

dust before reaching Isle an Ilaut a light
fog closed about the boat, but soon cleared away.
The objective point was the
Thoroughfare at Isle
au Ilaut, which was reached at 12.do.
This thoroughfare is a passage between Kimball Island
ilaut and
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The Manchester* returned t*. Belfast
Friday last
and played the home team in the afternoon. Tin*
game was one of the best ever played here. The
home team was strengthened
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flair shoulders like u heavy inane, the ends jarring of the thunder does increase the rain as
Letter from Minneapolis and other matter | same. Samuel
have Mr. Blaine nominated for..nr next President
Dillaway, Bath, to A. -J. Stevens, not wet, but hungr; fishermen, sat down at half
curling slightly. Their skill is red ns a her- every one knows who has noticed the increase left over for next week.
same town.
.James II. Frost, Belfast, to Iuhnhi
and eleeted, ami Washington Territorv heroine a
past live in Prof. Ituteman's cosy dining loom to a
ring. They are the most diaholieally ugly of rainfall immediately after the sound of the
Units of same, George Gilmore, Belfast, to Inhahstate.
looking men you ever saw. The squaws hail thunder reaches the locality around and over
Morrell’s little Joke.
tempting and substantial repast, to which, if we ;
their hair hanged and had laughing, pleasant the observer. This needs only to be noticed to
itants of same. Fstate of Daniel dohuson, Free
I have just rerelved the Journal oid\ right da\s
mistake not, ample justice was d"itc. Then we inand on opening it the llrst thing I -aw wa-,
old,
as
also
did
the
children.
be
of
the
Maine
Press
to
I
.J.
W.
looking faees,
When
Kxrurshm
tar j dom, to
D. Lainson, same town, George
I
proved. It generally rains after a heavy
Writing
spected the Professor's valuable .-altiuet of curios, I Bed Hot for Blaine." Well, this has the real
the hand arrived at .St. Augustine they did not battle and this is so common that it cannot be Harbor in the (iardincr Home Journal, II. K. MorHeirLeonard, Belfast, to Inhahitants of saint
to it.
which
adorn
hiring
the
line
and
have any more clothes on than a fashionable ascribed to chance. A noisy celebration of
paintings
parlor. j
rell says of Engle Lake
of s. s. and B. G. Leu is, Belfast, to Inhahitants of
woman wears ton reception, hut the government
Then cigars were lighted and wi -trolled thr.mgli
the fourth of duly generally results in a heavy
It is 27’> feet above liar Harbor, and furnishes
bold Medal far a
Belfast Captain.
same* .Miles O'Leary, Belfast, to inhabitants of
partially supplied, and the ladies of the city shower. Is this all chance? In California. water for their water works. The water is
the orchard, which merits a fuller notice than we
very
.J. Stevens, Belfast, to Inhahitants of
sent in a conglomeration of clothing, so that New Mexico and Arizona the rainfall
Then good lives, and a plea-ant
greatly clear and the bottom is covered with clean white same. A.
Tin* Itritish board of trade ha-awarded a silver
can give it now.
now they are dressed most
same.
Frank d. Stevens, Belfast, to Inhahitants
elaborately, hut it increases in the dry mining districts where
drive homeward.
cup to Cant ltingk,.of the steamer Fulda, for his
would make you laugh to see the different “get blasting is going on. Perhaps the jarring only
“It must have been a big job to have paved tlw j of same. C. IL
staphenson, Belfast, to Inhahitants
sen Ices at the time of the sinking of the steamer
ups.” Chihuahua has a brother, llosona, who unites little particles of water that were not bottom of this lake,” said i to elderly gentlemen of same. B. F. Stevens, Montville, to C. 1*. < al ter,
As Others Sepals.
has snuffed out half a dozen whites. There is separately large enough to fall, and by this by my side.
Oregon olV Fire Island, (odd medals were award
“Don’t you think it is natural?" he said with a f same town. Agnes V. Thompson, Bluehill, to a iiii
a young chief, Catlianav by name, a
tender jostling together into larger drops the rain is
A Itimde Inland gentleman ami lady reeently
ed to Mates Franke and sieherl, and silver medals
hearted young man. wfio murdered a whole made to come down, hut this conclusion seems matter-of-fact air, that made me Idush for my \ M. Scribner, Cnity. George G. Wells, Belfast, t" made a
It knocked all facetiousness out of me for i
trip to Maine iueludlng a stop at liar liar to the erew who manned the boats from the Fulda
InhabiUmts of same. D. s. Whittaker, Belfast, to
family of whites. Wishing to make it as easy to he incomplete and unsatisfactory, yet there levity.
the rest of the trip.
lior. Th.' homeward trip embraced llangor, Itel
and who took many passengers from the sinking
as possible for them, he took a little girl
by the is abundant proof that explosions help along
Inhabitants of same.
last and tin* many places on the Maine Central steamer. Pilots Sampson, Mitchell and Parker, ot
hind leg and dashed her brains out against a the rain.
One of Belfast’s Many Advantages.
cart wheel, right before her father’s eyes,
railroad. In a private letter the gentleman says
In regard to wires and electricity it is a well
the pilot bout Phantom, were awarded gold medals,
Waldo County Medical Association.
lielfast possesses some advantages that Gardiner
“We retain many pleasant impressions gained on while the erew of the vessel will receive silver
simply to give him a little entertainment be- known fact that showers are more frequent in
fore he killed him.
the plains where railroad rails and telegraph does not, one of them being a base ball club. Eli |
The annual meeting of the Waldo Count v Medi- the trip, and will ever grant to Maine tin* justness medals, (’apt. Ueorge Mahonev, of the schooner
The Indians are to be removed from the fort wires extend.
Showers follow rivers and there is
of the claims she makes as to hold, diversified and
that makes our local want to* f cal Association was held at the Club of Thirty
to an island in the harbor. If in the removal
Fanny A. tiorham, of Itclfast, Me., will receive a
mountain ranges and along over wooded coun- leave his anything
situation is to read the base ball reiHurts*
the boat would upset and grim death should
charming scenery, Imt (a had word to introduce in gold medal for the assistance lie rendered the pas
There
was quite a full
The
river's
room,
water
and
Belfast,on
the
Tuesday.
mountain’s
emi
In
the
Belfast
If
he
Journal.
could just go up
try.
mark them for his own, I feel confident that mineral are both good conductors. Put we the Common and put in the afternoon reporting
this connection) have much less respect for her Hungers and crew of the Oregon.
attendance. Owing to a large amount of business
the people of the states would trv and bear up know too that rivers, mountains anil woods are game of hall, he would lie better satislled with M*
status as an exponent of temperance than existed
hut one paper was road, and that was In Dr. K.
under the affliction and look at it as a dispen- all cooling and keep down the heat, which heat salary. And what a lift that half a column or rol!Newspaper Notes.
innn of copy would be! But since the High school!
•Small, of Belfast, on Chorea. The paper was before leaving home. Experience in her cities
sation of Providence.
might otherwise evaporate the clouds and pre- vacation
coinmenced Gardiner has had no ballr-Buto*
debated and was participated in by all. contrasts so forcibly with what we have heard
] am very glad that I have seen these In- vent rain. The world is just fairly
The Pittsburg Commercialsiazette is a century
begun to ami the hoys have to depend on going Ashing for sharply
The following were elected as nilicers for the enpreached of Maine as to make the question assume old.
dians, for now when I read of any cruelty study the rain, yet my lofty critic says the their amusement, (Gardiner Home Journal.
practiced on them by the whites, 1 shall not schoolboys know all about it. I bclievo when
suing year: Dr. K. Abbott, Winterport, president ; a farcial light. 1 knew there was ignorance or
The Illustrated t iraphie News, of Cincinnati, will.
feel that it was cruelty entirely misplaced. 1 rain is well understood it can be easily proTlie special advantages of the Bryant & Stratton
Dr. K. A. Porter, Liberty, vice president; Dr. A.
hypocrisy in statements made to us; 1 am only as
In its issue of August Oth, publish a magnificent
suppose that they are entitled "to life, liberty- duced or conducted from place to place by Commercial School are admirably set forth in* the*
tonished at the degree. The revulsion of finding
C. Kilingwood, Belfast, secretary; l)r.
c.
and the pursuit of happiness,” as much as I artificial means, and it is a credit to
engraving of Yale’s champion boat erew.
every person announcement of its reopening, which will he found?
on finding the facts so far at variance with re pro
Kilgore, Belfast,treasurer; Drs. Abbott and Filing
am, but when in their pursuit of it, I mistake who otters his mite in the discovery.
Noisy in another column. The Principal, Mr. H. E. Hi-hF. Metiraw editor of the Kastport standard, has
hair and brains and ldoud for happiness, 1 critics have always stood ready to frighten hard, has been eminently successful in sending out
wood, (ex-oflicio), Dr. Pearson, Morrill, Dr. Tem- sentations so lately made tends to undermine ones
a large mmihcr of well equipped, and self reliant
sued the editor of the Calais Times for serv lees on
to say the least, and strengthens the
think my attention should be called to the fact away timid adventurers. Mr. Clarke has
confidence,
and
of
of
Frankfort
Dr.
Sewall,
Monroe,
ple,
Hip- pupils, who are filling responsible positions, to
by means of a funeral at which I would be autly told us that “everybody knows that which
he has Introduced them, in all our large
standing committee. Next meeting at Belfast on opinion that reforms will progress most rapidly the Standard while Mr. Whidden was ow ner and
Ouit George.
very conspicuous.
evaporation and condensation of moisture pro- j cities.
when things are stated just as they are.”
the first Tuesday in November.
manager of that paper.
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dines rain,*’ ami llii.s is about all everybody
The Local Summer Resorts.
does know about it, and knowing no more, this
amounts only to
of words. Telling us
a.jingling
NOTES FROM XOKTHl'OKT.
that vapor goes upward without being able to
No. 2 of the sea Breeze is a number one issue,
toll us how it gets upward is simply telling us
containing all the new? and gossip of Northport
nothing about evaporation.
Place a drop of water on apiece of glass in and along shore. We clip as follow s : Nearly all
the open air exposed to the heat of the sun and the cottage^ are occupied or rented, tents are l»eit soon evaporates. The heated nitrogen apgining to he pitched, the steamers land passengers
proaches the drop and draws from it a part of
tin* trains to Belfast bring down the interior
the oxygen. This reduces the size of the drop daily,
and liberates a portion of its hydrogen by tak- visitors, the hotels are all open and attending to
ing away oxygen that was formerly united' with the wants of their guests, the stores, stables, postit. This hydrogen thus liberated still clings ofliee, barber, Ac., Ac., are all in operation, the
about the diminished drop because it is attract- tide sets in twice in
twenty-four hours, as it has for
ed there by the oxygen and hydrogen still in
centuries, bringing pure air and healing on its
the drop. As nitrogen continues to draw oft
the oxygen in the little drop, the drop gets attendant breezes, and the weather is glorious_
smaller and smaller and is wrapped deeper and According to usage the annual Camp-meeting here
deeper in the liberated hydrogen clinging will be held during the last full week in August,
around it until the hydrogen is sufficient to lift which will make the
meeting commence this year
t he remaining particle of water and thus carry
on Monday August 23rd, continuing
during the
it balloon fashion up to cloudland.
If this is
md so. what then lifts solid particles of vapor week. Rev. W. T. .Jewell was appointed last spring
up high in the airy A particle of water can- by the Conference, to preside over the meeting.
not displace its weight in atmospheric air and Further particulars hereafter_D. W.
Wing, of
therefore could not rise by its own gravity no the Waterville
Mail, with Frank Lincoln and Henry
matter how small that particle of water 'may
all of Waterville, came over on their
be. and if it is not balanced by pure hydrogen Pierce,
surrounding it bow can it get into the air? bicycles and stopped a few days. They report a
The surface of the sea evaporates under the run of twelve miles from Montville here without a
rays of the >un in the same niamu r illustrated j dismount, ltro. Wing returned Wednesday', and
by the single drop, namely, by nitrogen draw- the others turned their silent steeds towards Cam
ing od oxygen and leaving surplus hydrogen den....A lady who is
summering on the Ground,
to raise the remaining or diminished p'articlo.
is interested in practical botany, reports that
< louds are
simply high fog, drops of water and
falling from them unite with each other as they she identified ”>2 diO'crcnt plants in blossom during
fall and thus we sec that the highest drop's a half hour's walk. The Horn of this seeti m of
! come from the highest clouds. When clouds the State is
very extensh e... .Tinkers haw struck
1
aic low the rain is very tine.
in quite plenty. Miss Fditli Damon, of So. shore,
Hydrogen by itself is neither explosive or
combustible but will produce the greatest beat i- high line so far, she having caught 2* handsome
when burned in air, or in other words, when ones in a few minutes last Friday, a few rods olV
in he presence of oxygen, nitrogen and carbon. shore in fr >nt of the s. R. sanctum, Clcarview
Mr. Clarke's rocket would be* perfectly safe in a
cot-tiige
Northport boasts of a number of cottages
whole sea of pure hydrogen when above the
bearing peculiar mimes, \moug them we note
air. His rocket theory is probably the “twaddle"
that befuddled Ids brain and made him hanker Borrioboolagha I lia Fragohi, sail Souei, Theta
i>elta ( hi,Tally lb;. Noupariel, sharuhen. ( a.-apa
for common sense.
c. s. (Hm tin.
Stockton, dilly *2“),
rilla. Aidenn, La Maisonette.Junndle, I*e< hnur. >t.
< eeilia, I.auterhrunneii,
Ac. Give i, a re.-t_
Ho for Aroostook.
^ Jtclit F Vii. t
k a jolly ••\rur.~ion
apt. Me I toil aid,
1
party from the naan House
spruce Island,
1
[Correspondence of tin* Journal.]
..
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oxygen and hydrogen in the air.” 1, too, have
read the hooks and could have expressed as
much before reading his learned criticism. All
we know of rain, tire and explosives is purely

water.

-.

>

dent) knows that evaporation and condensation
moisture produces rain, and not. a union of

of

this new aspirant for public favor,
which is called Pablo Beach, and found it to
till the bill completely, for bathing and driving.
1 did not have a tape line with me, but should
judge the beach was a couple or so of miles in
length, and an eighth of a mile wide at low

<

-■

production of rain, hoping some genius might
take a cm; from that and carry the matter
farther, for the subject is an important one.
The very lofty criticism of my suggestions by
one John K. Clarke of
Prospect, which appeared in the Journal of the 22ml. induces me to
take ui» the subject and carry it a little farther,
lie says: “everybody (except our correspon-

is owned and controlled principally by a
stock company, and strange to say the railroad
commenced to pay immediately on opening its
line for travel.
We took a ride one after-

Mo'itvil’lc.

<

FLORIDA.

it

noon

of Rain.

Editor of thk .Journal: In the
Journal of July 15, in tin; Stockton locals, 1
made sonic suggestions concerning theartifh ial

the public, which is to be the coming seaside
resort for the denizens of Jacksonville and vicinity. It is situated on the coast only sixteen
miles from the city and reached by ears over a
narrow gunge road, bv a forty-five minute
ride. The railroad is entirely built by Jacksonville capital and the beach and land about

CHARLES A. PILSllURY.EDITOR.

j

Production

To Tin:

Jacksonyillf, Fla. I learned while hero
tliat a beach had hut recently been opened to

Republican Journal Publishing Co.

i

The Artificial
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:artsto morrow on

until next spring ...The many friends of
|.t. Ben. W ( onant w ill he glad to know that he
mg a pleasant ami prosperous voyage in the
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are

we

lioim- h\

...Mi'. John K.

Mas-.,

la.-t heard

from at

indented to Mrs.
tin*

( 'onant

( *itisens

for

and children of Brook

i.si ting Miss Juliette A.

are

Sydney,

rapt.'iin from that place.

dr. ami Mrs. M. IN McDonald

Wiggin.

went to

Mount

Mr.
Saturday for a few days’visit.
P Boardmau, formerly of Belfast, has sold
h..ai**ling house in Lynn, Mass., and w as in this
last week....Mr*, a. II. Kingman and daugh
of Minneapolis, an; in lie!fast, the guests of

II

last

ert

1

■li

am;

on

..

Mis. \Y.

Morison ...Mr. Charles Dur-

u

of Boston, w as at his old home In Belfast for
w days last week, on his way to Bar Harlmr.
Mis. Frank

-v

Johnson and

son

of

Maynard,

in Belfast, tlic* guests of Dr. S. W. John...Mrs. Richard Mae A Ulster and son Richard,

'I.ms.,

lire

are in Belfast, the guests of
W hite-Mr. Will A. Failure,

Brookline, Mass.,
and Mrs.

'h.

o.

Ohio, i visiting his parents in this city.
.Mrs. j{. i,. Dyer and daughter, have gone to
Bartlett’s Island. Mt. Desert, for two weeks_Mrs.
Toledo.

•

ii

I

wife of Then,

..

iine-. left here last
weeks' visit

1

(

ary, editor of

Monday

for

Aroostook

Koulton, after

a

relatives and friends in this
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Clements are in this city
to

days. They report their summer hotel
Harbor, Mt. Desert, full of hoarders. The
a son is a good one with them
Rev. J. A. Ross
and family are in Eastern Maine. Mr. Ross preached in Eastpoit last Sunday and is to preach there
next sumlay-Mr. and Mrs. Will R. Howard, of
this city, are at York Corner for three weeks.
ivter It. Carle, wife and daughter, of New Haven,
Conn., are visiting Mayor Baker. The company,
including the Mayor drove to Bar Harbor, in a
carriage, on Tuesday. They will return by the
for

at

a

the last few

were

'l lie

i.Mi-Mill TIM;,
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city by (.eorge !.. ISrackctt
that arrangement.- will tie

M

At 7.l'> o'clock
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hi'i-iM, \\ ;.<!«• >ha\v
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rlinv

Sunday evening
Andover, Mass., will
next

»ii

large audience present

a

i-

one of

All

to

hear him.

The lee-

mueh interest ami

are

praetieal I in port
cordially insiteil to he present.

Lould, the popular piano

L. \\

Orders

town.

hit

at

Woodcock's

tuner, is in
will receive

attention.

bargain in
High street

great

a

Chase, prineipal_see advertisement of the
lN-rtland Husiness College published in another
olumn. t his institution lias an excellent reputaK

■

few

seal

—

way of Winn-Mrs. H. W. Farnham and Master
Willie <>. Farnhaiu, of Chelsea, Mass., and Miss

Barker, of Warren, Me., are visiting
Hatch, of this city... .Hiram
•Jcnkin, wife and son, of Abingtou, Mass., are in
Belfast, the guests of Capt. and Mrs. It. H.Coombs.
-Mrs. C. W. Haney and daughters Nellie and
luey an* in Fairtield for a week the guests of Mr*
a id
Mrs. Lorenzo Dow.Isaac B. Rich Esq.,
proprietor and manager of the Hollis street Theatre. Boston, and daughter Maud, Mrs. F. A. Burrill and son, of Lynn, Mass., and Cnpt. Joseph
A. Lewis and son Charles, of Bangor, are visiting
at Mrs. K. II. Herriiiian’H In this city.
Melvena V.

Mr. and Mrs. W. H.

eunipniccting at Maranoeook
Miuday was a grand sueeess.
Vmong those representing the order of «iood Tern
plars w as Chin Templar M. .1. I low of Crooks,
and Lraml Worthy Seribc Leorge K. Itrnekett, of
llcll'a-l. Saturday afternoon Mrs. Alexander of
I tel last ga\e a good irritation of the **( reed of the
'tell-." Sunday addresses were made by reformed
The temperanee
.'satunlay and

and at the elose the enthusiasm knew no
Young and old pressed forward to sign

men

hounds.
the

route.

i<'i|
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last
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young America was
-yman patted him kindly on the
■•M) littl.- man. what makes you

He is able

be out... .Fred Kllis has

to

ar-

ris ed home from I.owell, Ma-- ....Mr. and Mr-.
A \
\ieker.-o,’ ,• cut t., Bangor M, eday to join
tin Aroostook

exploration Part\

.Mi-- Flora F.

strong, amid the eheers of the vast
it was a scene never to la* forgotten.

pledge,

Jimi

audieuee
Leu

Neal Dow addressed

Sunday's meeting.

City correspondent of the New York
t.raphie has the following to say concerning a Itrl
fast hoy “\\ Kugenc Parker is in tin* real estate
ousiness. and attends more particularly toimprov
ed city property. He makes loans on first mortgage property invests for Kastern capitalists,deals
in Kansas City bonds, takes personal supervision
and charge of properties and manages them in the
interest of tin* owners exclusively, lie has been
established some years, and is a young gentleman
whose activity and energy good sense and judgment have enabled him to reach a most worthy
position and enjoy the highest regard of the business community."
A Kansas

Tm. h\<

ritMoMsrs \vii<>

\vi<:kk

Left.

Nine

Helfast

people of the Haptist excursion to Lake
on
Saturday got left at the Lake, re.
turning home on Monday. As there are many
wild rumors concerning the same we interviewed
Mr. V L. Keene, one of the party, and obtained
from him the following facts. The party went
over on the regular morning train and were to re
turn on the afternoon regular.
When the train arid \ed at the Lake, it was forty minutes late. The
train was a heavy one. When the Helfast party
attempted to hoard the train the conductor told
them to go to the rear ears. Many got on, hut Mr.
Keene and others passed onto the two rear ears.
Here the hrakeinan told them that they must not
.MaiiUiaciHik

get on, hut to wait for the later train. Mr. Keene
told him that in order to reach Helfast they must
The hrakeinan refused to
go b\ the regular train.
allow them to get aboard. Mr. Keene got on, hut
seeing several small children left without any protector, he got off and eared for them. The party
Watorville

went

to

thev

were

Sunday night.

obliged to buy

new

On

tickets,

as

Monday
tin*

con-

ductor would not take up the excursion tickets,
Mr. Keene says he
the latter having expired.
thinks the conductor did not understand about the
Helfast excursion, and holds him blameless. He
will write Mr. Tucker concerning the tickets purchased, and doubtless the money will he refunded
The Maine Central

ith

satisfactory explanation.
management is very courteous and will allow

w

injustice

no

done to any passenger.

< AMIN!-:.

Mr. Mansfield of 1 ;■

j

-t.*n

hiee’-

at

include* the

1

ha-

bought
lb-ad, that part which
llvgeian Mouse.\
spring
reservoir lias been built at the spring, from which
a wind mill force- the water
through pipes to an
"the'. :> -ervoir in the ha~e >1 the observatory, and
from there it i.-conveyed to the cottages.Last
week a large party occupying three backboards
took a day'- drive t<* t ape IL'-ier and back via
N'>rtn < 'astine Ferry.
On Thursday there were
I vv o excursions to this
place, one from P.angor on
the iiiih’ii City, the other from l.’oekhind on the
lo»ekland.\t a caneii on >atiirda\ evening, \\
another lot of land

and the

•'argent. Men. M. Withcrlc. L. F. Davie-and
•'
W. L 'wden. were chosen to serve a-delegateat the Lepnl-lican County Convention to be held in
Lil-vv orth on \\ eiltiesdav the 4lli insl.in ext a
M.

vatitig to lav a cistern, on the premises of -Judge
viondcimw, the workmen di.-covered a wall huilt
ol -late nick.
It is supposed In have been built b\
som.
>i the
arl\ settler-. The place is ot far
fr ui the site ttf the old French fori.The posit ion id -ailing ma ter on the
yacht Lori llei, owned
by \\ p. p. Longfellow, ha- been given to ( apt.
Wm. Match of this village.
W

t .1 ><

v

Maying i-

*.

little low

over w it It the exception of a
The rmp will average a little
but m. belli r in .pialitv than la-t

land.

in

more

-piantity
>ear-liiicliie (.rang- will eounnenee the fall
campaign next -rtur-iav evening ...Politics are
very tpiiel
old) one or two seem to have any in
tcrest. We predict a larger stay at home vote in
this town than

-ual... .There has been considerable exeileiiit id in the \v. -tern part ol the town
occasioned bv a disorder of the cattle of Mr. P.ovv
den. which had symptom- -if tubcretilo-i-, the •:i
-■

which ‘ati-ed the exterminati->n of the entile
henl Id the Agrieiilt urn I < ollege farm
Mr. Low•l‘*n killed one animal ami hr. Pearson made an
ease

improves its appeumnee. it will he lathed
this week and ready for the mason-It is quite
much

sickly

Kept

in tills section at present—Large quantities

of blueberries have been (licked
the people in this vicinity, some

on

Mt. Waldo

by

from tlm-e

.1 w:i\

Portland

atlceted.

not

!>r.

for, who eaiue 'iowii
made an examination. Me thought there wa114• i'*' >>> turniii” on: nil tin- animals
except one,
nml In- w n- not .-tire thni one hn«l
tuberculosis, alth<the >\ mptoins iinherited that it miirht he,
w;i.- sent

l.ut in the

l.r.-t stnr.-vs of the «1;ait is tiiIt to
ith certaint\. lie left orders for the animal
to he l.ille.i should it "row an\ worse.
Tin- Na
tion.-tl l.i\ e stock .Journal pr-mounees this ilisea.-e

tell

w

nm ou 1

me

-»\

animals

he the

to

tion in tin- human

1»1.

i.:

have

to

ami

same

family
pneumonia. hut perhaps no
“-o
thron^h a whole herd.

not as

eonsumpconta: i..u- na-

more

desirable

i-;. Hanley. Ks<j., of Ih.ekland,
l-on^h! line horse of .1.
Knight reeentlv. The
pric paid is understood to he
_Prof. A. \V.
Keene and wife, of llosfnu. Ma--.,nre vi-iiiipir at
>»:\i:sMom.
.i

< o\

M
Matilda Adams and dan^h•
ler, Mi.-s l-illa A.lams el Haverhill, Max., have
heen i-itinjr irieud-iii t un... .Mr.-. K. A. liiekin.

nel!. oI
visit

...

Lawrence. Mass., i- making her annual
lu-r parents and friends here....\V. M.
of IJelfa-t. makes fmjuent visits here on

to

Thayer,
hi- bicycle.Tin- bridge at lla/.cltinc's mill is
ii|» !or repairs. The abutment is to he rebuilt_
A ureal many id' our people are
making their an
miai trip blue-berry in” to Camden and I.ineoln
villi*. I hey report an abundance of berrie.-... A\V
are liav.ii”- puite a drouth.
Tin* sprinic- in the

pasture- are drying up and rattle are suflerinir for
The mill stream has not heen so low for a
number of years. The prospect for
runuinjr the
threshing machine at tin* mill is not cm-, uraaina.
water.

.‘ dir

mops look well.Kev. M m. la roar,
here from the Newark, N. .1. < .»nl.-rivnee,
^ivinjf excellent satisfaction. The cunKfeiration -tcadih increases. Soim* who would
like to attend ehurcli are nnalile So l ire
|»c*\\ s, as
all art* taken, but none should
kee]> away on this
aeeotint.
All are welcome ami w ill lie aerommo
• latc.L
Mr. F. will preach at the 4.range Hall, in
Belmont smi lay. Au^r. s. at-J o'clock f. m. subwho

ji*ct

‘‘Ami

as

Mos.

Wihlcnuen'ii

lifteil up the Serpent in the
the Son of Man be lifted

s

must

so

up.
i’uiNT.

>am»>

Arrivals
apt. N. lb

(

from Port la ml; 4
^ "i k ; Mrs. Abbie Nickerson
Partridge from I’ortlaml, <

apt.

(

Mowers
from
»:m.:

I.. Stowers
from New

('helsea : N. ('.
ML
Louise

Partridge from Lowell: Mis<e* Louise Parke ami
\«l« 1 it* Appleton from I lost on... .There w ere about
-i\ly Bangor people at tin* Ib-r-ey Ib treaL Sun
day. Twenty live remained, and another party
came 'I uesda\
I >r. ami Mrs. Leonard French
and Mr. ami Mrs. Austin French spend a portion
of this week at liar Harbor ...Levi
staples and
wile are spend in a few weeks at Temple Heights,
...

Northport. They will
Thomaston.Manley
David

Bugber

lectured

at

extend their
Kichard-

trip to South
join brig

will

the ( ongrcgationalist 4'hurelt, Sunday
The 4.ongo Basin." ...There
Subject,
D an excursion on steamer ljucen < ity to North
West Harbor, Deer Isle, to-da>_French A t o.
have received an incubator with a capacity of six
hundred eggs. It
ducks

«piite

an

shores

is

be

to

used this

extent

..

inonoph

for

season

runners have been
from the wharves and

—

caught to
along the

Our searsport friends must not claim a
of the “cougar.” Last Saturdav a party

people

oung

surprised and alarmed by

were

the

sight of a w ild animal in the fields near the
Staple.- grow. The creature jumped over the fence,
pd'hig them an excellent opportunity to see him,
but

desire
the

opinion
monk

manifested

follow him up.
incline to the
that the animal is the O tis roiimlor coin,

no

From

was

description given

called

the

puma, but one of the party
be an individual of the SimUnhu-

thought it might
family. It is reported
si/.cd boy.
Pm is pm* "i.
excellent

lJev. L.

to

In*

s.

Ilauscome

as

large

as a

good-

preached

an

the Marsh school house Sun-

sermon at

Irom the

day

to

we

luth

chapter o| Hebrews ami 'I'l
verse... Farmers have
began cutting salt hay.
Mr. Finery Marden lscuttin.tr the McDaniel marsh.
( a)»t. Bobert Killman is cutting the John (.'rant
point and the Keene marsh. The tides were high
last week. This week the tides serve
right and
most of the marsh
hay w ill conn*. The hay on the
marshes is now cut w ith machines. Bog shoes are
used on the horses for
mowing and raking. The
old fashioned way «»f cutting
by hand scythe was
a hard way to get the
hay on the marshes, it has
been said that a man never swung a
scythe all day
on the marsh without
breaking his scythe stone before night to make an errand to the store, but he
always took a jug to get the scythe stone in. That
was old times-Mr. .lames
Garrety left Friday
for New lirunswick

business_Mr. .John Mor-

on

in, of Sandy Point, last Sunday presented Mr. and
Mi’s.

( harles Littlefield with a lot of strawberries.
...The wild animal that was often seen in this
section last year is the same animal as
reported at

Searsport this year. We never happened to sec
tin* animal but tracks of an animal with feet
larger
than the biggest Newfoundland
we have seen

dog

on

the

plowed ground

the stream some disThe animal seems to
mind his business and will make tracks out of the
way if seen. Itut the women and children arc
easily frightened when berrying....There will be
no

near

buildings.

meeting at the Ferry school house next Sunday.

Rev. L. T. Ilansconib will be away. In two weeks
he will preach at the Marsh village
We fell in
last week with an old pioneer, one of the early set—

tlers, Mr. Daniel Crockett, lie formerly worked
ship yard. The first vessel lie ever worked

in the
on

was

mill,

built in the creek below the Katclielor
was about HO ton-, named the Prospect

she

by Treat & Ide for Capt. Ide of Frank$12 per month from
sunrise to dusk in the long days of summer. Mr.
Greer built (be bark Roderick Dhu and the sloop
and built

fort. Mr. Crockett worked for

picking one bushel in a day-R. N. Colson lias opened a hotel at
the old MoKenuy stand. The right man in the
right place—I noticed In last week’s letter of Our

Granite in the creek and

George that there is no difference in hens eggs.
Perhaps he has never ate any Wyandottes fruit
which is ahead of any eggs of any other breed of

across

fOWls.

oxen

a

T.

Quiniby.

Fairfield Cummings has the
bills of his grandfather, Capt. Thomas
....Mr.

of 1S0.L

The limits

were

from Zethani

Shiite's

tin* Marsh

fort line.

bridge over S)>out hill to FrankA very long road with but little labor

for the distance.

The

75c., plow 75c.,

price

per man 75c. per
cart 75c, and scraper 75c.

day,

In North

there is

j

....Mrs. Hannah

falling: oil'

a

in

quantity

from last

Care for the Children

season,

Taber, mother of lion. J. K.
Taber is very low with cancer of the breast_It.
B. Cook and Balph Berry and wife have returned

Children feci tlio debility of the changing
seasons, even
come cross,

Messrs. Cook & Berry an* very
successful in their business of sheep
husbandry in
that Territory-Polities is very quiet in this
t

All

»wn.

well

as

tee is

Among; the arrivals the
Mrs. Cordelia Kllis and Mrs. Katy

has been confined to his house several months w ith
a broken limb, on the street
Saturday for the first
time.

Mrs. Mary Colcord received two letters one
day
last week which both came by the same mail, one
from a son in the Philippine Islands and the other
from

the west coast of South America.

a son on

Mr.

Joseph Field,

clerk and treasurer of the
Cong. Society, desires to extend the thanks of the
parish to Mr. Miner I*. ( ruokcr of Manchester.
Mass., for a cheek of ten dollars donated for tin*

society’s support.
lie veterans of the lhtli

Ale, Rcgt. here received
organization at < >akland. Ale., and very prominent on the card is
printed entertainment- free, the town at its annual
‘I" big meeting having raised money enough todeIray all the expenses of the reunion.
notice of the

meeting

*•

f their

iwo sailors deserted Sell.
IL Gilkey, Saturday

W.

Roger Moore,
They left

( apt.
in the

night.

srh,.oner"- boat which was found near the Water11ou.>e shore. ( apt Gilkey telephoned to the

ship-

ping commissioner at Rockland for
w

two more

nu n

ho arrived I»\ steamer Tues-

day.
I>csiiv

Carver, Lottie Carver, Jessie Nielnds,
Nickel-, Inez Nickels, Callie Packard,
Jennie 1rundy, .Maime Deerow, Xuhisi Deerow- *>1'
lllanehe

’se:irsj»ort stud Paulino Wiggin of Mauehester, N.
II. are occupying one of F. 1.. Whitcomb's
cottages
s"an l ake. Dr. Hopkins ami
Ada

family.

Hidlcy, Fannie Smith, Nellie (Juiuihv

are at

stone’s cottage. Mrs. Mary Sargent,
irent. Addie Nichols and Mattie Hire

Koiil

I.Ida Sar
are

at Cle

meat's villa.
ltd’ll

hotel.

He

ning

past week
(Munson)

happ\

We first landed

manner.

but the mails

were not

in time

w

hom

Sargent's house situated sibout three
tourtlis uf a mile from the village at the west end
u ;,s
l"tally destroyed by Fire Tuesday night with
all his furniture and household goods. Loss $1500.
In.-ured $IOOO. Mr. Sargent was absent at liang"- to purchase lumber to build a stable. Mis

\\

pear.

beside Inin before he had time to
disapnext visited < astineand met two excur-

sifter the other, our friend informed the ladies
that he would go down and drive them out to sea,

one from Bangor and one from Itoekiand and with the itoekland
party we met Mrs.
Jerry Brown, sister of Mr-. Craw ford staples, and
Mr-. Maples, by Hie
way, is in San Francisco visitiiiu her daughter, Mr-. Alice
Dickey. Our party
";ls Ji happy one all
through and all felt three
cheers for l-.Ivin. (July one of tinwas sc;i-

sirk and she

was

tooth

:i

aid and

Anti

immediately offered cream pic by
j»iek l*y another, ami such other

It

Is

browing

Mutter.

The only effect hot weather seems to have on the
Ib-llast Journal i.-> to make it better, [dockland
ottrier (.a/ette.
lie’s

Been

The delights of liar Harbor are in great demand
this season, and in some instances a re sold as high
twenty-live cents a glass. [Kiehmoml lSec.

SHIP NEWS.
roirroF

Mikaci

!•><

Lot's

aim:.

About

o'clock Sat-

evening as Dr. Stephenson was driving
home from the navy yard road, soon after turning
on to the main street he met a team with another
following close behind, which attempting t>> pa--

ju.-t

at

this time the three collided.

of each team

Grant and

ram

w

with

ages, escaped
able to learn the

few bruise.-.

a

names

of the two

the

pied
they

The

occupants

throw n to the ground. Mr. Hiife, w ho were in one of the carri-

were

other, but presume they
hurriedly scrambled up their

We
men

were

were

who

un-

occu-

unhurt

as

goods ami w ent
on.
Dr. Stephenson's horse becoming unmanageable, ran his carriage into a telegraph pole, throw
ing the doctor violently to the ground, bruising
him quite severely. The lmrse soon cleared himself from the wreck of the carriage and ran home.
The doctor is to he congratulated that he escaped
thus fortunately, although his new buggy and barwere

m's-

,-adly demoralized.

Munivii.u;.

The Advent brethren

are

holding
having

meeting-at the Centre this week ami are
quit*: a large congregation at each session_We
understand that Frank Itryant intends to teach a
Free High School in District No.-I, Centre
Montville. The -ame to begin Sept. (5. It is also
lumnred that Miss Ara K. Gowcu intends to teach

term of

private school in district No. (I, at North Montlab....Mr .James It. Clement, one of
our town-men who has been at work in
Lowell,
Mass., for a few months past, is at home on busi-

a

ville, thi-

and intends t<* return in a short time_Mrs.
F. Plummer Is in llcrmon with a sick sister.

ness
«

Lis<

oi.nvii.li

We

the

genial face of Mr.
land in town this week,
wife and two children.

pleased
.Joseph Hutchins of Portlie is accompanied by his
They are making a short

were

much

to see

vi.-it

among their relatives and friends in this
vicinity.... Your correspondent was favored with
a call from Austin K. Perry, Cashier of Hallowed
Lank and W. II. Perry of Camden last week....
Mr. Warren Lamb and daughter Annie, Miss Ham
and Mr. Unblock all of Hartford Conn, are spend-

lklfast.

I

Mrs.

Mr. and Mi

lb

Burton and

daughter,

AKltlVKI).

•'uly -*o. Schs. .Mary Farrow, ('oiuloii, Laugor :
Hein,-. Loston.
July Jl. Seh.-. Florence L. (icnovar. Vc.azie.
Laugor; Annie I.. Mi Keen. Mahoney, Loston.
Ang. 1. Sch.-. William Stevens, < a Her, Laugor:
Henry, Woods, do.; Lizzie Poor, I>irko\, Loston
Aug. J. Seh. Oceana, Moore, Porilamf.
SAII.KH.

Sells. M. F. Corson, Iiobinson, Lock
land:
Lilis, Ferguson. Laugor; Clad 'lid
ings. Claspy, St. Johns. N. L.; Puritan, Sargent,
Ml. I )esert.
JulyJI. Si'h. J. Ponder, .Tr., Lulloek, Loston.
Aug. J. >ehs. Mary Farrow, Condon, Vineyard,
Haven; Henry, Woods. Loston; Win. Stevens,
Carter, do.; K. L. Warren, Colson, do.; I. \\

•Inly

JO.
A. \\

Hine, —-, Laugor.
Aug. J. Sehs. P. Ilazeltine, French, Jacksonville; Annie L. McKeen, Mahoney. Laugor.
Aug. I. Schs. Penobscot, Carter, Jacksonvilit*;
Oceana, Moore, Lockland.
AMKKU.’AN
Darien.

July

Jib

POUTS.

Arrived sell. Win. Frederick

Flowers, New York.
Laltimorc, July 20. Cleared sell. II. J. Cot
Haskell, Portland. July JS, ch ared sell. F. C.
Pendleton, Fletcher, Portsmouth.
Providence, July 27. Arrived sell, \iinle li.
Lewis, Lewis. Laugor. July JL Sailed seh. Annie L. Jifwis, Lewis, New York.
Fernandina, Julv 2s. Arrived sell. D. D. flask
ell, Haskell, New S ork.
Lirhmond, July J‘.». Sailed sell. Lucia Porter,
Crindlc, New ^ ork.
Philadelphia, July js. Cleared sell. Daylight,
Hodgdou, Loston.
New York, July 20. Cleared bark Leatriee Havener, Lin Janeiro.
July Jo, arrived seh. Sarah L.
Davis, Knceland, \ inalhaven. Aug. I. Arrived
seh. st. Johns, Cilnmrc, Ja«'ksom ille.
Charleston, July Jl. ( haired seh. John (’. Smith,
Ferguson, New ^ ork.
Passed Hell Hate. Aug. I, sell. Helen C. Moseley, Holt, Hoboken for Loston.
Jacksonville, Aug. J. Arrived seh. Charlotte T.
Sibley. Lartlett, Lelfast.
Lurksport, July JO. Arrived sell. Daniel Web |
ster. Snow, Crand Lanks.
Lrunswiek, July Jo. Arrived seh. Austin D.
Knight. Drinkuater, New York: sailed sell. Susan
N. Pickering, Haskell, Newport News.
Loston, July JL Cleared brig lit. siblcy, Ilieli

born, Aspinwall.

I'ouKhiN

pours.

J lingo,

Corrected

M. L.

of

rain

were

obliged

to have their supper in the

ves-

try ami postpone their out door entertainment to
time in the near future. They had a very
pleasant time, however, notwithstanding the bad

some

$16....Letters rec’d from
apt. J. F. Howell and wife last week report them
all well and ship loading for the home voyage.
They will probably arrive before Thanksgiving.
.A free excursion down the bay was given to
parties from Frankfort and Winterport on the
new steamer Mt. Waldo last Thursday afternoon.
weather and netted
(

.Kev. A. A. Lewis and wife

are

spending

a

few

Baker have returned from their

trip to Steuben.
Goldtlnvaito, of Somerville,
Mass., and Mrs. K. Cook and Mrs. M. A. Ryder, of
Provincetown, Mass., are visiting at Mrs. K. Chip-

.Mrs. and Miss

m

C. II.

Weekly for the Journal.

SAItliF.XT,

Produce Market.
A

Koval Hakim; l’owiua:

NO. S

MAIN

STItKKT.

/‘rice. Paid Producers.

pples Y bush

040 Hay if ton,
233 Hides 4? tb,
Beans,pea,Vbu ,1.0031.75 Lamb if tb,
1.40a 1.50 Lambskins,
medium,
dried Y lb

yellow-eyes,,1.log 1.25
Butter Y lb,
1(5§20
Beef Y !b,
OgS
50§(5()
Barley Y bush,
Cheese Y lb
Sg 10
Chicken if lb,
IS gift
Calf Skins if !t>,
8gi)
Duck if tb,
00300
K>
Kggs if doz.,
Fowl if lb,
1012
Geese if lb,
003(H)
Retail

Mutton if tl»,
Oats Y bush,

12.00gU.00
ag io
35 3 00

7g.S
42§45
05 §70
Potatoes,
Round Hog if Mi,
OgO
Straw if ton,
ft.OOg7.Oo
030
Turkey, if lb,
Veal Y tb,
7§8
Wool, washed if lb, 203:10
W ool,tin washed V lb,22g23
Wood, hard,
4.(K)§5.00
Wood, soft,
3.00g3.50

Market.

1 .(H)31.05
Beef, corned, Y lb
7®0 Lime Y bid,
Butter Salt,IK box,
20 Oat Meal Y lb,
4§5
00 Onions Y lt>,
Corn Y bush,
4§5
Cracked Corn Y hush, <50 Oil,Kerosene,'Y gal., 12315
Corn Meal Y bush,
(50 Pollock Y fl»,
3**34
Cheese Y •»,
10913 Pork Y lb,
7g8
Cotton Seed Y cwt., 1.45 Plaster Y bbl.,
LOO§1.10
3
Codfish, dry, tK tb, 3>£t§5 Rve Meal, Y lb,
1.05
Cranberries, if qt., 030 Sfiorts, if cwt.,
Clover Seed Y lb, 1331(5 Sugar Y lb,
0§7*a
Flour Y bbl.,
40
3.503(5.50 Salt, T. L, Y bush.,
II. G. Seed Y bu,2.30®2.40 S. Potatoes Y lb,
O30
Lartl Y lb,
8§9 Wheat Meal Y lb, 3*a&4

(

o., km; Wall

Over

>t

Iyr4_>

New Goods!
New Goods!

SOLI)

2,000 Yds. Dress Remnants

AT ONE-QUARTER

VALUE!

THEM!

Having returned from NKW YoUK and BOSTON I

■‘C

with

I. \ I’tJM STt

a

Shall Sell this Week

K of

X

The Most Successful PREPARED FOOD

POK NEW-BORN INFANTS.
It
used with confidence, when the mother
may he
is unable
to nurse the child, as a safe and natural
substitute for mother’s milk.

:

GAPS1

CLOTHING, HATS,
-AND-

The BEST FOOD to be used in
connection with PARTIAL NURSING
No other food
It

causes no

answers «n prrfcrth in sneli ruses.
ilisturhanrr ol' (lirestinn and will lie

relished by the child.
A

SURE

for

R.v the use of this
/</<*/<:</ and easily assimilab'd Food, fatal results in this dreaded’ disease
ean be surely prevented.
A Perfect Nutrient for INVALIDS
in either Chronic or Acute Cases.
Hundreds of physicians testify to Its great value.
It will be retained when even lime water and milk
is rejected by the stomach. In dpsprjfsia, and in
all wasting dint ases it has proved the most nutri
t‘°us and paint.* ble, and at tin* same time the most
economical of Foods. For an infant ma> he made
150

Furnishing
Am

prepared to oiler

some

Goods.

speeial bargains

Lot A". /, Jn (Ah ih! run's Suits. All
out;/ SJ.nO a Suit.

PREVENTIVE and CURE
CHOLERA INFANTUM.

MEALS

for

Lot An. 'J. 'Jo ('h ihlmi's Suits, iiiji
All Wool, S.’i.Ot) ii Suit.

Wool,
,s

j

TABLINGS, & CARPETINGS!

/o u.

Lot A"..'/, inn Ihois' Suf/s of s.'i.JA, s.'i.no.
S I.no,
S4.nO, Sn.OO mill S.'t.nO.
M< it's All Wool Suits, si~rs .'10 to 44. of so.
Sj. SS, SO. S/0, S/2.0O mill S In.
SPECIAL

SALE

ODDS AHD BHDS OF

OP

tinder wear I
All si/es sillin’.', and
oil

$100.

Sold by Oruggists—2.V., .r»0e., $1.1)0.
ttv A valuable pamphlet entitled “Medical < ipin
inns on the Nutrition of Infants and Invalids,"
sent free on application.
I.’.u-J t
Wki.i.s, Kk u utnsoN & Co., Ibirlingtun, Vt.

ets.,

IdJAW I.Us, form<‘r
23 i-ts.

CURTAINS, WALL PAPERS,

priee

now

HEAVY RIG BONANZA

Undershirts & Drawers,
all size*,

only .»0

rts.

Msttls

New Boston

llVER

H pi as.

•

11

vlARK

20 YARDS COTTON CLOTH for 65c.

Clothing Store,

ANDREWS, Propr.,

Pluenix

Kow,

&c.

Hosiery, Cloves,

eaeh.

it./) >hall give my personal attention to tin* trade
and should lie pleased to see all my old friends and
customers.

CARTERS

In fact

we are having a GRAND WEEDING
OUT SALE in every department.

ISolfhst.

CURE

Sick Headache r.::-l relieve all the troubles incident to a bili »us Mute of the system, such as Dizziness, Nansen, Drowsiness, Distress after eating,
While their most remarkPam in the Side, »te.
able success bn been slu-wn in curing

SICK

si.idle Liver l’illsare equally
valuable in Constipation, curing and
this annoying complaint, while they also correct
all disorders of the stomach, stimulate the liver
n if tin y only cured
and regulate the bowels. L

ncadachc.yet Carti

preventing

Come and

HEAD

Ache tiny would be
pm less to those who
suttVrfnin this distressing complaint; but foitnnately their goodness do» s no' end hi re, and tho.-e
valuwho once try them will find these little*
able in so many ways that they will not be willing
Pud after nil sick In ad
to do without tin m*.

ACHE
■

CARTER MEDICINE CO.,

as

special

a

“

Spring

\

Monlvillo. The Republicans of Montville an*
requested to moot at the North Ultimo Mooting
Mouse, (’outro Montville, Saturday, An^. 7. issii. at
o'clock I*. M., to chouse delegates to attend tin*
<
ounty < oiivontion to ho hold in Belfast, >aturdav,
1 *!•:it
Committkk.’
Aug. 14, Issti.
Montvillo, duly 20, issd.

DEAIjJEJR

Round

Trips

Per Week.

A

new

stock

6

-OFFICE

and Yellow Ware.

Opposite A. A. Howes A Co.’s.

TIFLTTZNrXSLSS I
Of all

FLORENCE,

Orders

Warehouse foot of
sizes, from the smallest to the largest SaraSpring St. promptly filled.
toga. Also an endless variety of
Oftlee coimeeted nidi Warehouse bj Telephone

5 andlO Cent Counter Goods,

lSNtt,

Mondu—W ill leave llrooksville at Id a. m.,
astine lo::to \. m., lslcslx.ru, Ryder's Cove. IJ v.,
or on arrival of steamer Cimhria* 1'nun liar llarlx.r.
Leaves Ilelfast same «1;»\ at
I*. .M.
Tri:si»v\ —Will leave Ryder's Cum* at s a. m.,
(astine *:lr», fur lie!fast direct. Will leave llel
fast same da\ at J :n) i*. >t.
W i;s.N i:si».vt
U ill leave l.-leshuro. 11 null's I lead
at 7 :><> A. M.. Ryder's S. ( astine >:!.'» fur Ilelfast.
Leaves Ilelfast same day at.
:.»i) r. m.. fur same
places as tilmvi
Till i:si»a\
Will leave l-lc-dioro. ii\dei'~ ( uve.
at s a. M., Ilruuksville,
( astine *.♦:Ifur Ilelfast.
Leaves Ilelfast same da\ at
r. m.
Luiuci -Will leave 1 slesl>ur«* at
\, m.,
astine
s.I.'t, fur Ilelfast direct. Leaves Ilelfast same da\
at i :.*»(> i*. M.
SATCUI» \\
Will leave Islcshoro, Ryder’s Cnyi
at 7 A. M., ( astine 7 I'*, fur Ilelfast direct.
Leaves
Ilelfast same day at lu a. m., connertin^ with
steamer (Jimhria at ( astine fur |>eer Isle, Sedu
wick, s. W. Harbor and liar llarhur.
if u ‘Steamer arrives in Ilelfast eaeli trip in time
fur Itan^or ami llustun hunts ur trains ^uin^-West.
it t) Steamer will touch at X<>rthpurt < ’amp (Ground
each way during ( amp Meeting week.

I’ku ouuki: Town ('ummhti;i;.
Scarsinont. The Republicans of Searsmont will
hold a caucus at the store of d. L. Moody, on Saturday afternoon, Aug. 7th, at f> o'clock, for the purpose of choosing delegates to the County Convention to be holden at Belfast, Aug. 14.
Searsmont, duly 2b, lss«».
I*i:it Oicdkic.
Morrill, 't he Republicans of Morrill are request
ed to meet iu caucus at the (i range Hall, on Satur
dav evening, Aug. 7th, at 7 o’clock, to choose two
delegates to attend the County ( (invention to be
held at Belfast, Aug. 14th, also to choose a town
committee.
l'i:tt ohi»i;u Town Com.

Monroe. The Republicans of Monroe arc hereby
requested to meet in caucus at the Town House iii
Monroe, on Saturday, Aug. 7th, at »> o’cIock r. m.,
to choose delegates to attend the County Convention to be held at Belfast, Saturday, \ug. 14, 1sn».
Per order Town Com.

Monroe, July 31, Is'Ni.

Fare.

You will always lliul a full stock and at
low as the lowest. IMease ghe us a cal!.

B. F. WELLS,
Belfast.

.Inly

iirlcos

tVSain

I’.'

Tobacco,
Ciijars,

Knox. The Republicans of this town will meet
in caucus on Monday, Aug. !Hh, at 3 o'clock, for the
purpose of electing delegates to the County Convention.
I’ku order.
Belmont.

The

Republicans of Belmont

to meet in caucus at the School
Corner, on Saturday afternoon,

quested
moot

are re-

House, Bel
Aug. 7th, at

,r> o'clock, for the purpose of choosing delegates to
attend the County Convention at Belfast.
Per Order.

benrsport. The Republicans of Senrsport are re
quested to meet at the Town House, on Saturday
evening, Aug. 7th, at 7 o'clock t*. M., to elect delegates to the County Convention to be holdcn at Belfast, Aug. 14th, ami to attend to any other business
that may

come

before the, caucus.
Per order Town Com.

Ice Cream, anil
Fancy (Jrocerics.

(mods all NKW and FI R^T-t'I. Ass, and ;it prices
that defy eompetition. it,., LINK ML A ( ALL.

H, E. BRADMAN.
Ilelfast, Ante L 1SS(L—111

Piano

Forte

rANO,

sell

aged

In this city, July 31, Mtdii table Crosby,
83
years and 5‘months.
In this eity, Aug. 1, Charles A. Crosby, aged 2
months and 15 days.
In this city, Aug. 3, Mrs. Jane Abbott,aged about
82 years.
In Llncolnville, July 21, Ruth T. Limes, aged 52
years, 5 months and lo days.
I Incorrectly printed
last week.]
In Waldo, July 20, Nettle A. Cunningham, aged

lii Morrill, July 20, John Pearson, aged (50 years,
4 months and 11 days.
In Swanvillc, July 28, Emery Nickerson, nged 74
years and 4 months.
In Winternort, July 25, Mrs. G. If. I>uuton, formerly of Union.
In Camden, July 24, Mrs.
Conant, widow
of the late Sewell Conant, aged 73 years, 0 months
ami 11 days.
In Augusta, at the lusanc Asylum, Mrs. Lucy
Thorndike, widow of the late James K. Thorndike,
of Camden, aged aoout 83 years.
In Thoniuston, July 28, Patrick Me Loon, aged fk»
years.
In Thomaston, July 27, Stephen S.,son of George
W. and Sarah Jacobs, aged 7 years and 2 days.

Mary

Main & Hie;h Sts,, Belfast,

Me. j

great

numbers

development of
Laryngitis, Hroncliit is, Pneumonia,
and Pulmonary < onsuniption, ami b\
the ettre of those dangerous maladies.
It
should be kept ready for u.so in every
family where there are eliildr. ti, as if is a
tin dieine far superior to all odo rs in the
tn atment of Croup, the alleviation
of
V. hoopingC’ough, and thecun* of Colds
and lutluenza, ailments peculiarly in. id> ntal to childhood and Muuh.
I’roinptittide in dealing with all* diseases of t!ii
la -s is of the utmost
The
less of a single day may, in many rases,
email fatal consequences.
I>o not wast.*
time in experiment im: with
pr> ions

importance.

1

■

medicines of doubtful eftieacy, while the
ma'adv is constantly gaining a d per
bold, but take at once the spccdic-r nd
most certain to cure,
>

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,
PREPARED BY

Dr. J. C. Ayer
Co., Lowell, Mass.
Sold bv all Druggists.

Tuner.

m

Rev,

V.IKMX

vy * k

A. F. CHASE, Ph. D.,
Fall

K

QUHFQ
OmULO,

Principal.

Term opens Aug. 23.

College Preparatory, Scientific. Academic, Nor
null, Art and Musical Courses, Business (ollci.,
with lirst-elass instruction- I.oeation unsurpasse*i
4wdll
Terms low. Semi lor catalogue.

Bargain!

Ladies,

5

MACHINE

Misses and

He Careful of Your

omc'lLaw

Ihranchsa of

lw:tl

•

■OVClTlOK,

BY
I

CLOSING OUT SALE j
Thorndike, Sept.

I.

A rare chance to get a bargain in real estate,
farming tools ami *t«>»-k. If you want a large or
small farm, call and examine'the property before
auction. Public and private sales. Auction to
commence 10 a. m. Sept. 1.
If rainy the first suitable day.
GEO. M. COLE.
(.'HAS. C. CR ARYAuctioneer.
2w.’il*

Brs. STODDARD & STODDARD.
Masonic Temple,
STODDARD,
29, 1880.—17tf

DR. G. XV.

April

For

Belfast, Me.
DR. A. O. STODDARD.

Sale!

YOKE

bargain.

East North port,

one

July

Notice of Assignee of His Appointment.

;

]

|
|
!

SpctaclBS k Eye Glasses
That ar<* well adapted to the needs and condition
of your si<*lit.. I keep constantly on hand one of
the largest and mo>t complete line of < >ptieal lioods
to l»e found in the state, embracing the celebrated
liar/: Crystal ami Parr Prbh/rs, Pericscopic
Doabh Cinirrj', Coararr, Hi focal ami Fiar
Colored Classes j\>r Weal: Ff/cs.

Belfast, in the Countv of Waldo and State of All
prices from the common steel bows to the line
Maine, the fourteenth <iay of .Inly, A. I*, lss*>.
So and S<> jrold bows.
Iton't lu* swindled by the
undersigned hereby gives notice of lus ap- fancy prices of peddlers, but come and buy jjood
pointment as Assignee of BAKNAUD Noll
p»ods at fair prices at
TON, of Palermo, in said County of Waldo, In-sol
vent Debtor, who has been dee,hired an Insolvent
upon ills petition by the Court of Insolvency for
tin* County of Waldo.
F. A. CHECK, Assignee.
Iw31
At

T11K

Notice of Assignee of His Appointment.

At

YEARLING STEERS, large,
well mated and broke. Will be sold at
1WVO
at
Also
horse and
a

|

A practical school of business, having a National
College Bank, with a cash capital of S-'HUHhi organ
i/.Cil in lsU4. rI’he best facilities offered. Expon
eneed teachers einpl >ycd in each department. The
short business course a special feature, short hand
and typewriting taught by a practical stenogra
pher. Sessions, six days and evenings. Kates very
iteow.'!!
low. Catalogue free.

Belfast, in the County of Waldo and State of
Maine, the fourteenth day of .July, A. I>. lsst*.
undersigned hereby gives notice of his appointment as Assignee of W. K. WKI.I.MAN,
of Belmont, in said Count) of Waldo, Insolvent
Debtor, who has been dee I a red an Insolvent upon
his petition by the Court of Insolvency for the
County of Waldo.
K. A. CKEKR, Assignee.
I will

THE

fat,
once

cow.

II. F. ( I NNINGIIAM.
20, 1880.—3w.ll*

Eyes

HAVING

HEHVET'S_ JEWELRY

DENTISTS,

Children,

Francis’ Shoe Store.

OFFICE,

High Street, Itelfant.

and Lace

-AT-

Foi l: ROI NI) CORNERS, ROSEWOOD
$05. Parties going west ami wish t<>
Can he seen at the

SINGER SEWING

Button

-FOR-

ease, for
at once.

At iOast

DIED.

CO,,

j

LEFT \T M. P. WOODCOCK’S.

Great

July

&

in.ova.

'PHI-: undersigned, haxing lurn appointed Io the
1 Supreme dudioial Court within and for the
County of Waldo. Commissioners upon an appoal
hy the inhabitants of tho town of nit; from the
i decision of the < ounty < 'uunnissioiiers ..i the otni
1
ty ot Waldo, locating'and taxing nut a lilghxxux in
I tin* fexvn of l nitx in said ( ountx. upon petition <•!
‘. Id MICK II
KI,\ K and others,‘on the loth dax ot
November, isso, herein gives notice that we liaxo
appointed Wednesday tin- sixth day ot October
next, at ten o'clock in the forenoon, and the dx\ el!
ing house of Ceorge II. Five, in said Cnity. a- tintime and place of In a ring upon said appeal.
Dated this third dax of August. Ism;.
NATHAN K. WKI.UNCToN,
OKI;IN Id AKNT.D,
sAMl'Kh KINCsIH ItY.
:>xv.‘>l*

Nortliport. The Republicans of Northport are Will lie in town first week in August.
requested to meet at the Beech Hill school house, ( ]’.elfust. Aug. it, tssii.— Iw’Jl
on Wednesday, Aug. 11, at 2 o’clock I*. M., to choose
delegates to the County Convention to be held at !
Per Order Com.
Belfast, Aug. 14.
|
Northport, Aug. i, IStSO.

In New Haven, (’ inn., Aug. *2, by ltev. l)r.
\V. L. Vibbert, Rector of St. Janies’ Church, Mr.
Ira lb Chandler, formerly of Mariett, Me., and Miss
Rosa J. Wilcox, of New'llaven, Conn.
In Roeklaml, July 27, George K. Lamb and Mrs.
Lizzie l lmer, both of Roeklaml.
Yinalliaven,
*25, K.T. Raymond and Amanda
T. Arey, both of Yinalliaven.

Remedy

E. W. COXJLD,
ORDERS

MARRIED.

\nu

Commissioners' Notice.

I 'm it,

ivo«.;

In all cases of Hronchia! : 1 Pulmonary A fleet ions is Atn.'s < in i.nv
l’l "lORAI.. As sai'll i i11 i
i and
prescribed l»y the nieili.-a! (• r* f -.-ion, m |
m many thousands
r t; i:i
t« r th*
past forty v ars, it ha, hr, n ..aid. d a> an
invaluable househ-'d ivm<d\. It ipreparation that only r- q r. p> |..• 1:.
in mtv small iiiaruiti.
and :i f. w d
of it administer' d in tin* early stace-, of a
cold "i’ cough will ctlcct. a sp. d\ cure,
and may, very possibly, save life. 'Them
is no doubt w hatever that

F. H. FRANCIS

Bradman

Confectioner;/,

\\

Has preserved the lives of
of persons, by arresting the

STOKE! ! Corner

E.

at

An Efficient

St.

si. Is^u.

nouns’

H.

11a-l, Ian. -1.

or

—

isst;.—411f

lias opened a new sture in Hay ford llluek, first
dour below swett A: Morrison’s lish market, and
will keep a line assortment of

there

as

50 ft*.

NEW

left

1

(’apt. S. If. RAKROIK, Manager.

duly *24,

IN

F.

from New lork.

s

Liberty. The Republicans of Liberty are requested to meet at Morse’s Mall, in said’town on
o’clock l*. M., to choose
Saturday, \ugust 7. at
ttiroo delegates to attend the County Convention to
be holden at Belfast, Aug. It, issts.*

in

BAGS !

Just received

Crockery. Glass

rnrK.

AFTKK .11 LV 21,

good article for twenty-live ee.it>.

SHOPPING

IJKLFAST.

I«"OU

It!*

Notions.

OF

CITY

GAUZE UNDERVESTS.

(

CaiKMiN

TIIE

RIBBONS, LACES, HAMBURGS,
Fans, Hdkfs.. Parasols and Sieves.

islesboro. Castine, and Brooksville
i.oc.ii.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

BEN HAZELTINE
3

-FROM-

eels

MAINE.

m

Excursions

D3S1VTIST,
and

sur-

years.

City Block, Main Street, Belfast.

THELARGESTSTOCK

tit.il

6

BELFAST.

shape of

once in ten

course.

P. LOMBARD,

Corner Church

8i & 83

S!'ft \TIO.\S in Husincss 'looses furnl-hed
its pupils completes tile varied inducements t** attend this school.
On and after Aug. -'1. the Principal may be seen
daily from (ill "* o'clock. at the .- chooi budding, tins
Wasningb>u St. I Y<>spcetus, e<mtaining full Information concerning course of study, terms,etc., post free.

New York City.
lyrll

C.

in the

only

Will Re-opcn Monday, Sept. Gtli.

Tin: ( <H HSR OF STI l)Y is thorough, com
plete and practical. Pupils arc fitted for tho duties
and work of every day life.
TIIK FAIT I.TV embraces a list of twenty
teachers ami assistants, elected with special reference to proticicncv in each department.
TIIK STI m:\TS an- joung people of both
sexes, full of i’iiligrnrr and zrul.
Till: msCHTTM-: is Of the highest ordci and
Includes valuabh* business lessons.
TIIK I*A I’H0\ \Oi: is the largest of any Commereial School in tie world.
Till: HKIT TA'ITO\ «*f tins school for o
n ft tit if and IctitJership and as the Standard Institution of its kind is generally acknowledged.
THE S( IKKM. Ill 1UIIV. Is centrally lnculeil
and purposely constructed.
HFRITAL F»l HSR. Shorthand, Type Writ
imj, ComfHitiition and (.’o/vr.spom/.'m e may be taken

! thcb :!.• of .* many l.vos that lure m where we
make our great boast. Our pills cure it while
hers do not.
Carter s Little Liver Pills are very small and
make a dose.
very easy to take. One or two
They are strictly vegetable and do not gripe or
action
their
but
by
gentle
purge,
please all who
use them.
In vials at 25 cents; live for $1. Sold
by druggists everywhere, or sent by mail.

The Three-Legged Brand
of Yarns,” are noted for their
general superiority over all
others. A trial will convince.
Ask for the “Three-Legged
Yarns.” Sold by ail dealers.

treat

it occurs

GEO. W. BURKETT.

Largest & Most Successful in the World.

pills

<

the great

see

prising bargains,

<

trell.

of

nion,
Simmons, Mrs. (L Hall,
Uockland, Mr. d. P. Fish, of Boston, Mr. and
and Mrs. B. II. Fish, of White’s Corner.The
M. K. Society advertised to give a lawn party on
Tuesday evening of last week, but owing to the
s.

LaGtatect

I. W.

Japan, July 0. Sailed ship Loliert I..
Staples. San Francisco.
ing a few weeks at Mr. T. J’>. Fernald’s....On Lelknap,
Manila. May 20. Sailed ship Wandering Jew,
1 hursday last a party from dockland, in search of
Nichols, New York.
Lizard. Passed by July 27, ship P. C. Liar.cha
quiet, shady place to picnic, found the spot in an
ard, Norman, Philadelphia, for Hull, Lug.
orchard near the pond. After supplying the “inner !
t ape Haytien, July 2n. Arrived seh. K. M. Laron,
man” with the good things, they took a row on the
Atwood, Lo.-Tol).
In port .11110- Jo, bark C. P. Dixon, Keen,
pond, after which they started for home, express- to Callao.
load for Hampton Loads.
ing themselves as well pleased with their trip.
Hong Kong, June lit. Cleared ship Josephus,
Logcrs, New York.
\\ intkki'out. Airs. I Hinton, whose death was
Penang, June 23. Lark Kseort, Waterhouse, Anannounced last week, was the wife of G. 1L Dunnum.
Cardin’, July 31. Arrived ship David Lrown,
ton, proprietor of the Commercial House. she
MeCilvery Lristol.
was about 4:5 years of age and leaves a children,
Avoninouth, Aug. 1. Sailed ship St. Mark,
the youngest not yet a year old, to mourn her loss.
Nichols, New York.
Slic was a most estimable woman and was
M AUITIMK MISCKIXANt
greatly
beloved. Her quiet, unobtrusive manners, pleasBangor, July 2S. sdi. Agnes, which wont .ashore
at Imli.an Point, was towed oft' without much damant disposition and kind heart endeared her to all
age.
who knew her. Though her sickness was distressRockland, July .Ju. The fishing sell. M.L.Torof
loaded with lish, went ashore
rey,
the
ing,
closing hours of her life were peaceful at noonGloucester,
to-day on the Triangles, near Pumpkin
and happy. She retained her senses to the last
Island, and remains. Steamer Henry Morrison
nud a short time before she passed away sin* call- made an ineffectual attempt to haul her oil'.
The Weekly Freight Circular of Snow & Bured her family around her bedside,
gave them gess, New York, for the week ending July .'11, says :
words of counsel and eomfort and hade them an
Fuller an improved demand, rates upon tonnage
for general cargo to the River Plate show :t slightalTee.tionate farewell, after which she repeated
ly improved tone, and in instances a fraction in allthe words of tin* hymn “In Heaven above where
iance has been obtained: the lumber branch, howall is love there’ll be no sorrow there,” and re- ever, is yet characterized by inaction. To Brazil,
marked to a sister who was with her that she also, more inquiry has been’ experienced, but thus
far no improvement In going rates is reported.
“didn’t know any one could he so happy to die.” Cuba sugar tonnage remains quiet, though rather
The funeral services were held at the hotel on more disposition has been shown to charter; the
rates offered, however, arc unattractive.
In other
Tuesday afternoon. The house was filled with West India departments there is little of interest
sympathizing friends and the tloral gifts were pro- to note; previous rates are maintained in the face
fuse and beautiful. Among the many designs were of moderate offerings of tonnage. Coastwise lumber freights are quiet, but no quotable change in
a large shaft of white flowers, a lovely anchor, cross
rates are reported; as a ride they exceed shippers’
ami wreath. The services, which were conducted Inlimits. Coal tonnage has been in improved demand
Bev. A. A. Lewis, were very appropriate and and association rates are readily obtained; in instances even better. This is due to the light availthe
relatives present from out able
touching. Among
supply.
of town were Mr. and Mrs. o. A. Burkett, Mr. and
Mrs. (;. It. Dunton, Mrs. < >. (i. Daniels, Mr. .1.
BELFAST PRICE CURRANT.
s.
Dunton;

Tills powder never varies. A marvel of
puritv,
strength ;iml wholesomeness. More economical
than tIn* ordinary kinds, and cannot. hr s.dd in comwith
the
multitude
of
the
petition
low test., short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. s<>/,/ <,,,/>/ i„

pills

rent.

A

Dollar.

cans.

There.

as

upon which the whole party started stud soon made
the discovery tlisit they didn’t frighten worth si

urday

A GRAND SUCCESS!

t*

season

one

GREAT REMIT SALE
NY.

sion-there,

0,1,1

One

I y i30

an*

consolation as seemed suitable. ...The
Iemplars had a picnic <m Squaw Head last
Saturday and had a general good tinn*. Thev have
recently presented themselves with a whole new
lii.mt of regalias and badges, and are to install the
w in ami little son were at her mother's about half
"llicers next Tuesday evening: K. A.
a
mileaway. The lire wsisei idently set by a tramp tollowng
llober.son, \V.<\ T.: Laura IS. Martin, W. V. T.;
wh'» had been driven from a barn in the neighborhlva M. Ifandell, \V.
I.i/./ie ];. ( oleord, W. F.
hood and wa< seen about the premise- just before !
s.; Maitland If. Lafollev, W. T.; Delia
• lark,
Ames, W.
The watchman at the spool mill saw the i
< •: Mabel
I.anpher, W. I.H.: Win. 11. Kelley, \V.
lire and ga\c the alarm, but il was too late to save
<). D.and F. Daton
ISieknmre, \V. M. The order
anything.
is i'.i a nourishing condition-The celebrated one
it. \N Wheeldcn and wife, Wilson Ssiwycr and
and only wild conga, buga, mountain lion,
tiger,
Frank Tuck. of Iistngor, made a harbor here Sunw ild cat. etc. is now
visiting Stockton hack woods,
day night in the >team launch Flint, having eii
lie has been seen by many, heard
by more and un‘.ntered dense fog and a ehoppy sea in crossing
derstood by mine. Mis voice can be heard a mile.
tin- bay from Northpurt in an attempt to reach the
M< begins with a screech and closes with a
deep
ri\cr. They had a narrow escape in entering the
bas> almost tooting sou ml, and repeats this double
harbor, just clearing the boulders on the western
tone lre«piently. lie was near Alex
staples’ barn
-hole. They fetched in
by and made steamboat Saturday night, llis voice is said to be almost hu
wharf ami came up town and took rooms at the
man.
Dogs and horses refuse to approach him,
I lot i*l. .Monday morning they made an
attempt to and tin* hunters havn’t crowded him
any.The
run up sigstin, but tin* fog was so thick
they wen* village schools
begin Aug. Di and will be a long
obliged to return. They left tin* launch and pro
term in consequence of tin- failure to have a sumceded home overland. Parties here are negotiatmer term ...The town treasurer
-ays the advertising' for the purchase of the launch.
ing columns of the Journal will present for inspecP',s 1 His Moitsi:. (?eo. W. Mammons, accomtion the unpaid mm resident taxes
immediately
panied by several friends, went to Swan Lake alter Aug. la... .The
evenings art* now pretty well
Saturday to spend the night, and w hen about reads h'ken up. Hood
Templar.- Tuesdays, (Jrange Frito >-tart for home Sunday the
discovery was made days, skating rink .Saturdays and the sociables
lhat hi.- horse, which had been turned out to graze,
I hursdav evenings, and most of the
boys go courtwas no w'here t->
be found. Diligent search was
ing \\ ednesday evenings, and this. 1 understand,
made until the shades of night came on, w hen some is
because by some ancient mistake the Sundays
one of the
party remarked to Leorge ,,It looks as
were put too far apart.
Monday night is still held
though we have trot to spend anotlter night here.” open lor general
purposes.
said
and
sartoin,
went
t.eurge
they immediately
into camp.
Monday morning, having proetired
An Oflenxive Partisan.
other conveyance they arrived home all right. Suf( 'apt. IS. F. Miller, who has
lice it t«> say the horse was found Monday after
just been dismissed
noon by Mr. Marden in si lot nearby the
from the customs inspectorship at the Lazaretto,
pond.
Philadelphia, as an “otl'ensive partisan,'' is the
Tun Mlij.n’t x aui:. Near Mosman’s ledge wv
man who. in isTO. risked his life to sue the
city
Inu c a natural curiosity consisting of several small
from yellow fever, lie towed an infected brig out
oj the ship channel into quarantine, unloaded
round boulders whieli sit about half tide pop out sit
her,
and nursed the fever patients at the hospital.
every motion of the waves, ami if wsitchcd fore
give the appearance uf si school of seals
sporting on tin >ands. One of our summer visitor.- observed them one morning, and after sp\ing
an.uud a bath house and watching them for si few
moments, sped to the hotel to inform his wife and
lady friends that they might have sin opportunity
oi witnessing the sportive smimsils.
After wsitch
ing them some time seeing them dive and come up

Doses

IOO

Kdilh

dropped

G. W. Burkett’s

Sarsaparilla

to

grand-parents, and Mrs. I. J[. GriHin,
Fletcher and Mrs. Bragg are greatgrand parents. All were greatly disappointed that
Mr-. Bragg wasn’t there.
Capt. Crawford Staples
stayed in town a few days over the time he had set
to return just t<. make tin*
trip. Our party numbered in till thirty-two. among which were Win.
Ungers and wife of Hampden and Delia (Lanpher)
Manson and Kat\ (Man.-on) Lancaster, both of
Pittsfield, and II. s. Lanpher and C. S. Staples of
N ’i
Levi (.rillin had his rillewith himand made
it interesting for seals,
loons, gulls, etc. that came
within half a mile.
Many porpoises rolled out and
one about two
hundred yards away got a bullet
Mrs.

mm

Mass.

$1 ; six for $5. Made
only by C. T. IIOOI) & CO., Lowell, Mass.

notify them. Had Mrs. Bragg been there all the
living children of Alex, staples, Sr. would have
been together, three sons and live
daughters, all
<>f

Deeds, Lowell,

of

Hood’s

ltyder's Cove and met John Bragg and wife and
our picnic dinner there.
It was expected that
we should meet Mis.
Mary Bragg and Miss Nellie

Lincolnville,

—

Sold by all druggists.

took
of

I should lose

“Hood’s Sarsaparilla beats all others, and
is worth its weight in gold.” I.
Rakhincjton,
130 Rank Street, New'York City.

at

party

Ik

.Register

Klviu Staples
trip down the bay last Thursday on the little
steam yacht Susie May. ( apt. Higgins is ti
genial
skipper and he glided us across the smooth bay
a

Nash, aged

Hood’s Sarsaparilla is characterized by
three peculiarities : 1st, the combination of
remedial agents; 2d. the proportion; 3d, the
process of securing tho active medicinal
qualities. Tho result is a medicine of unusual
strength, effecting cures hitherto unknown.
Send for book containing additional evidence.
“Hood’s Sarsaparilla tones up my system,
purifies my Mood, sharpens mv appetite, anu
seems to make me over.”
.T. 1‘. Thompson,

on a

and back in

thought

dreadful I

William

Ilojie, July

Purify the Blood

born for the busitook all his staples relation

ness...

so

sores,

Waldoboro, July -27,

21, William I, row'n, aged 71 years.
Union, July 2:>, Franklin if ice, aired tiS years.
l:nion,Julv Hi, Lewis Law, aged 71 years.
Dresdon Mills, July *21, Fannie \\, wife of
( apt. Niles T. ('rocker, of
dockland, aged M<> years.
In Washington, July ‘20, Mrs. Amos Wilson*, aged
4:» years.
In Stonehani, Mass.. July in, Cornelia Kendall,
willow of Hon. Hiram Hass, of Camden, aged 7!>
years and in days.
In Warren, July 22, Isaac Feter.s, aged i;7
years
and 7 months.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla cured them completely ; and they have been healthy ever
since. I do feel that Hood’s Sarsaparilla
saved my children to me.”
Mits. C. L.
Thompson, West Warren, Mass.

evidently

was

be-

In
In
In
In

them.

Lancaster of Pittsfield, and a new boy to John
Hugh Ames and wife. As he hasn’t registered yet
1 am unable to give further
particulars.Capt.

ora

they

and

nated.

still hunt.

are

adults,

than

Last Spring my two children were vacciSoon after, they broke all out with run-

willing; to accept Hon. .1. it. Bod
Governor, but the town committhe lookout for the usual Democratic
are

the next

on

more

peevish, and uncontrollable.
The blood should be cleansed and the system
invigorated by the use of Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

from Montana.

('apt. I. F. (illkey-left by train Wednesday morn
ing for San Francisco to take command of ship i Balph Morse in the ship Wm. G. Davis of PortWin. G. Davis.
land, Me. has just completed a quick trip. He sailed from San Francisco Oct. 20, 1S85, and arrived in
W II- Prescott of the
dry'goods house of Bradlord, Thomas & Co. Boston, with his family arc at Liverpool Feb. 12, and sailed from there March IB
and arrived in San Francisco July 12,
the Scarsport House.
making the
round voyage in eight months and
twenty-two
Miss X. J. Cusack who has been spending several
day-. (inly two ships have ever beaten this time.
w eeks at the
Scarsport House left by boat Monday -Sim Kllis has taken the
Sanford house on Fort
for her home at Lawrence, Mass.
Point and is loading it with summer boarders. Sim
We were pleased to see Capt. P. 1‘. Carver, who never seems contented outside of
a boarding house

days at Bar Harbor. Mr. Lewis preached
there on Sunday ami Prof. Chase, of Bucksport
old survey
Cummings, Seminary, supplied his pulpit....Dr. and Mrs.

number of other vessels.

j

Stockton.
James Walker of the farm of Walker Brothers,
Dyers and Bleachers, Chelsea, Mass, is visiting A.

at

hutching

I

town.

Portland_l.’ev. W. II. McBride

evening.

of

apt. Charles Colcord of Sell. Warren Adams,
loading ice at Rockport, spent Sunday in

(

which is

came

tance from the

After haying the attention of our
MovitoE.
people will lie turned to summer resorts, camp
meetings, fairs, &c.. ..Grain will l»e in order to cut
this week and a good yield is sure as it never looked I letter than at the present time.... Potato beetles
are not so plentiful as last year.Clarence,
youngest son of K. II. Nealley, fell from a cherry
tree, a distance of 12 feet, last Friday, on a pile of
refuse timber, breaking Ids arm and severely
bruising his body. lie is now doing well....The
church has received its second coat of paint which

Capt. JamesG. Pendleton left Monday to join the
Atwood exploring party to the Aroostook.

to take their | lares

Marroi Aubtirn is visiting her parents.
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put in machinery for sawing

published
i- expected
a
huge temperance* camp meeting at
Northport about August Fist, mi tlie same plan as
those at >ohago I.ake and Lake Marauoeook, at
which all the temperance organizations will be reThe best of music and speakers will
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be present.
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city, was happily
-urprised one day ia.-t week by a party of W. t
T. t
ladies suddenly dropping in, who wished to
clcl.rate the anniversary of her birth
help 1m
Alter partak'lay
y giving tier a picnic .-upper.
ing -f the -upper th-prc-cufcd Mr-. Miller
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gift in reuieml'rancr of the day. The occasion
was
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street,
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neighbor- and friends of
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Fast Water
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t'apt.J. Id ward Scott, who died
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Bark.... Master John Douglass with a crew
is repairing the draw of Verona bridge_
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paralysis on hoard his vessel in Bangor,
Friday morning, and at present is considered quite
1""’. I’he Partridge family have a reunion in
Town House, Orland. August:!.,_Mr. Rufus 11.
Kmery ot Buck-port i.- building a new cottage at
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who
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myself.”

“<>h, well," answered the counsel for tlie
plaintiff, testily, you always have some excuse.
I have never asked for anv delay. In every instance in which a motion lias been made for an
adjournment you have been responsible for it."
“I hope you don’t consider me responsible
for this one,” replied the procrastinating barrioter; and then, noticing the smile upon the
face of the .fudge, he added quickly, “It wasn’t
lily fault, and I assure your Honor this will
he the last time.”
Amid the general laughter
that this occasioned the speaker sank into his
chair in helpless confusion. The Judge, with
his handkerchief pressed to his mouth, with
difficulty mastered his desire to shout, ami intimated with a wave of his hand that the case
might go over for the term. [New York Tribune.
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lie gave him a bottle of stuff which only aggra
\ated tin* disease. When he went to nonsuit him
tlm >eeoml time, the quack had left for parts tin
know n. I pon learning the circumstances 1 reeommendnil Sulphur Hitters. Five bottles cured him.
--J.'t/itor .tonnm! ami Cimrii r.

‘•The picture, is very fair, Brown, but you look
.-ad.
“Yes, i looked sad on purpose. You see
it'- for my wife who is in the country, and if itlooked bright and cheerful she'd be coming home
to find out what the matter was.”
[N. Y. Times.

too

1'hey -trolh d a Inn;? the broad parade,
•John dones and pretty Miss Maria.
“Your teeth are aw ful,’.John,” she said ;
"Why don't you buv the beautitler?
see mine'
How white! Yes’tis my wont
To polish them with S< JZODONT.”
Love

Turns

his

-lovenliness, as regards the teeth. Keep them
pure, all ye who wish to be beloved and caressed.
>< */.t H >t JNT i- unequaled as a means of
whitening,
InriT
polishing, and preserving them.

Somebody says that the odor of fresli paint may
removed from a room by placing a saucer of
ground coffee in the apartment. Now we under
stand why it i- a man generally chews ground
coffee when he is painting the town red. [ Bock
be

well adapted to children that
[ recommend it as superior to any
prescription
known to me.”
IL A. Archer, M. D.,
Ill So. Oxford St, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Cststorla euros Colic, Constipation,
Sour Stomach, Idarrhona, Kructili<*n.
Kills Worms, givt*3 sleep, and promotes di-

so

red

15
till

or

alue of

VIS,

CHELSEA, MASS.

,

lt-

fulls

be

Cough Cure,

50c., $1.
GLENN’S SULPHUR SOAP Leals and beautifies, 25c.
GERMAN CORN REMOVER kills Corns & Bunions, 25c.
HILL’S HAIR & WHISKER DYE—Black & Brown, 50c.
PIKE’S TOOTHACHE DROPS cure in 1 Minute, 25c.
DEAN’S RHEUMATIC PILLS are a sure cure, 50c.
25,

lvrlO

j

Maud.—“ Well, commencement is over, thank
goodness! and the seminary is closed for the summer.
When do you start for home?” Nellie.—“In
the express, to-morrow morning.” “Have you any“Yes; I am going
thing to read on the
to look over my schoolbooks; papa might be inqusitive.” [New York Mail.

journey?”

Consumption Cured.
An old physician, retired from practice, having
had placed in bis hands by an East India missionary tiie formula of a simple vegetable remedy for
the speedy and permanent cure of Consumption,
Bronchitis, Catarrh, Asthma and all Throat and
I.ling A flections, also a positive and radical cure
for Nervous Debility and all Nervous Complaints,
and having tested its wonderful curative powers
in thousands of cases, has felt it his duty to make
it known to his suffering fellows. Actuated by this
motive and a desire to relieve human suffering, I
will send free of charge, to all who desire it, this
recipe, in Herman, French or English, with full
directions for preparing and using. Sent by mail
by addressing with stamp, naming this paper, W.
A*. Noyes, 149 Power'* Block, Rochester, N. Y.
2Gteow48
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Wonderful Reformation
in Laundry Starch.
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“Castorla is

Burkina's Arnica Salve.
The Best Salve in the world for Cuts, Bruises,
Sores, l iners, Salt Ithcum, Fever Sores, Tetter,
( happed Hands, Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin
Kruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay
required. It is guaranteeil to give jferfect satisfaction, or money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by Uichard II. Moody.

marks, and this client of mine contented himself
with the 1*20 mark- wnicli he found inside and left
the valuable safcjtn the owner.” | Fliegendc Blat

cine,

June 26, 1886,
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“Centlemen of the jury, there is still another extenuating circumstance in favor of my client. He
broke open a burglar-proof safe, a master piece of
Herman workmanship, valued by experts at 2,500
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impure blood,take the

i >i ri'.m ; i; \ —(>n appearance of soreness of
the thr ui, lake half a teaspoon ful once in 15
minute-; applied externally. Repeat until
relie\ «<l.
l‘*i;i.Ns
g soatt>s—Apply ns soon as possible. if tin- nria.ee is raw, cover with Hour, so j
that when dried, will 1-u ni a seal), and let rej
mail-, apply ing the Balsam around it till well. !
Kry.sipelas, 1 >eep-seated Pains, Sprains, j
Broken Bone--, St iff .Joint s, White Swellings,
B'i-s of M nioii in Limbs, or Loss of Sight,
Intlanied Kyi
Poisoning, Hites, Stings, etc.
Bathe thoroughly lVimi three to ten times a
day. It much hnlaim-d, put on a thin Slippery
Kim Poultice, covered with t l.e Balsam.
j
POlM »N* TAlvKN 1 NT M; N A t.LV— F: mi half to 11
table spoonlul, and give an emetic soon sis 1
W itli tin* 1m ltim\iiiit of the present year Tie
pos.-ihle; give Balsam several times a day
until well. Bar-ache—Turn a few
drops into I Ui i’i m i< a\ Joi’knai. ut* r* «l upon its fistli
••.
the
Chilblains—Bathe well and heat it j
in. Corns— Pare nearly to the quick; coyer ! volume.
It i' printed from new type, on a
them with buck skin, saturated with the Baillo. press, ami its merhaniral
is lc« n_
cam, every night and morning.
Pilks—Apply externally, and It necessary, '•rally :nlmitte«l.
also by syringe, or otherwi.-e, internally.
Tin: Joi i:\.\i. will coiitinur io piv>nn a re< "l (.IIS,
1 lo\KSKNKSS AND It ICON Cl III IS_
l ake enough t-• oil the throat several times a
liable am! interesting w«» k 1 \ ilim-st of intelliday. stoppages and Inflammation of the.
11« «•. will mahi
as heretofore. tin- lo ws o-f
Bowels—Give from a teaspoonful to a table-pooiitul out e in half an hour, til! releived.
Wal'lo < «‘i1111 a -p»-t ’:111y ami will hml a lo .\
Pains hi the side—Take a laige tcaspoonful
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worthy pursuit ami enterday, it neces- mu' liaml io
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attorney for tin1 defendant. Ilis opponent, who was anxious to proceed with the
trial, said : “This is the tifth time that you have
made excuse* for not going on with this matmrr.
Your Honor (to the judge) this case has
been adjourned on his motion every time.
I
have always been ready for trial and I think he
has had indulgence enough. The interests of
mv client are suffering on account °f these continued delays.”
“It is impossible,” replied the dilatory lawyer, “for me to proceed at this time. My wife
has just had a baby and I have had no time to

READ! READ! READ!
The Hampton Tea & Coffee Co.’s
In-fore.

appetite

ing

counsellor who is a great believer in the
; law's delays, and never loses an opportunity to
protit by them, recently moved in the Superior
Court for the postponement of a ease in which
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-ood altogether to pore over our sorrows; a
diversion i- a prudent ouim-. David did not
merely -it down and bemoan the calamity of
his condition, and >jnk under the burden.*hut
runneth to the Lord; A** husbandmen when
their ground is oversowed by waters, make
ditehes and water-furrow-, to carry if away; so
when our minds and thoughts are overwhelmed with trouble, it is --ood to divert them bv
-uim
other matter. Hut every diversion beeonieth not the s;iint^ ; it must he a holy diver>ion a- with the Psalmist: “In the multitude
of my thoughts within me, thy comforts deli-lit
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Hut in that arainh r than power
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nhordinate. men are ivipdred l»y ! hi religion
1" rival <;<xl. throiiah
pel feet love to he as
h•.I_\ as hiiim !f. a- the single drop, in its ervst a I sphericity. i- a- perfeet a- oceans; as the
-ingle sim-rax -lanting through llie I'reviee, is
as perfeet in in intrimie splendor :n nieasunI-— Moods of solar eMiiLo nee.
[Dr. R. S.
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The curative power of Ayer’s Sarsanarilla is too
well known to require the specious aid of any exaggerated '>r fictitious certificate. Witnesses of its
marvelous cures are to day living in every fitv and
hamlet of the land. Write Dr. ,L (
Ayer Si Co.,
Lowell, Mass., for names.
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cf Pure

Pa." said a young hopeful, "1 know what a man
wli
iia
seen better days is."
“Well, my son,
what is he:" "lie is a man who makes you tired
talking about himself."

ll-kiiown am*m_r Imt oin io for hor simple
fait Ii am! Iht an at oalnmoss i the miiist ot
j man;, trials. Another woman living at a di—
i lam
heiirin- of hor. -aid, “I mini -o ami -ee
liiai woman, and loam tho se.-ret of h-r -iron-,
hap; > lit.-." SIkj wont, ami accosting tho worn*
an. -aid. “Ar- yon tin
woman with tho -real
fait hr"
“No." replied she. “J am not the woman with th- areal faith. Imt I am tin- woman
with the little faith in the great <«od."
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other preparation. This remedy is an absolute
‘-pecilic, ami succeeds when other remedies fail.
Warranted.
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di-ciders eau-ed In a hi linns state of the
'tern
ac la
ettretl hy using ( arler’s Little Liver
l*iil-. No pain, griping or discomfort attending
thi• ii’ Use. Try them.
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Tic- Kansas city Times sent one reporter to a
we light and another was detailed to
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l>o you know that Nigster is so weak that lie
can't -tand alone?" asked the judge. “Mere}, no!"
replied the major. ‘What is the matter with him ?”
"Why, I asked him if he could stand a loan of
and lie -aid he couldn't."

'Work for Ail.
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Will the investment Pay?
This is the lirst question a Yankee asks to-day,
wlien }"U speak to In in of business.
What is last
I
me, and how -hall I keep the love and admiration of my husband ? is the uppcrmn-t thought of
tin- wile.
Kverv hard-working husband is di~
r.uiraged whin lie comes home at night and h;.wile greet
him with a complaint of alw ays being
prostrated, tired and nervous. What kind of a
It all conies of nine tenths
companion i> she?
•:nnc.'e--ar\ eare and anxiety to keep up exacting
appearance-, w hilc the world present- nothing but
de-mietive -tiiiiulaut- and narcotic- to suppress
tli indignation ol an abused nervous system. Too
uiiii li
doctor's bill and servant girl, and ruined
nerve-, is the reason young men won't marry,
and if they do, tin y want a divorce soon, to end
their unexpected slavery. If women would take
better care of their ncrvoii.*- system, that would
end it
Well, how ran they? Not by abuse oi
-timulants, morphine and drugs, but the extract ol
the Moxie Nerve f ood plant w ill, ami not harm
them. To feed strength is not to dr've or suppress.
Ten cent-' worth a day will make am woman
•ofong and a proper helpmeet for her husband.
A sk v our neighbors wdm use it and see if it is not.
-o.
Anv druggist ha.-it. It has created more ex
•dement than a Pre-ideiitial election.
Kverv body talk.- Mn.xie now
It i.-on everv new
von- woman’.- brain.
Like a good meal on a him
gw stomach, it helps you at once, and leaves no
reaction,
lint I suppo-c that a- long a- people
"Vi rdo and
abuse themselves, they must repair
eoi
onding!}. A- this has proved itself verv
harmle-s. il l- undoubted!} much better for the
people to use than the multitude of slush in vogue.
Tin- vveaklv people act like crazy loons over it. To
hear them talk, vou would think there was nothing
el e in the world.

lh.- jo arl-whiti nates :ae won
th- raim of tla- c utr ;i da\.
La! -dee' of fulid aerial'll!
Thrill down from 1 he phn.f -mis,
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Tin1 Administration is endeavoring to defeat
iiie .Morrixm surplus resolution, and the >< n:tti is div ided on tlie subject.

on.i tin -lar- and the -mi
follow him 'till on hi> way.
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that produces

-hist outside of the incorporation lives an old
lady and her two daughters. They had a small
pateii of wheat. When tin wheat wa- ready
for harvesting the two girls pulled ii all up and
tin* old lady cut tin: roots oft’ with an axe.
When ready for threshing, the girls rubbed the
grain out with their bauds, and the old lady
fanned the ehaH'out with a turkey wing. They
made something over four bushels. [Hartwell
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di-agreeable.

rhi-unli tin 'p!r in lor of -tars ini pear led
! o t InI w ..f their far-ntr nra< e.
11. i-a riim work I
l»y \\ orld,
Wii ii the -oid> in hi- M conn emhrtn ;
Lon.
ther'. unstirred by a wind.
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“iia|tp3 Thought" tt'aw Line
I

eoiild -it in the Senate under the charge of havin- sreured his seat by bribery and not demand
an in\estimation,
lie spoke not only in sena1«*r Bayne's presence, but stood
before him
in ! addressed his words to him
As ibis personal discussion is all the penalty Bayne i'
likely to rceeive, the country is obliged to Mr.
Hoar and Mr. I’rye for making it pointed and

III hi- <
a !r-a\ ell thep* dw
III'mt tin > hold !• w iiiy-tt rit
now
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V.
!ii' p’ty f■.r
.’ ll:*' farwell.'
!1 ill’ : iirruw
that -hininn hrow :
''-•ii;' taken lr- Jii l inn V fold ti-1-lh folds to !ii- ;o-P -rilin' breast.
Am! the tears ol t hr ii nrn-f are dried
Hre th y enter tin- -'mrls of rest:
An I >ti!I. earth*' madia-." above.
I;; a kingdom of stornile-s hivatli.
! naze on a :inlit t hat is !.»\ e
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Senator Frye is a man of courage and he j
spoke his mind very freely as to a man who I
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1 tell thee hi- fare i- fair
A- the moon-how’s amher rilin''.
And the ulram in hi' imhound hail
Like tin- llii'h of a llimi'and >p: iii.n't
Hi- -11-i!<• i- tin- fathoiulrs' i.ram
< )f 1 In -1 ai -.'hilie*' -arced iinlit.
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Is Prof. Horsford’s Bread

of sailor men. Of course, that made some
talk, but it did not bring much wealth to Mr.
Francis. It was all very well to save the lives
of sailor men when the ship went ashore, but
what was really needed was something to save
the ship, or. at least, the cargo, instead, and to
that Mr. Francis gave no heed. He went on
inventing new lifeboats and cars to bring sailors
ashore in through waves that were pounding
on the crudest kinds of rocks.
Nobody knows
how many thousand lives have been saved by
Id' apparatus.
Nobody that was saved seemed
to know w iioin lie owed bis life to.
Mr. Francis took his inventions abroad, where lie showed them to the leading rulers of Europe, and
received from them substantial tokens of regard,. Then became back to New York where
there are so many great men that the genius of
Francis didn’t make any very great show, and
lie was forgotten. He lived in his hotel unknown as a man of worth.
He was forgotten,
berause lie was modest as well as ingenious.
The others came forward and tried to usurp
his laurels. There is a hill before Congress
which proposes that I nch- Sam shall give Mr.
Framus a vote of thanks and a medal as a reward of merit for saving lives. This proposal
i' novel in that it is intended to recognize a
man’s worth before he is dead. If the bill
passes it will be an honor to the American
people; it ean add nothing to the laurels of the
in\eiitor. Mr. Francis is now so years ohl.

mortal! roaldM iliou hut know
AN*lint truly ii moans to die.
Tin- w inn' of ; iiy soul w oil’d jrlow
And tli«' Ijojo of thy heart la-at hinh:
Tii"ii would-! 1 urn tr 1» tin- 1’vrrhonist
■'.‘howls
And launh thoir jamou to >ooi n.
\ the 1 -abide id' midninht I • »l>
Kre the niuruinn ol Truth hr horn :
Hut J earth's madness al»o\ e.
Irt a kingdom of storm!." hreath
1 na/i mi 1 h<- ni"i
of lo\
III thr unveiled fare of I >oatll.
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topsail yard of ships and yet float itself and remain as good a boat as ever for saving the lives
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of manhood he had astonished the shipping
merchants of New York by making a ship’s
yaw! that could be dropped end down from the
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.Joseph Francis is
death of Paul Hamilton 1 lay'lie, tin..*
noblest poet that the >outh lias produced, lends Yorker, according to a
Eagle. lie may be seen almost any pleasant
peruliar interest to his lofty strain of linal
around the Stevens House at the foot of
tunpli w hit‘h appeared in tin- May number of I •lay
New York hotel of all others
Harper*' Magazine. Mr. I lay »»«• early devoted Broadway—the
himself to literature, and his name is assoeiat' most favored by sea captains. It is more than
7b years since Mr. Francis became interested in
id with marly all th-' best American mag
zincs,
tin- Southern ones, several of boats, ami long before he had reached the years
Tin-
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in the ( fuiitv of Waldo, deeeased, by giving bond
a-the law direets, he therefore reqiie-t- at! |»«*i
sous who are imlehteil to said derrasoil's estate
make immediate pay mi nt, and those w ho ha\ e any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settle
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nient to linn.

snhseriher hereby jrives
fJMIK
1 eourerned, that he has been
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K1»\V A111 > (, THOMPSON, late of Knox,
in the Count} of Waldo, deeeased, by j;i\ih*,r oond
law direets; he therefore requests all per
as the
sons who an* indebted to said deeeased's estate to
make immediate pay nient, and those w ho have any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for setth
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